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THE PRESIDENT (Hon Cive Griffiths) took the Chair at 2.30 pm, and read prayers.

STANDING COMMITTEE ON CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS AND STATUTES
REVISION

Eighth Report
HON M.D. NIXON (Agricultural) [2.32 pmJ: I am directed to present the eighth report
of die Standing Committee on Constitutional Affairs and Statutes Revision providing an
overview of petitions referred to die committee from June 1993 until March 1994.
On motion by Hon M.D. Nixon, resolved -

That the report do lie upon the Table and be printed.
[See paper No 152.]

MOTION - WESTERN AUSTRALIAN PUBLIC SECTOR
Workplace Agreements - Introducuion

THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths): I have received the foliowing letter -

The Hon Clive Griffiths MLC
resident

Legislative Council
29th June, 1994
Dear Mr President,
At today's sitting, it is my intention to move under SO 72 that the House, at its
rising adjourn until 9.O0am on December 25, 1994 for the purpose of discussing
the State Covernment's campaign to introduce Workplace Agreements to the
Public Sector.
Yours sincerely
John Halden MIC

In order for this matter to be discussed, it will be necessary for at least four members to
indicate their support by rising in their places.
[At least four members rose in their places.]
HON JOHN HALDEN (South Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [2.34 pm]: I
move -

That the House at its rising adjourn until 9.00 am on 25 December.
Members will recall that in the past 12 months we have had considerable debate about
industrial relations and the so-called trilogy of industrial reform Bills has passed through
this House, as has the Public Sector Management Bill. My reason for raising this matter
today is quite specific: The Government, its Ministers and its Premier are now becoming
insistent that the key feature of the Government's industrial relations reform - that is,
workplace agreements - be implemented within the public sector with as much haste as is
possible to ensure that the Government is leading the way in workplace agreements.
Currently workplace agreements have not had the impact the Government would have
liked. Basically they have been a feature in some small businesses and the mining
industry, partcularly in the north west of this state.
The Government is proposing a campaign in which it will set out the benefits of
workplace agreements. It is proposing a document which I am sure will be a far more
stylised version than the draft I have before me. The Department of Land Administration
has put out a number of information bulletins which provide the new terms and



conditions of employment for public servants, should they choose the brave new world of
workplace agreements. I am advised that the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet is to
push ahead with the same sorts of reforms and the samne package that is proposed by the
Department of Land Administration. I was under the impression that one of the central
features of workplace agreements was confidentiality - the meeting of the minds, as
Hon Peter Foss said - where equals would compete with equals and there would be room
for negotiation.
It is appropriate to start this speech by advising the House of the changed conditions for
Western Australia's 20 000-plus public servants under the Government's proposed
workplace agreements. Basically they run along these lines. The key features will
include that long service leave will be given after 10 years, not seven. There will be the
abolition of the 17.5 per cent annual leave loading, the two Public Service holidays and
short leave provisions. Annual and long service leave will be paid at the salary rate
applicable when the leave becomes due, not at the rare the employee is being paid when
it is taken. Annual and long service leave entitlements will be converted to a percentage
salary and be paid in cash, but not paid at -
Hon Max Evans: Are you supporting this?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I would not support this drivel if the Minister paid me.
Hon Peter Foss: I thought you were speaking very well in favour of it
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am sure the Minister would. That is an indication of how
draconian he is. Let me go on.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I do not want any inxerjections; I just want the member to
direct his comments to the Chair and not argue the point with people on the floor.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I will be happy to do that. Before I was so rudely interrupted by
the Minister for Health, who did not want me to make clear -

Hon Peter Foss: I am saying hear, hear.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I ant sure the Minister was. As I was saying, there is a provision
that annual and long service leave entitlements be paid in cash, but convented at a rate of
between 70 per cent and 80 per cent of the salary, not at 100 per cent of the rate at which
it was earned. The Government also wishes to foist upon public servants an increase
from 37.5 to 40 working hours a week; bonus payments when no sick leave is taken; and
an expansion of hours outside of 8.00 am to 5.00 pm, including Saturdays if client
demand requires.
Hon B.M. Scott: That is the real world.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Is it the real world? I am sure Hon Barbara Scott would ike that;
down in East Fremantle where she lives among the toffs.
Hon E.J. Charicon: Were do you live?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I live in Como near Manning near the Homeswest area.
Hon E.J. Chariton interjected.
The PRESIDENT Order!
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Further, as the toffs start to cringe in their seats and show what
they like in this world; that is, to make sure workers get as little as possible while they
enjoy the fruits of workers' endeavours -

Several members inteijected.
Hon JOHN H-ALDEN: Members opposite do not like what I am saying, but I will give it
to them. To continue -

Payment of Higher Duties Allowances only for consecutive periods of four weeks
or more.

Several members interjected.
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Hlon JOH-N HALDEN: I know members opposite do not like this, but we will have this
little trOt. Overtime and meals allowances are to be abolished. However, there is an
upside for workers who go into workplace agreements. They will receive the prospect of
a 15 per cent pay rise in two instalments, one of 10 per cent to start with and a further
5 per cent in 12 months.
Hon L.D. MacLean interjected.
Hon JOHN HALDBN: They have not had a pay rise since 1990-91. Hon lain MacLean
should ask the workers.
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon JOHN HALDF.N: We should compare those proposals put forward by this
benevolent Government for workers in the public sector. Workers now earn long service
leave after seven years; they enjoy 11.5 per cent loading; and 12 public service holidays
which will be reduced to 10.
Hon E.J. Chariton: It wilt create more jobs.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: There will not be more jobs out of this. Hon Eric Charlton
knows that as well as I do and he knows what his Government is trying to do.
Hon E.J. Charlton interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Annual leave and long service leave are to be paid at the rate at
which they are earned. I reflect on an example of my own when I was a public servant.
Hon E.J. Charlton: What did you do?
Several members interjected.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: The only time you ever raised a sweat was when the air
conditioning broke down in your car.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I will not ask members again. I am telling them to stop their
intrjecting. That means do not interject.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I remember as a public servant being asked one year to not take
my leave and to carry it over for 12 months so I could take eight weeks' leave at the end
of two years. For doing that, under this proposal, I would be placing myself at risk
financially because I would only be paid for the first year at whatever level that was and
not at a level equivalent to what I was receiving in my fortnightly pay check when I took
the leave.
In the debate on the Workplace Agreements Bill we discussed the implications of the
conversion to cash at anrte of 70 to 80 per cent of annual leave and long service leave. I
do not propose to reiterate that. However, it is established throughout the world that
there is a need, no matter how many weeks are involved, for workers to take recreational
leave so that they can perform their duties at a reasonable level. However, to provide the
incentive, if members like, to cash up their leave, even if it is at a discount rate, will lead
in the long term to some significant problems for those people as a result of spending too
much consecutive time in the workplace.
As I said, working hours will be increased from 37.5 to 40 hours beyond the now 8.00 ant
to 5.00 pm day and will include Saturday, at no penalty rate and no overtime rate. When
I was a public servant, after one week of higher duties one was paid the higher allowance,
depending on what level one was acting in. The abolition of overtime and meals
allowances are further examples of the conditions this Government will negotiate with its
workers.
A comparison of the Department of Land Administration document and what was
yesterday put to workers in the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet shows them to be
exactly the same. One wonders where is the element of negotiation; the meeting of
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minds; the equality of opportunity to fairly negotiate - or will we have the New Zealand
system?
When I was in New Zealand I had the pleasure of examining a workplace agreement for a
public servant, of which there were tens of thousands. Interestingly, they had a debate
similar to the one we had here. It was also about the ability to negotiate, to be different,
to have confidentiality, to exclude the third party - that nasty union involvement. Tens of
thousands of workplace agreements in New Zealand were exactly the same. There was
no meeting of minds. It was a case of workers having to sign a workplace agreement or
have no job.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: There were hundreds of thousands that were not the same.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The President is particularly wise when he instructs members to
not answer interjections, particularly inane ones like those coming from Hon Ross
Lightfoot.
Hon Ross Lightfoot interjected.
The PRESID)ENT: Order!
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am sure if I said anything at this moment it would be terribly
unparliamentary, although probably true, particularly about the me *mber.
As I said earlier, the Government will produce a document which will outline the benefits
of being under a workplace agreement versus, if we like, the difficulties of industrial
agreements. On examining this document, which is probably best described as nothing
more than a piece of biased propaganda, one realises what the document is all about. If
we take away the glossy words and read into it, we can see that although saying people
will be better off under workplace agreements and that individual employees have access
to the Commissioner for Workplace Agreements - if that is a significant benefit - they
have access to someone who must ensure only that they are receiving more than the
miserly, minimum conditions applied in that trilogy of Bills that went through this House
and that the agreement is not signed under threat or duress, whatever that means. That is
a wonderful benefit for workers!
It also provides that "there is no automatic third party interference in the process". Of
course there is not, because with that trilogy of industrial relations Bills the Government
wanted to ensure that the worker negotiated with the employer. In this case, the
employer, as a result of the Public Sector Management Bill, will be the chief executive
officer, the person who will be directly in control of the employee's future in the public
service. He will be in control of how much money he earns, the conditions of
employment and the type of work carried out. Is there equality of bargaining - there is no
doubt that this document is true - when there is no automatic third party arbitration in the
process? The document provides that "Parties to a workplace agreement may choose
their arbiter". Is that not a spectacular piece of truth! It does not say, however, that the
arbiter must be agreed on by the employer and the employee; nor does he need to have
any industrial experience in any matter, any legal training or any knowledge of the
matters that might be related to a form of industrial agreement in the public sector. That
is another spectacular advantage! Of course, as it says in the Act, the arbiter will work
along the lines of commercial arbitrators - of course, where people pay for that.
One can appeal to the courts and one pays for that process, compared of course with the
way disputes are handled now under our industrial relations set up. When one goes back,
as I took the opportunity of doing today, and looks at the workplace agreement and looks
at what all these things mean in this document, right throughout this document what are
presented to be facts in one line statements are no more than the original premise that we
presented as an opposition some months ago; that is, that workplace agreements are
unfair. There is an unequal distribution of powers between the employee and employer.
At the end of the day workers will find themselves very much at the mercy of their
employer, in this case - by way of new legislation - the chief executive officer. At the
end of the day we will see all those things that we said when we debated the Workplace
Agreements Bill and other associated legislation some months ago. It should not be seen
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that this piece of biased propaganda, which presumably is to be given to public servants,
represents a true position whatsoever.
As I came into the House today I remembered also that in the Workplace Agreements
Act is that very nasty little provision that the member for Ashburton in another place ran
up against, whereby he was threatened by the Minister for Industrial Relations that if he
spread the truth or his opinion about what the workplace agreements would do or their
impact on employees, that was against the Act.
Hon George Cash: It is not against the Act to spread the truth. His opinion might not
necessarily represent the truth.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The member should read the Act again. The situation is that we
can have this sort of propaganda which does not explain the true situation, but if someone
puts forward the countervailing view he can run into deep penalties that apply under
those Bills we passed some time ago.
That is not the only nasty little provision that this Government has waiting around the
corner. On the one hand, Mr President, you will see the potential for the cut in the
conditions of public servants, but you might recall that during the Public Sector
Management Bill the Opposition was patient enough, given the background from the
department of labour and whatever else, seemingly outlining a position that the
Government might well take in regard to privatisation and contracting out of various
Public Service functions and closing or downsizing various public sector functions. You
might recall that if someone found his job going to private enterprise or being contracted
out, he could be found suitable employment, which was defined as anything which
provided not less than 80 per cent of the employee's current rate of pay, including work
value related allowances. So the situation could be that if he does not take a job at 80 per
cent of his salary, he will be counselled, and if he does not accept the counselling he is
dismissed; but, further, if he does not go to the private sector, he will not get the benefits
that accrue currently from the general order. What he is likely to get is between four and
12 weeks' pay for service in the public sector, not the current standard of two weeks for
every year of service up to a maximum of 45 weeks. As I said at the time, this is a
convenient way for the Government to cut its losses when it is downsizing the public
sector.
Hon George Cash: You say the document you are referring to came from the Department
of Productivity and Labour Relations, but I thought Hon Tonm Stephens acknowledged
that it did not come from DOPLAR.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: My advice is that it came from DOPLAR, but it did not come
first hand. I thought that Hon Tom Stephens said it came from the CSA - which it did,
just to be clear.I
Hon E.J. Charlton: Is this the document referred to the other evening?
Hon Mark Nevill: You should close the back of some of your government trucks.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Indeed. On the other side of the equation is closure or
downsizing where people will be offered employment, not necessarily in the same sort of
employment and not necessarily at the same rate of pay. They are guaranteed 12 months'
saary maintenance, but after that it could be down to 80 per cent of the original level, If
they do not choose to take that job or retrain for a job, the consequence again is the same;
that is, they are counselled. given a directive, and if they disobey the directive the result
is dismissal.
On all these matters what we see across the board is that this Government denied it was
going to attack the public sector. The Minister for Industrial Relations in another place
perpetually claimed that jobs were safe and that he would resign if a job in the public
sector were to be lost. However, recent events have seen him withdraw from that
position, and not surprisingly. However, it is clear that the industrial relations agenda for
the public sector is one of ensuring that the whip hand is held by the Government through
its agents, the chief executive officers of the various departments. We see that previous
entitlements and even rights that were guaranteed under the general order, by way of
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awards, and that were built up over many, many years, are about to be frittered away.
The benefits of that will presumably go quite clearly to the Government in same degree
but most definitely not to workers within the public sector.
Mr President, the proposals have a widespread impact on public servants. Within all this
there seems to be little opportunity for negotiation. In fact, it is my understanding that
chief executive officers will have it insisted that the Government will be leading the way
with workplace agreements and that the sorts of reforms I have referred to of the rights
and entitlements of Public Service employees will be pushed, and pushed very hard. I
ask the Government when it responds to explain what happens to those people who under
this "fair" system choose to remain under the award system and perhaps choose to
provide for enterprise bargaining agreements between their employer and of course their
union. Will they ever get a pay rise or will they be like those affected by the Minister for
Education, who has pround away even the very initial stages of attempts to get enterprise
bargaining, where he refuses even to allow that process to start? He refuses to start
negotiations with the CSA. the miscellaneous workers union or the teachers union. Of
course, as the document which has recently come to public attention by way of the
teachers union says, the Minister's intention was to make sure that by the end of 1996
there would be 200 schools with workplace agreements within them.
The way to absolutely strangle the system to ensure the achievement of that aim is to
make sure that people do not get increases in their pay and that the process of negotiation
does not start so as to disadvantage those employees so much that there is no choice. All
they are left with is one option if they want a pay rise; that is, a workplace agreement. no
matter what its consequence or how many rights and entitlements are lost under that
process. The success of what one is about is ensured by strangulating any other approach
that workers may endeavour to chose.
While I am dealing with the Minister for Education, I refer to a ministerial statement that
he made to this House on 12 May 1994, which went through a number of his concerns
about technical and further education lecturers; how their terms and conditions of
employment were not flexible enough and how he would have to go through another
system to ensure greater flexibility. In this case I have not been advised by the teachers'
union, the miscellaneous workers union or the CSA. but by a senior person in the
Minister's department who, for obvious reasons, will remain nameless. Every possible
outcome the Minister wants from what he says in this ministerial statement is achievable
under the current system. All the Minister was attempting to do was grandstand and say
he could not achieve the end he wanted; however, the realities are that he can. The
system is flexible enough to give the Minister exactly what he wants. However, he does
not want that; he wants workplace agreements. He wants to ensure that when workers
are negotiating with employers - the chief executive officers - they are not in the
beneficial position that they are when they negotiate with their union or when their union
negotiates on their behalf. Every desire in this ministerial statement can be achieved, and
the Minister knows that.
Hon N.F. Moore: That is not true.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: People of a senior level who are advising me know more about
this matter than the Minister and 1.
Hon N.F. Moore: You should have more briefings.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I had a particularly interesting briefing. The person in the
department would know more about this matter than the Minister and I put together. The
aim of the Government in this and so many other matters is not to achieve flexibility, but
to achieve workplace agreements and to downgrade the rights and obligations of workers.
Hon N.F. Moore: That is not true.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It is true, and the Minister knows that.
Hon N.F. Moore: I know what I am doing, Mr Halden.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: We could never be convinced of that.
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The PRESIDENT: Order! Minister, I have said so often that members do not have to
like what people say here, and members certainly do not have to believe it, but they must
listen to it
Hon JOHN HALDEN: As we have said, the trilogy of industrial relations Bills was
based on the Victorian experience; on Kennett's style of industrial relations. However, it
might be of same value to the Government to reflect upon recent events in Victoria to see
what has been said there, and to consider some of the problems that may befall that snat.
This week The Australian Financial Review reported on the Victorian State Trustee's
sacking of workers who refused to sign contracts containing reduced terms and
conditions. Also this week we see reports that the Victorian Minister for Employment
withheld a report which was critical of the operation of that state's employment relations
Act In its annual report the Employee Relations Commission, itself set up by the
Victorian conservative government, criticised the Act's failure to allow independent
scrutiny of employment contracts to ensure they met minimum standards. Does the
ability exist under our Act for independent people to ensure that minimum standards are
set? No.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Under which Act?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Under Western Australia's Act Unions cannot have access to
records and, therefore, there can be no security. In fact, fourth parties cannot have access
to records.
Hon ElJ. Charlton: I thought the agreement was between the people involved.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: That is right. That is the problem. The Minister has hit it right
on the head.
Hon El Charlton: People are not allowed to make their own decisions?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The Financial Review this week referred to workers being given
the take or pay option for a workplace agreement. I suggest that is little different from
the situation that was reported to this House by Hon Tom Helm about what was
happening at the Perth Mint. Workers there were being told to take the workplace
agreement, or go.
Hon E.J. Charlton: What happened?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I do not know. That was the report of Hon Tom Helm.
Hon Tom Helm: They got intimidated. That's what happens in these cases.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I have heard no denials in this House or renad anything in the
Press denying that that process of intimidation occurred. My understanding'i talkin nt
only to Hon Tom Helm, but to the union involved, is that it would be particularly diffIcult
to deny, because it is the truth. It was 'take or pay" from the Perth Mint, part of the
public sector. For what are public sector employees being set up?
Hont E.J. Charlton: Why didn't the honourable member tell us exactly what happened,
rather than saying what might happen?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: He said that was what was happening, and there wene no denials
of that Subsequently, I have spoken to the union involved and it supports those
comments.
Hon Peter Foss: Why didn't the union report it and have the employers prosecuted?
Hon Tom Helm: A $1 000 fine and thre men lose their jobs?
Hon Peter Foss: There was no evidence.
Hon Tom Helm: What is the paint? Can't you see that?
The PRESIDENT: Ordler!
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The situation in Victoria is starting to be clearly mirrored in
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Western Australia. There is doubt as to the meage protection offered under dhe
Government's industrial relations reforms which were introduced. However, 20 000
Western Australian public servants face a new payment arrangement; a new set of terms
and conditions of employment; and significant uncertainty if they are restructured out of
their jobs and into new jabs. They will have a little security; however, whatever security
they have currently is provided by their unions. Of counte, this Government does not
want to see that security preserved. This Government, so as to make sure that its
employees are subservient in the total sense, wants to put them on workplace agreements
so that the role of unions is, for all practical purpose, zero; so that there will be this
wonderful meeting of minds about which Mr Helm spoke.
Hon Peter Foss: Precisely.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The Minister agrees. It will be a meeting of minds where it will
be, "Take the offer or go - and do not have a job."
Hon E.J. Charlton: You missed out one other thing: Take home some more money.
Hon Tom Helm: What "more money"?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I know that was an interjection but it deserves to be commented
upon.
Hon Tom Helm: Are you sure?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Yes. The Minister says that the employees will take home more
money. If this arrangement is carefully costed - I am sure that it has been costed in the
bowels of Treasury - we would find out there is no benefit to workers. They may get a
pay rise today, but who wins in the first year, the second year and the third year? The
answer is simple: The Government, which is the employer.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Why?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Because long service leave will be stretched out - the Minister
understands the costs involved in long service leave; the 17.5 per cent leave loading will
be abolished; and the employees will lose their two Public Service holidays.
Hon E.I. Charlton: You are now painting a scenario of what we agreed to.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: No, I am painting a scenario of something that has been carefully
constructed in Treasury; that is, the Government provides workers, as did the mining
companies - it has lenrrt well from them - with a bonus from day one. However, the
workers are the losers in the longer term because there is no overtime, theft is no meal
allowance, they have much more difficulty in getting the higher duties allowance, they
work more hours, and they can cash in their annual leave at only 70 to 80 per cent of the
worth of their salary. It has been very carefully constructed- as it is taken from the
worker over the years, the Government is the winner. I am not suggesting to Mr Charlton
that the Government is silly. I am suggesting to him that the Government has carefully
considered its position in this matter. It knows that, over the years, it will be the winner
in a financial sense, but more importantly, it is the winner in terms of dealing with its
employees from the moment the employees sign a workplace agreement. They will be
dealt with in the old master-servant way -

Hon E.J. Charlton: No.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: The way they know best.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Yes, indeed, in that "old-fashioned way" described by the
Premier. He is just an old-fashioned bloke who loves the way of the aristocracy and the
peasants! When we analyse what is happening in industrial relations, particularly in
regard to the public sector, we realise how "old-fashioned" his way is. I know he is an
old-fashioned lad and the difficulty with being an old-fashioned lad is that history tells us
what old-fashioned people are like. We need to go back only 50 years to find out what
"old-fashioned" industrial practices were and to find out exactly where this Government
and this Premier are leading us.
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In conclusion, I want to state the bare bones of our concerns. We in the Opposition are
concerned about the Government's industrial relations reforms. We are concerned about
workers' power being reduce We are concerned that what workers have come to
expect as a right and an entitlement in their employment will now be reduced. We are
concerned also about this savage attack by this Government on the public sector work
force. We knew exactly what the Public Sector Management Bill was about when it was
introduced into this place. We knew it was about dhe Government having greater
influence over its workers and their terns and conditions through the chief executive
officers. We knew that them would never be a meeting of minds and that there would
never be a fair bargaining process. If theme was to be a fair bargaining process how could
the Department of Land Administration and the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet, I
presume through some sort of telepathic process, arrive at die same terms and conditions
for workplace agreements in two different locations? We knew it was all fantasy; we
knew it was Mickey and Minnie Mouse at the bottom of the garden stuff. The only
person deceived was the Minister for Health, who has presented us with a particularly
rosy picture of these matters. The great tragedy now is that what we said would happen
is happening.
A significant assault on public servants in this state is about to begin. There is enough
evidence around to suggest that the commencement of that assault is not too far in the
future. In the words I quoted earlier, "The Government must be seen to be leading the
way and it is Government policy in pursuing workplace agreements." Shortly, 20 000
public servants will experience how far this Government is prepared to go down the road
of ideologically-based industrial relations reform.- They am about to see how far this
Government is prepared to go to be a model employer. It is time the Government told us
whether this is exactly what it wants to do or whether we will have the fairies at the
bottom of the garden approach adopted by the Minister for Health. Although the House
does not vote on this motion, I hope that it will consider its urgency and that the
Government will move back from its current position.
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan - Minister for Health) [3.16 pml: I do not
think this motion is urgent. It seems to be another one of those opportunities of engaging
the House for the first hour of its sitting. However, it is wonderful that the Opposition
wishes to discuss the Government's excellent policy on workplace agreements. When I
first received a copy of this motion, I thought the Government would have a bucket
tipped on it. However, having heard the speech of the Leader of the Opposition, it is
more like having a hair dryer taken to us with low heat and low pressure. I bask in the
warmth of his kind remarks about what we are proposing to do. One thing he said was
that we were seeking to take the lead in promoting workplace agreements! What sort of
hypocrites would we be if we did not try to promote what we see as a very worthwhile
matter? He said that we were carrying out a campaign to set out the benefits! What sort
of Government would we be if we did not make certain that our employees were
informed about the benefits? He said that the Department of Land Administration was
sending out information bulletins on the impact! What a terrible thing that is; an
employer actually telling his employees about the benefits of what is available!
Hon George Cash: And inviting comments from them - would you believe that?
Hon PETER FOSS: The beneficial things that we are doing for public servants are
outrageous! Then, putting as much acid as he could into his voice but not really
convincing anyone, he said that public servants would be eligible for long service leave
after 10 years instead of seven! What happens in the real world with long service leave?
Under long service leave legislation, most people in the workplace find themselves
having to wait for 10 years for their long service leave. Do members know why we have
a provision for long service leave in this state? When he talked about recreational leave
around the world, he did not mention that workers elsewhere do not have long service
leave. It was introduced in Western Australia to allow Western Australian workers to
return to the mother country because the trip took so long. Despite the fact that members
opposite spend a lot of time trying to throw out the Queen, our ties with the old country
and the Union Jack from the corner of our flag, they still like their long service leave so
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that they can return to the mother country. That is an anachronism with which they are
not prepared to cleat.
The other thing that should have been mentioned was the situation in the United States,
for instance. When I worked there, I got two weeks annual leave, not four weeks. We
did not have all the public holidays given in Western Australia. Importantly, this takes us
to the next point of abolishing Public Service holidays. Does the Leader of the
Opposition believe that all people in the workplace have the two days extra holiday that
public servants have? What is so special about public servants that we must coddle
them? Real people in the real world do not receive those Public Service holidays. The
member referred to abolishing the 17.5 per cent leave loading. I do not understand why
people should receive that loading and be paid extra when they are not working. This
seems to be a difficulty in the Public Service. The member referred also to annual and
long service leave to be paid at the rate when it is due and not when it is taken. I can see
the benefit of that from when I was an employer. An employer can see the benefit of
people taking recreation leave, for which an employer is prepared to pay. However, the
employer receives no benefit when the employee accrues leave which is taken when he
leaves that employment. The employer must pay at the higher rate and he receives no
benefit. It is in the interest of the employer that the leave be taken when it is due, and the
reform would be a grand incentive for people to cake the leave when it is due.
The next issue was the conversion to cash of a percentage of salary at a 70 per cent or 80
per cent rate. Obviously, it is up to people to decide whether they agree to that. If they
like to take advantage of chat, the cash advance must lead to some deduction for the net
present value. That is perfectly reasonable. In fact, the 70 per cent or 80 per cent sounds
like a generous race to me.
The member mentioned an increase in hour worked from 37 to 40 hours a week, and - I
like this one - to increase hours to include Saturdays if needed by the client. What a
terrible thing that civil servants should serve the public! What an horrific, horrendous
and dreadful idea that public servants should provide services when they are needed!
The Leader of the Opposition said that this was absolutely dreadful. He raised this matter
as though it was the most dreadful and terrifying thing this Government had done: that is,
simply trying to provide services when warnted and needed by the public. All the matters
read out by the Leader of the Opposition seem to be very good ideas, and the fact that
people will be paid extra to do what they should be doing as public servants probably
sounds extremely generous. Increasing hours from 37 to 40 hours will enable a longer
service to be. provided to the public.
Hon E.J. Chariton: And people will earn more money.
Hon John Halden: No they won't.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Yes they will.
Hon PETER FOSS: The member referred to a higher duties allowance to apply only
when workers were in a position for four weeks or more. One of the dreadful features of
the Public Service is the past obsession that a higher duty allowance be paid for short
periods of work. Such higher levels are not paid in the private industry. It is about time
the Public Service started to move more in line with the real world. The member referred
to the abolition of overtime and meals allowance. This is a quid pro quo. I have never
bad overtime or a meals allowance at any time in my life. Importantly, pay increases are
offered as part of the proposals, and people do not need to accept them and they can
consider whether they are an improvement. The Leader of the Opposition's past
criticism was that nobody would cake redundancies at the Midland Workshop, but
Hon Eric Charlton was almost trampled in the rush for them.
Hon E.J. Chariton: Two thousand people for 1 100 positions.
Hon John Halden: Expressions of interest, and you know it.
Hon E.J. Charlton: I now have people like you writing to me asking for extra people to
go.
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Han John Malden: No you don't.
Han PETER FOSS: One of the trenchant critics of this proposal - those upon wham Hon
John Maiden relied - asked Hon Eric Charliton to open his business. He is now out in the
real world bringing benefit and business to Western Australia. He is pleased that with the
money received in his redundancy payment he is able to act up the business.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: He is now a small business man.
Hon PETER FOSS: Indeed, and I congratulate him; what such people have done is
fantastic. It is a sensible move for the Public Service to operate under the terms and
conditions which make sense in the private sector. In that way these proposals can
operate for the benefit of individual employees, as these changes will involve increases in
pay. We heard of Hon John Maiden's terrifying experience when he put off his leave for
12 months, as he would have been penalised if this system had applied. I am sorry to
hear about that tragic experience, and I hope that with this sort of inducement the
member would not agree to putting off leave in that way in the future.
Hon John Halden: It depends upon what the workplace agreement contains.
Hon PETER FOSS: The leave would be taken as it accrues.
These supposed criticisms by Hon John Halden seem to be congratulatory to the
Government on its initiative in attempting to make the Public Service provide service to
the public and operate under terms and conditions which will enable service provision
with more flexibility and a pay rise for public servants.
The Leader of the Opposition complained of no meeting of minds because the proposed
agreement in the Premier's Department is the same agreement as that at the Department
of Land Administration. I do not know where the member's logic comes from! I do not
know if it was ever suggested that one arm of government would tell no other part of
government what it was doing; that would be silly. How silly it would be to suggest that
a government authority should carefully prepare a set of agreements and circumstances to
be used in only one department, and that other departments should not be told of work
already done. The member suggests that communication should not occur because it
might prevent a meeting of minds! Does he seriously suggest that an agreement
proposed for workers in one department should not apply to those in another because it
will impinge on the meeting of minds? I have seen a proposed workplace agreement in
an area under my responsibility and it is nothing like this one at all.
Hon John Halden: It is probably wanse.
Hon PETER FOSS: The fact of that agreement proves no less or no more than the
example presented by the Leader of the Opposition - it proves nothing at all. Why not
put a couple of facts together and use them to support what has already been said about
the Leader of the Opposition's attitude to the three industrial relations Hills which have
already passed through Parliament? The Leader of the Opposition's speech today was
not new or urgent - it contained nothing at all. It was a boring rehash of his objections to
the Bills dealt with in Parliament last year. He could not accept then, as he does not now,
that we went to the poll on the commitment that we would introduce this legislation; this
legislation will do what we suggested would be done before the poll. Members opposite
have never accepted that the people of Western Australia disagreed with their arguments
and support what we are doing and not what they proposed! Members opposite have
repeated the arguments which we heard for something like six months last year in
Parliament. Nothing new has arisen in this debate today. As I said, it was like having a
mild hair dryer caressing one's face; that was the strength of the argument.
The Leader of the Opposition took his time to rehash his objections to the Public Sector
Management Bill. We know his arguments. He appeared to be trying to prove that
everything he said in the past was coming true. That is not the case. These issues
represent benefits to workers. Everything the Leader of the Opposition read out sounded
like a pretty good idea to me.
Hon John Maiden: You would, you earn $120 an hour.
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Hon P.R. Lightfoot: He does not sell himself that cheaply.
Hon John Halden: Oh, more!
Hon PETER FOSS: The Leaderaof the Opposition must be kidding - $120 an hour!
Hon E.J. Charlton: That was when you were a boy.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon PETER FOSS: Th1e inteijection from dhe Leader of the Opposition indicates his
unreal view of the world. I did not realise until today that he could never have worked
outside the public sector with the views he expressed - I might be wrong. I had presumed
that the member has worked inside and outside the public sector, but he is obviously
completely untouched by the real world. He should speak to Hon Cheryl Davenport who
will tell him about the real world. The member speaks from a closeted position, never
having seen things in the real world.
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon PETER FOSS: The member asked: What will happen if a person chooses to remain
under the award or move to enterprise bargaining? Obviously, during the six months in
which we debated the industrial relations Bills, H-on John Halden was not listening. This
is a voluntary agreementL
Hon John Halden: You can mice it or leave it. as in Victoria.
Hon PETER FOSS: The Leader of the Opposition gave Victorian examples and a
supposed* Western Australian example, but I have never heard the slightest shred of
evidence in that regard. He knows perfectly well that the Act provides a penalty for
people who act in the way he suggests. One person has been penalised in that way.
Hon John Halden: The token prosecution.
Hon PETER FOSS: A remedy is available. The Leader of the Opposition makes vague
allegations, but presents no facts that would support prosecutions. The member is
satisfied with his allegation, but not one piece of proof has been produced. Members
opposite can only refer to something that happened in Victoria. Hon John Halden may
not remember that this is not Victoria and I am not Jeff Kennett.
[Debate adjourned, pursuant to Standing Order No 195.]

TREASURER'S ADVANCE AUTHORIZATION DILL
Second Reading

Resumed from 21 June.
HON MARK NEVILL (Mining and Pastoral) [3.31 pm]: The Opposition supports the
Treasurer's Advance Authorization Bill. This is virtually the same as the Bill debated in
August last year. This year's Bill is presented before the end of the financial year and,
therefore, is prospective rather than the retrospective Bill we passed last year. The
Treasurer's Advance Authorization Bill operates under section 8 of the Financial
Administration and Audit Act and the Treasurer's Advance Authorization Act. The latter
Act specifies the limit to which the Treasurer may draw on the public bank account for
the purposes of the account. The Act also defines the purpose for which money can be
advanced.
The limit in this year's Bill is $200m, which is the same as the amounts specified in the
last three Bills passed through this House. That limit expires on 30 June 1995. The
purpose of the Bill is outlined in clause 5, and money can be paid or advanced under this
Bill for three purposes: Firstly, to make payments of an extraordinary or unforeseen
nature, and it is chargeable to the consolidated fund, secondly, to make advances as the
Treasurer thinks fit for the temporary financing of works and services of the state or to
officers of public authorities, including advances to public authorities, accounts forming
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part of the miust fund, and for the purchase of stores; and thirdly, to make advances on
such terms as the Treasurer thinks fit for the temporary financing of works and services
undertaken with or on behalf of other Commonwealth, state or territory governments, or
local government authorities.
The Treasurer's Annual Statement No 12 lists a summary of transactions in this account
and Statement No 13 contains on page 101 a list of the wirecouped advances. I will not
go through them, but I have two questions for the Minister, to which he may have the
answers at his fingertips. At page 102. R & I Holdings' account is shown to have
received Treasury approval this year for a facility of $ 14.7m, as against $6.5m last year.
Also, the WA Meat Commission fund this year is $806 000 as against $144 000 last year.
Will the Minister advise the reasons for these increases?
HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Finance) 13.35 pm]: I thank the
Opposition for its support of this legislation. I come into this Chamber as a chartered
accountant, and when I saw the Treasurer's Advance Account, and the way money went
in and out of it, I had to rethink my theories on accounting. Mark Nevill as a geologist
probably felt the same way. For example, that account contains the State Print stock,
because the Government accounting system does not provide for accrual and repayments
for stock and so on. When State Print buys $5m worth of paper the funds come from the
Treasurer's Advance Account. It draws on Simn worth of paper and pays that amount
from the consolidated fund. That reduces the Treasurer's Advance Account. It is a really
weird account. The amount stands as the stock of paper held and not being used. It
amazes me that we do that, and the sooner we move to a better system, the sooner we
shall get away from using the Treasurer's Advance Account for those purposes. It is
really an imprest account - money goes out and is repaid.
I will check the points raised by Hon Mark Nevill but I do not have the answer off the top
of my head. R & I Holdings originally had some undated floating debentures in US
dollars. It was the R & I Bank Ltd's line of capital. It did not have a government
guarantee but was an undated floating charge which could be treated as capital. Of
course, if the bank fell over, the Government would have picked it up in any event. That
was one of the problems with the South Australian Bank and the Victorian State Bank.
They had this tier one capital, it fell over, and the Government had the huge debt to find.
The Federal Government did not like that and changed the rules. That sort of money is
now loaned to R & I Holdings and is converted into capital into BankWest.
R & I Holdings was kept as a structure to hold the money from overseas. I cannot think
what the amount is but I will give that information to the member.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee and Report
Bill passed through Committee without debate, reported without amendment, and the
report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Max Evans (Minister for Finance), and passed.

JOINT STANDING COMMrITE ON THE COMMISSION ON
GOVERNMENT

Assembly's Resolution
Message from the Assembly requesting concurrence in the following resolution now
considered.

The Assembly's message was as follows -

The Legislative Assembly acquaints the Legislative Council that it has agreed to
the following motion -
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That -

(a) a joint standing committee of the Legislative Assembly and the
Legislative Council be appointed for die purposes of the
Commission on Govenment Act 1994, with functions as
established by that Act;

(b) if the Commission on Government Act 1994 has not commenced
at die dare die committee is established, the committee may meet
prior to die commencement of the Act for the purposes of
determining administrative matters and establishing an approach to
its work;

(c) unless otherwise ordered, the committee shall continue
notwithstanding any prorogation of the Parliament but shall expire
three months after the expiration of the Commission on
Government Act 1994;

(d) the committee shall consist of five members appointed by the
Legislative Assembly and five members appointed by the
Legislative Council. A Minister of the Crown may not be elected
to, or continue as, a member of the committee;

(e) if a vacancy occurs on the committee during a recess or period of
adjournment in excess of two weeks, die Speaker or the President,
as the case may be, may appoint a member to fill the vacancy until
an appointment can be made by the Assembly or the Council as the
case may be;

(f) the committee shall have the power to send for persons, papers and
records, to adjourn from time to time, to move from place to place
and, except as provided in this resolution, to sit on any day and at
any time;

(g) the committee shall not sit while either House is actually sitting
unless leave is granted by that House;

(hi) a quorum for a meeting is six, provided that each House is
represented at all ines;

(i) the final report of the committee shall include a statement showing
the actual or estimated costs of the operation of the committee; and

() in respect of matters not provided for in this resolution, the
standing orders of the Legislative Assembly, relating to select
committees, shall be followed as far as they can be appliedL

The Legislative Assembly now presents die same to the Legislative Council for
its concurrence and requests the appointment of five members of the Legislative
Council accordingly.

Mo don to Concur

HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) (3.39 pm]: I
move -

That the resolution contained in die Assembly's message be agreed to.
Members will be awnr of the terns of message 22, which is an invitation from the
Legislative Assembly to establish a joint committee with that House in respect of the
purposes contained in and provided for in the Commission on Government Act. As part
of the terms suggested by the Legislative Assembly, it will be a requirement of this
debate to indicate to the Legislative Assembly in due course die names of the members to
be appointed to this committee. It is not my intention today to move to appoint members
to that committee. Membership of the committee is a matter which the Government has
yet to address. The purpose of the motion today is to at least establish tie committee.
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HON JOHN HALDEN (South Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [3.41 pm]:
The Opposition will not be opposing the contents of message No 22 from the Assembly.
On the Notice Paper is a motion along similar lines moved by the Opposition to
encourage die Government to came to the party and ensure that this committee is
established as a Joint Standing Committee of both Houses of Parliament. The Leader Of
the Government has put forward clearly why this committee needs to be established. It is
as a result of a recommendation of the Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of
Government and Other Matters.
I am pleased that the Leader of the Government has not decided to proceed with the issue
of the membership of this committee at this stage. He may recall a press statement from
the Leader of the Opposition in the other place which called upon the Premier to ensure
there was equal representation on this committee, and I will be discussing that aspect
with him. The Opposition hopes there will be agreement that this particularly important
committee - it is a short term committee - can be bipartisan in its truest form; that carn
only be achieved by equality of numbers. The Opposition supports this motion.
Question put and passed; and a message accordingly transmitted to the Assembly.

Sitting suspended from 3.45 to 4 .00 pm

ACTS AMENDMENT (PERTH PASSENGER TRANSPORT) BILL
Committee

Resumed from 15 June. The Chairman of Committees (Hon Barry House) in the Chair,
Hon E.J. Chariton (Minister for Transport) in charge of the Bill.
Clause 1: Short title -
Progress was reported after the clause had been partly considered.

Progress
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I move -

That the Chairman do now report progress and ask for leave to sit again.
Should the motion be agreed to, I propose to move a subsequent motion to refer the Bill
to the Standing Committee on Legislation for consideration, on the basis that a number of
amendments in my name stand on the Notice Paper. We are aware that the Bill cannot
progress through the Legislative Assembly because it is not sitting and will not return for
a number of weeks. This time lapse will give the Legislation Committee the opportunity
to review my proposed amendments. I do not seek to have that committee review every
clause of the Bill.
The issues raised by my proposed amendments relate to accountability, ministeia
directions, to whom reports should be directed, and whether amounts of money placed in
the proposed trust to be established by this Bill can be included in debate at the Estimates
Committees. It is not my intention for my amendments to cause any delay in the passage
of the Bill. However, because the other place is not sitting, and this Chamber is about to
go into a lengthy recess, the Legislation Committee can take the opportunity to look at
my proposed amendments and adjudicate on them. I seek no more than that.
Hon ESJ. CHARLTON: I have had no prior warning of this proposition by the Leader of
the Opposition. The Government opposes the motion because the Bill has been before
this place for some considerable time. We have spent at least three hours in debate on
clause 1, and since that time both the Opposition and the Government have had ample
time to respond to the earlier situation. I have taken the opportunity to gather further
information to respond to the issues raised by the Opposition and I intend to do that
today. Therefore, I prefer that the Bill progress rather than be deferred].
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Two weeks ago, during Committee debate, I asked the
Minister to report progress in order to allow the Bill to lie on the Table until Parliament
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resumed after the long break. I sought that action in order to ensure that the Bill would
do all that the Government wished it to do. flat process would not cause any serious
concern. The Minister indicated, at chat stage, that he had carried out an immense
amount of work on the legislation, and that he could not see any purpose in delaying
progress of the Bill. The Minister indicated that he was happy with the content of the
Bill, that the Government had given serious consideration to it, and that he wanted the
Bill to pass through this place and to be adopted in the Assembly. I understood that
situation. However, I asked the Minister to consider reporting progress and allowing the
Bill to hie on the Table for the duration of the break.
I have had the opportunity to hold further discussions with people in my electorate,
particularly those who will be affected by the Bill. Those people have indicated that they
consider the legislation will cause serious problems for the industry and for commuters. I
have spoken to members of the industry, including bus drivens who have daily contact
with the travelling public. They fee that their views have been ignored. I am informed
that they have been trying to tell the department that the rescheduling of bus moutes is
wrong. However, the department has not listened until recently when it discovered that
the workers were correct and the department was wrong. I understand that situation has
led to the rescheduling of some bus routes.
Hon E.J. Charlton: That has nothing to do with this legislation.
The CHAIRMAN: Order!
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I believe it has. The point I am crying to make is that -
Hon Bob Thomas: The Minister should listen to the Chairman, instead of adopting that
arrogant attitude.
The CHAIRMAN: Order!
Hon E.J. Charlton: You should smile at the end of that, you dill.

Withdrawal of Remark

Hon BOB THOMAS: Mr Chairman, I take offence at that reference to mny being a dill,
and I ask that the remark be withdrawn.
The CHAIRMAN: I ask the Minister to withdraw the remark.
Hlon E.J. Charlton: I withdraw.

Conmmittee Resumed
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: It has everything to do with this Bill, If there has been no
proper input from drivers and if their vast knowledge of public transport issues is being
ignored, as it has in this Bill, I suggest that the Minister is mnaing a mistake. I am asking
him to let the legislation lie on the Table until we come back. If the legislation is as good
as the Minister says it is, and if it will do all of the things that he says it will, letting it lie
on the Table until we come back will not create any problems. We can confirm these
issues through further discussion. If I remember correctly, the Minister stated that we
must get this right - and I agree. The Leader of the Opposition is quite correct in asking
that the Minister should report progress so that we can give further consideration to dhe
Bill. I reinforce the comments of the Leader of the Opposition.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! I apologise. There has been a little confusion. According to
Standing Order No 109, this motion is not debatable. The standing order has been
changed three times, hence the confusion. Although we have had a bit of debate, I must
now put the question as it was posed by the Leader of the Opposition.
Question put and a division called for.
Bells rung and the Committee divided.
The CHAIRMAN: Before the tellers tell.]I cast my vote with the Noes.
Division resulted as follows -
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Ayes (12)
Hon J.A. CowdeUl Hon John Halden Hon Tom Stephens
Hon Cheryl Davenport Hon A.IG. MaCiean Hon Bob Thomas
lion Graham Edwards Hon Mark Nevill Hon Doug Wean
Hon ND. Grifut Hon Sam Piarnadosi Hon Tom Helm (Teller)

Noes (16)
Hon George Cash Hon P.R. Lightfoot Hon E.M. Scott
Hon EJ. Chariton Hon P.HL Lockyez Hon JA. Scott
Hon MI. Criddle Hon I.D. Macian Hon W.N. Stretch
Hon Max Evans Hon Murray Montgomery Hon B.K Donaldson (Teller)
Hon Peter Foss Hon N.R. Moore
Hon Barry House Hon M.D. Nixon

Question thus negatived.
Committee Resumed

Hon JOHN HALDEN: I know one should not reflect upon a previous decision of this
Committee, and I do not intend to. I was somewhat surprised that the Government
refused my generous offer. Last night in this Chamber clauses similar to die amendments
that I am proposing in this legislation and which ae on the Supplementary Notice Paper,
were agreed to in not only the Subiaco Redevelopment Bill but also the Perth
International Centr for Application of Solar Energy Bill. We now have the ludicrous
situation where the Government, having agreed to the clauses in those two Bills
yesterday, does not agree with some of the reforms in the amendments that I have placed
on the Supplementary Notice Paper and says that it will not even consider them in the
Legislation Committee and, presumably, they will not even be considered in this debate.
Where is the consistency in what the Government is prepared to do. given that yesterday
it agreed to clauses - which we supported - in terms similar to those of my amendments
today? We can draw only one simple conclusion: In spite of the fact that these are very
reasonable amendments to a Bill that we oppose in terms that we have discussed
previously in the debate on clause 1, the Government will pursue this legislation
regardless.
Hon E.J Charlton: No; I will explain.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The Minister may do so. If that is to be the path of the
Government, one must reflect on what we are doing in this Chamber. I appreciate the
interjection from the inister because I can anticipate what he will say; that is, hopefully,
some of these amendments will be agreed to, particularly those which were similar to the
clauses in the two Bills that passed through this Chamber yesterday. If he will not say
that, I say to him and to the Government that I do not know who is in charge of the show,
but whoever it is should get his or her act together.
Hon Bob Thomas: Too tight!
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Where is the consistency if the Government was prepared to pass
clauses yesterday in two Bills that are similar to my amendments on this Bill, yet it will
not agree to my amendments on this Bill today? 'There is absolutely none, If I am
reading the Mfinister correctly and he will accept our amendments, particularly regarding
ministerial direction, I will be pleased about that If the inister will not accept those
amendments one must seriously consider, as I said before, what this Chamber is all
about. It is definitely not acting as a place of review which should provide consistency in
legislation and an opportunity for the implementation of the Government Agencies. No 36
report to be implemented within this Bill. I will be interested to hear which of my
amendments the inister will support. We might then be able to curtail the dt.:,at
least on those matters.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: There was a great deal of toing-and-froing on the pszv.,ons
occasion on clause 1. The important factor concerning what has been raised by the
Leader of the Opposition -
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Hon Sam Piancadosi interjcted
Hon EJ. CHARLTON: This is serious. I would have liked the legislation to go trough
both Houses for the reasons put by Hon Graham Edwards. We have spent considerable
time working on something with the IM which is the operating body of Transpeith.
The MTT will now be required to negotiate with the Department of Transport. At
present - and in years gone by - Transperth is both operator and coordinator. The
difference will be that the MTT part of the Transperth operation will be only the operator.
Part of this legislation seeks to transfer the coordinating role to the Department of
Transport. Thai has not been done before and it is not the way it operates now. This
legislation must be passed so that the Department of Transport can negotiate both with
the MiT concerning the bus operation and Westrail concerning the fast track operation.
in order to do that, the powers must be transferred.
Our difference of opinion is about the role of the Minister and so-called secret
negotiations. Those negotiations are now carried out by the Chief Executive Officer of
Tnansperth as part of the coordination unit. This Bill seeks to provide that the new head,
who happens incidentally to be the same person, as part of the new coordination unit of
the Department of Transport, will negotiate on behalf of the Government and the
taxpayers of Western Australia. It is a simple transfer of power from one government
instrumentality to another.
The Leader of the Opposition said there has been no discussion or consultation with
people. About what? There is no change from the people's point of view. The change
we want to see happen will be where the Department of Transport's coordination unit
will focus on providing a quality service to the people of Western Australia and the MIT
will concentrate solely on driving the buses, the quality and mechanical condition of the
buses and encouraging people on seats. The Transperth part of the current operation will
be lodged with the Department of Transport.
The Minister's responsibilities and involvement in the future will be no different, nor are
they intended to be any different, from what they are now. The Minister is given the
responsibility of negotiating because he must have that responsibility on behalf of the
Government and the taxpayers, otherwise Transperth could do a deal with Westrail that
might not be in the best interests of the people of Western Australia. One Government
instrumentality could make a decision or negotiate a contract at the expense of the people
and that would not be proper. To be accountable it must come back to the Minister.
The Leader of the Opposition queried how the Parliament would be aware if the Minister
were to intervene. Rightly or wrongly, that is no different from the current situation.
This Bill simply provides a transfer from one body to another.
Hon John Halden: We do not like the situation now.

Hon Samn Piantadosi: In the debate on about 15 June, one of your colleagues,
Hlon Norman Moore, stated very clearly that you should look at possibly accepting -

Hon John Halden: He is trying to help you and you refuse our offer.
Hon Sam Piantadosi interjected.
The CHAIRMAN: Order!
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: The other meason this legislation must be passed through the
Parliament as quickly as possible is that the new coordinating unit in the Department of
Transport must be able to negotiate a contract with the MIT as the operator as soon as
possible. For that reason the MTT has entered into a new enterprise arrangement with its
work force. It is not negotiating workplace agreements, but an enterprise agreement so it
can be in the best place to negotiate a contract with the Department of Transport That
will happen with a great majority of the MTT's 900 bus fleet. If we do not put the
Department of Transport in that position, we will have left the MIT high and dry. We
will not have given it anybody with whom to negotiate about the operation.
The Bill will inevitably pass through the Parliament, but if it does not happen quickly,
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when die time comes for the calling of tenders, the MI1T will be exposed to the private
sector being able to render without having had the opportunity of negotiating - not under
a tender system, but a one-to-one negotiation with the Department of Transport We are
trying to protect the system. People in the private sector might not think that is a good
idea. However, I have made it no secret that the Government is not out to get rid of the
MIT. We want to enhance its capacity to continue to be the operator. It will be the
operator; not the operator and the coordinator together.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Your own front bench disagrees with your stance.
The CHAIRMAN: Order!
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Until the legislation passes through the Parliament the
Department of Transport is not able to negotiate with the MiT. Under the schedule of
amrngenments the first tenders that will come on board will be the ferries. As a
consequence that gives the opportunity for NM to be involved in the tender process and
not to expose itself to the potential loss of part of its bus operations. It is the very best
opportunity. It gives the MIT and the Department of Transport, with the private sector
in the tendering system, an opportunity to be exposed to competition with the ferries. We
are not going out to tender for some 300 bus operations. As far as the amendments on the
notice paper are concerned, the Government will not accept them, but it will certainly
accept the amendment to clause 8 at page 6. after line 22, which is about the
interpretations. It is right and proper because it complements the agreed position, though
the Government does nor think it is needed.
I should explain a couple of other points, Mr Chairman. When a contract has been
negotiated, that contract will be made public in two ways: Firstly, by the annual report of
the operation and, secondly, as far as any contract with the private sector is concerned,
following the tendering system the successful tender will be announced and the amount
paid to the private operator will be announced, as I mentioned before. One cannot have a
situation where, while the tenders are being called, there is public disclosure about who
the renderers are, how much each has put in, and so forth. The only part negotiated with
the private operator will be if there is a change to the original contract, because the
original contract will be won by tender. If a change is required because an area or zone
the contractor has won changes, or because of a change in the movement of people, or a
new part of a suburb being extended or whatever else, there could be a need to vary the
contract. That will be a negotiated variance, but the terms and conditions will already be
laid down in the tender proposal.
If it is of any help to the Opposition, after the Bill has passed through this place I will be
happy for the Leader of the Opposition to put to mue the various sections that he would
like to have discussed by the legislation review committee. This is an ongoing thing. It
will be going on month after month and year after year. It is not a matter of enacting this
legislation and the whole system changing in the next few weeks, as with most other
legislation where once it is enacted it applies from day one. We are talking about this

gig past the term of this Government into the years ahead, where negotiated contracts
wilbe made between the Department of Transport and the MTT. Therefore, it is a long

term thing. That is why we are not rushing it. I am prepared to consider the points the
Leader of the Opposition has made as part of his amendments to be considered by the
legislation review committee. They can be inserted in the other place or responded to at
some time in the future.
To answer the point raised by Hon Graham Edwards, there is no difference if we leave
the Bill here now. It will not be debated in the other place. As he knows from his
experience in government, if we leave it here now, we come back, we take another week
to get to it, and then it sits for another week in the other place because that Chamber has
other legislation and other priorities. We would deny the opportunity to the people we
want to help to be in a position to start negotiations. The tenders are part of the time
frame, and if we do not proceed we will curtail the capacity to act of the very people all
of us on both sides of the Chamber at erying to ensure are not jeopardised.
Finally, as far as the public is concerned, let us get it right. There is no change
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whatsoever in the effect aon the public. We are talking about shifting coordination from
Transperth to die Department of Transport and the changes to the three Bills are all about
that. It is not about the type of service or anything else. These are. the sorts of things the
Department of Transport will be required to respond to. The operator will have the
opportunity to go to the Department of Transport and say, "We think we aught to change
this route because of such and such. We think we should have more services on this
one," and so forth. On the other hand, the Department of Transport might go to the
operator and say, "We think you need to provide more services," and he will say, "'Yes,
but under our contract" - whether it be with the Mfl or someone else - "this is the
minimum amount of services we had to provide, If you need us to provide more services
we need to be paid more." That is the same thing that happens now. Hon Cheryl
Davenport asked yesterday whether we could provide more services, and the MiT
responded by saying, "Yes we can. It will cost mare, but let us know what is required."
There is no change to the current position. That is where we are at.
Hon N.D. GRIFTHS: I note Hon Cheryl Davenport wishes to speak on this clause, so I
propose to be relatively brief. I am pleased to hear the Minister say that he is not rushing
the matter through, but I regret that his actions this afternoon so far indicate otherwise.
He said it is important to get it right insofar as the public is concerned, but his method of
proposing to get it right is to have the legislation relatively rushed through this place and
then sorted out later by having some form of consultation, by having clauses dealt with
by the legislation committee or, as I interpreted his remarks, by having the matter
reviewed by the now House of Review, it seems, the other place. T1his legislation in its
present form has the capacity to remove the operation of public transport from proper
accountable measures. It provides the opportunity for the Minister to engage in
wholesale pivatisation, if that is his wont. I note that he said in his second reading
speech he is not concerned to do what has occurred in other jurisdictions, but the fact
remains that the legislation before the Chamber has the potential to do that. it also fails
to provide the appropriate openness - the sont of openness that Hon Norman Moore quite
properly championed when we last debated the short title.
Hon John Halden: We agreed with him.
Hon N.D. GRIFTHS: I listened carefully to what he had to say. I do not want his
remarks to be misinterpreted. As I understand the tenor of Hon Norman Moore's
remarks they were that the 36th report of the Standing Committee on Government
Agencies had a lot going for it. However, to be fair to him he was not saying that the
matters in the Bill should be amended at this stage, but that when the matter was debated
it could be deal: with.
Hon N.F. Moore: Read my speech carefully. It needs now to go to public consideration.
That is quite a significant change.
Hon ND. GRIFrlTS: It is indeed. However, public transport is fundamental to many
people in Western Australia; certainly to the vast majority of people I have the privilege
of representing in this House. As the Minister said, it is important that we get matters
right. This significant report that was presented by Hon Barry House contains much that
we should adopt in many pieces of legislation. It has particular relevance to the sorts of
matters that the Minister proposes in this legislation. It is for that reason that I ask the
Minister to think again and give, as he suggests, the opportunity for us to get it right.
When we debate matters we should try to get the best possible legislation the first time. I
accept that that is not always possible. I accept that the Bill can be amended down the
track, but we should at least endeavour to do our best the first dine.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: I have sonic concerns about the notion the Minister put
forward on various clauses. I understand that the Opposition has some difficulty with,
and may want to make improvement to, certain clauses of the Bill. However, passing
legislation in total as an Act places a large workload onto the Legislation Committee,
because we spend a lot of time considering the issues closely. At the moment we are
dealing with the Workers' Compensation and Rehabilitation Amendment Act.
Hon E.J. Chariton: I am not asking it to go there.
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Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: Let me develop my argument. The Legislation
Committee also has before it the Conservation and Land Management Amendment ACL
It was first sent to the committee during the second reading stage at the end of last year.
The committee had something like three days to deal with that legislation. Most
members on the committee had grave concerns about that Bill, but because of CALM's
need to sign a specific contract we were loath to slow down the process. The bottom line
is that the Legislation Committee. now has the CALM amendment Act as a complete Act
to review. It also has certain sections of the Adoption Act which deal with vetoes to
consider. We take our work seriously. One of the problems with sending Bills to the
committee once they become Acts is that there is no reason for the Parliament to act on
the recommendations of the committee at the conclusion of deliberations. We can send
report after report back to this place with suggested amendments that are agreed to by all
members of the committee, and those reports can lie on the shelf and gather dust for the
entire parliamentary term. I take the Minister's point, but the time to send the Bill to the
committee is before or after the second reading debate.
The committee puts much effort into its work. On Friday it has a complete day of
hearings on the section of the Adoption Act that was referred to it. If it is intended to
refer legislation as Acts, some negotiation is necessary long in advance of supposedly the
last day of a sitting before a month's recess. I could accept that procedure if it were
thought that specific sections could be referred in the Bill form. However, the Minister
wants the legislation passed as an Act because there are rime constraints. It is unfair to
send to the Legislation Committee a piece of legislation as an Act that obviously requires
much work. The committee has spent virtually all of its working time this year on the
workers' compensation Act and is still only at a preliminary reporting stage with that
matter. It could be some time next year before we have the opportunity to consider this
question. The Minister does his department a disservice by canvassing the sending of
legislation in this form.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I appreciate the comments of Hon Cheryl Davenport. I want
members to take on board the fundamental facts of what we are all confronted with.
Nothing would give me greater pleasure than for the Legislation Committee to have the
Bill for six -

Hon Sam Piantadosi: Why don't you do it?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Hon Sam Piantadosi should try to be a little logical for five
minutes.
Hon Sanm Piamuadosi: You can't be trusted.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Is that how they go on in Sicily?
Hon Sam Piantadosi: You do nor listen to your own rhetoric.
The CHAIRMAN: Order!
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I would appreciate the opportunity raised by Hon Cheryl
Davenport I do not have a problem with people looking at the legislation. It would be to
great advantage. However, the problem is that until now, the arrangement between
Transperth and Wescrail, for instance, which is negotiated on an annual basis has been
done by Transperxh. Transperth operates separately now because it must prepare ail the
changes. That did not need legislation. It is already preparing to negotiate with Westrail.
That should have been effective from I July, but it cannot be because the legislation has
not gone through.
Hon John Halden: The negotiations between Transperth and Westrail are entered into by
Transperth.
Hon E.L. CHARLTON: They have been.
Hon John Halden: Why would you not continue that process now? Ihe structure is still
in place under the existing Act for you to sign an agreement using Transperth as it exists
for the forthcoming year.
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Hon E.J. CHARLTON: That is right. However, as Hon John Halden an appreciaze, the
people who ame given the responsibility under t new Act to do that are one and the
same. The people who surround that unit are not; therefore, the people who will be
charged with that responsibility are from the Department of Transport which takes over
the Transperth operations. In die past Transperth, which is also the bus operator, has
taken in the fares for Fasnrk, whereas wider this operation West-il will take in the fanes
and will be paid the difference. We have a different scenario. The preat emphasis is that
Westruil is then given the responsibility to manage that, because it is an operator.
Hon John Halden: What you are describing cannot come into existence anyway until
2 August at the earliest.
Hon E-J. CHARLTON: That is right.
Hon John Halden: I understand what you are saying you want to have. However, it can't
happen until 2 August because of logistics.
Hon EJ, CHARLTON: That is right.
Hon John Halden: Therefore, the contract between Transperth and Westrail that was
supposed to came into effect on 1 July cannot be entered into because the new structure
does not come into effect until 2 AugustL What you are saying you crucially need you
don't; it is a desire.
Hon ElJ. CHARLTON: I have explained that. It cannot happen after it goes through this
House; it happens only after it goes through the other place. Hon Cheryl Davenport has
explained that there is other legislation before the Committee in the other place and we
have until 2 August to get it back in here to determine what will happen. It will then go
back to the other place. We have already lost a month of the new financial year, which is
not in the best interests of a major business transaction. I wanted to have it progressed
through this House so that it was read on the first day and had an opportunity of going
through in a week. That will not happen.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: As I said by way of inteijection, the Minister's desire to have this
in place will not be possible until 2 August at the earliest. Therefore, if he is now going
to enter into an arrangement between Transperth and Westrail prior to that because I
presume he might have to -

Hon EJ. Charlton: We won't be able to because the MTT is now operating buses; it is
not negotiating with Westrail.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Is not the legal entity who enters into the contract defined in one
of the Bills?
R~on Hi. Charlton: Yet.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Is it the director of the MMT
Hon EJ. Charlton: Yet.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Presumably that person still has legal entity at this moment and,
on the basis that that person has legal entity, it is reasonable for him to enter into a
contract after 2 August. It does not change how that process is negotiated, but the legal
entity exists to enter into the contract and the opportunity for the Government to
negotiate the contract also exists. I accept the Minister's desire to have this Bill passed,
but I cannot see die necessity for running down to the other place -

Hon E.J. Charlton: It will be tied to the MIT, which will not be involved in it
whatsoever financially. it is a bus operator and it is charged under the current Act with
that responsibility. It is about changing work practices and allowing the staff to get on
with that By holding off, we are forcing it totbe officially involved in negotiating taking
on the cost of paying Westrail on a weekly or monthly basis.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I presume that in this Bill we will transfer the legal identity from
the director of the M17T to somebody else.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Yes, to the Department of Transport
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Hon JOHN WALDEN: If a contract is entered into on 1 July, would the entity
responsible be the entity described as the Department of Transport?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: The answer is yes and no. The MIT does not know whether, in
a month's time, ic will not responsible for that any more; yet officially in a month's time
it will not be responsible for the 11 months' duration of the contract. I accept the
member's point He is suggesting that although the legal entity under the current Act,
who is the chief of the MITf, has gone, he is still attached to it because the legislation has
not been changed. Therefore, legally, he has the authority to negotiate a new contract
He is given that as part of his responsibilities with the MTT. However, the MUr already
has a new manager who is out there doing his thing, negotiating new terms and
conditions. He is really negotiating with himself, even though that person has been
replaced. If we had waited until the legislation was passed and then told the previous
chief of Transperth, Mr Middleton, to go to die Department of Transport while we found
someone to take over the MU., we would have left him in the lurch. Contracts would
have been lost and nobody would have taken responsibility for the negotiations. We had
to put a new person into the KIT.
Hon John Halden: What is his designation?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: He is a general manager of the MUT.
Hon John Halden: Is that the same tidle?
Hon ELJ CHARLTON: No, it has been changed and the board has been changed. They
have been focused totally on ensuring that the bus operation is an operator.
Hon John Walden: Is Mr Middlleton still director?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: No.
Hon John Halden: Is anyone in that position?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: No.
Hon John Halden: Isn't that a problem?
Hon Hi!. CHARLTON: Yes, a significant problem. Officers from Transperth have had
to develop the expertise. They have travelled throughout Australasia seeking information
to be in a position to negotiate with the operator, whether it be Westrail or the MTI.
Officers from the M have done the same thing. I have ensured that they have travelled
widely and I have ensured that the union people representing the work force have also
travelled to New Zealand and the eastern states so that when something is negotiated, it
will be in the best intersts of all of the players. The work force has an agreement with
the managers of MIT;- all changes have been agreed to. All of the players have been
involved so that when the legislation is passed everything can proceed. The legislation
should have been here two months ago. The bottom line is that this is not a revolution;
we are not giving new and increased powers to anybody that is not provided for already
in the three pieces of legislation. It is just changing the MUT and Transperth over to the
Department of Transport. We are keeping Transperth's name, and Mr iVddleton will be
its chief.

[Questions without notice taken.]
Hon JOHN HAL.DEN: I understand the cornmenus by the Minister for Transport
regarding Transperth. However, the Legislative Assembly is not sitting. I accept the
Minister's problem, and I accept the fact that the incumbent officer is no longer in the
position and the job is vacant, but the situation is not affected by any of that. It is
affected by the fact that the Legislative Assembly is not sitting. Therefore, there does not
seem to be any great logic in the Minister's argument that the other place is not sitting. I
am at a loss to understand the Minister's haste in this matter rather thant his adopting a
process of due consideration.
Hon Hi!. CHARLTON. Most members will acknowledge that the only thing we can be
sure about in this place is that we cannot be sure about anythig. Time is important in
this situation. The Leader of the Opposition was correct when he said that the other place
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is not sitting. As soon as physically possible, the Bill will be progressed trough the
ocher place, but I have no control over the program of the Legislative Assembly when it
returns.
Hon John Halden: I know that we are going over old ground. I am quite happy to make
guarantees on behalf of the Opposition when this Bill gets out of the other place. No-one
can control what happens there; however, I am still at a loss to see the urgency of this
matter.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: When the Bill leaves this place, it is halfway through passage. I
accept the undertaking of the Leader of the Opposition to ensure that the Bill will go
straight through. In agreeing to delay the Bill, I question what we will gain. We still
have to debate the pros and cons of the changes that are involved. At this time the
legislation is doing nothing more -
Hon John Halden: I accept that.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: - than drawing off the Transperth section of the Department of
Transport so that it can do all of the things that are mentioned in the Bill. A great deal of
coordination has taken place with all of the operators, including those at Westrail. I
suppose that I am wasting my time by saying that we still cannot get it through the other
place. However, the people outside who are not familiar with the parliamentary system
will know that, at least, the Bill has passed through this place. The workers at all levels
will have confidence knowing that 1, as the responsible Minister, have carried out my part
of the bargain. While all people might not be happy to support this legislation, they have
responded. Both the new manager of Transperth and I have been to all of the depots and
spoken to. the workers. The unions have been involved in this consultation process and
agreement has been reached. I understand that a new greenfields agreement has been
settled. It is in the interests of those workers that I facilitate my end of the bargain. I
could understand the politics - if there were any - in trying to hold up the Bill.
Hon John Halden: We are not holding it up.
Hon EJ CHARLTQN: I do not believe the Opposition is trying to do that If the Bill is
passed here, it can be introduced in the Legislative Assembly on the first day it returns.
Although Hon John Halden says that he can give me a guarantee that the Opposition will
pass it immediately in the other place, I believe we should get it through this place now.
We will respond to the amendments. At this stage I am able to get advice on the points
that Hon John Halden has raised.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I will not pursue this issue. except to say that I accept everything
the Minister has said until now. I know I have continued to say that the problem is the
passage of this Bill in the other place. Will the Minister confirm that he will accept my
amendments at page 6, line 22, to insent certain words?
Hon E.J. Charlton: Yes, I can.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The problem with that is that the Bill can pass through the
Committee stage but it cannot go through the third reading stage in this place today. The

inister's accepting my amendment - I rake him at his word that he will - means that we
cannot progress this Bill any further.
Hon EF. Chariton: There is an option. I can agree that the amendment be inserted when
the Bill comes before the other place.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I understand that the Minister can do that. I have been saying all
along - I keep coming back to this point - that this is about the amendments, which I
believe are reasonable. The Minister is saying that he wants to keep faith with a variety
of people.
Hon E.J. Charlton: I will respond to your amendments.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I an' saying that nothing is to be gained in timing. Even if the
Government does not accept our amendments here, the Bill cannot be progressed in the
other place. Why should we not allow this opportunity for this Bill to be assessed in a
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reasonable way? I do not know whether the Minister has to respond to that. If his
attitude is to push ahead with this Bill no matter what, I can count or we can divide.
Irrespective of how the Minister argues this matter, he cannot get what he wants because
the other place is not sitting at the moment. Further, he will not accept this amendment
now. Why would we not want to have better legislation with an inbuilt delay of four and
a half weeks in the process? We have had a chat behind the Chair; but I will put on the
record that I have said that if the Bill goes to a committee and it makes certain
recommendations, I may not like those recommendations but I will guarantee that within
the day - assuming that the Government picks up those recommendations - this Bill will
go through this place. I do not know whether I can be any fairer than that. The Bill can
be placed on the Notice Paper as item No 1. It can be passed through this place and sent
to the other place within an hour. I believe I am putting a reasonable argument. The
contrary view is that this legislation will merely be rammed through, and it should not be
because the amendments are worth while.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: We have been makting similar comments on this matter for about
two weeks. The following will be my final comment on clause 1. I want to see the
legislation pass through both Houses of Parliament. This place is now sitting two weeks
longer than the Legislative Assembly. Everyone knows that I was asked, as was every
other member on our side when we were in opposition, to assist the government of the
day in getting through the legislation that it wanted passed. Agreements were made
where the system was bypassed - for example, through the suspension of standing
orders - to enable legislation which was required by the government of the day to be
progressed.
Given that this Bill will affect a number of people, I can understand that the Opposition
might want to delay the passage of the Bill and, therefore, I can understand why the
assistance of the Opposition would not be forthcoming. In this case, I would at least have
a guarantee that it will be progressed as soon as humanly possible in this Chamber. If we
put it off until we return in August, who is to say that when we come back there will not
be a requirement to deal with other matters that are forced upon us and that this Bill
might be delayed even further? It might be equally, or even more, important to progress
other legislation through this Chamber. We sit on only three days a week and the
legislation may be delayed even longer. I am extremely disappointed with the response
of the Opposition. In the time that the Bill has been in this place, the Opposition has had
ample opportunity to obtain information to enable it to agree to it. If the Opposition had
wanted further briefings, it could have had them. It was offered a briefing immediately
the legislation was introduced.
T'he Opposition took advantage of those briefings. If its members wanted more they had
only to say so. A group of people who were involved in the drafting of these
amendments were happy to respond to them at any time. Following the amendments, I
consulted in detail with the people involved. I have elaborated previously that I was
happy to deal with the amendments to the tendering process within the specific clauses
because it was not possible to generalise. Howeveri for those operations of the public
transport system there is a tendering process that will be forthcoming in the short term.
More importantly there ame negotiated contracts that I wanted to progress with the
existing operators; that is, the MTT and Westrail.
The Opposition said that it is opposed to the change. It wants the status quo; that is, it
wants a totally government operation. The changes that have already been achieved at
the MTT have occurred only because this legislation was pending. If it never went
anywhere at least we have saved the taxpayers of Western Australia a significant amount
of money without altering the service. In fact, we have improved services.
We have a new greenfields agreement as a result of this legislation being on the table; yet
the Opposition still wants to delay it. I can understand its reasons for doing that.
However, at the end of the day that will destroy the confidence of the very hard working
people members opposite purport to represent, wh6 have gone out of their way to help
make this happen. Now we will let the legislation lie on the Table in this House. Under
those circumstances I will report progress and leave it at that.
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The Opposition does not want to come to terms with the legislation. In the meantime the
Opposition will talk to the people involved. That will put extra pressure on those people,
who will not know where they stand because die legislation was not passed when they
expected. People across the spectrum of the MiT and Westrail. have been looking
forward to this taking place. Wide consultation has occurred within the bus operation,
Westrail and the ferries. Ir is a disappointment. For my parr the Bill should have been
here some days earlier as that would have given us an opportunity to progress it.
However, the Opposition has had three hours to talk about it during which time I have
tried honestly to answer the questions. I discussed the changes in depth with the
personnel involved to ensure that I provided accurate information.
Hon John Halden: Why not rake the opportunity of referring it to a committee?
Hon ElJ CHARLTON: The Opposition will have the recess to consider the Bill.

Progress
Progress reported and leave given to sit again, on motion by Hon E.J. Chariton (Minister
for Transport).

SUPPLY BILL
Second Reading

Resumed from 28 June.
HON MARK NEVILL (Mining and Pastoral) [5.55 pm]: The Supply debate is
traditionally one in which members can canvass various issues of interest to them.
Tonight I have a number of items that I wish to canvass if rime permits, including
bringing the House up to date on what has been happening in Wittenoom recently.
First, I want to pay tribute to a person who passed away last year, Dr Lawson Holman, a
surgeon based in Derby for many years when I was a teenager and someone whom I
greatly admired. He was born in Kalgoorlie. Before his death he was awarded the Order
of Australia and was one of the most respected surgeons and health workers in this stare.
He passed away at the relatively young age of 64. His exploits in the Kimberley were
quite legendary. I can remember 20 or 30 years ago when Dr Holman managed to sew
back the foot of a young Aboriginal lad who almost had his foot severed. He did
innovative constructive surgery on lepers and was a leader in that field. He was one of
the first surgeons to undertake a survey of the extent of disease in the Kimberley. He was
the architect of Western Australia's community health services and of regular clinics run
by the Royal Flying Doctor Service throughout the Kimberley rather tha its running
only emergency flights which occurred before that He was the architect, and saw the
establishment, of the community health services which saw a dramatic reduction in
disease among Aboriginal children and in the number of Aboriginal children requiring
hospitalisation. However, since the days that he made an impact in that area I think we
may have lost ground.
He was also required to do much veterinary work around Derby. I remember a couple of
tales that were told about 25 years ago when I was based at Balgo Mission in the
Kimberley. The best honses in the Kimberley were bred on Balgo Mission and sold into
the Fitzroy Valley, where many succumbed to the disease "walkabout". Thirty or 40
horses were sent to Oobagooma Station north of Derby owned by Dr Holman and
Dr Elphingston. Over the following few days the Flying Doctor Service made a couple
of emergency flights to Oobagooma to pick up Aboriginal stockrnan who had broken
arms and legs. Father MacGuire, who sent the horses there, twigged after about a week
that whoever was running Oobagooma Station thought the horses were broken in when
they were not. When a rider got on them, he came off rather quickly.
Another anecdote relates to when Dr Holman, one of two justices of die peace in Derby,
and the other JP were apprehended by the law for being publicly inebriated. Being the
only two justices of the peace in town they agreed to hear each other's case.
Dr Holman's case came on first and after a short lecture about die impropriety of his
actions the other JP fined him five pounds. The two J~s then switched roles and
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Dr Holmnan sat at the Bench and proceeded to harangue his companion for a considerable
length of time and fined him 10 pounds. His friend protested about this doubling of the
fine, but Dr Holman said. "This is the second case of drunk and disorderly behaviour
before die court this morning and die practice must be stamped out!"

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 730pm
Hon MARK NEVILL: Before the dinner suspension I was commenting on the passing of
Dr Lawson Holman, a health department surgeon in Derby for many years. His skill as a
surgeon was well known and also his humour, from the anecdote I related The other
feature of this man was his compassion. My mother worked with him at the hospital for
a number of years. I remember a story that Father John Maguire at the Balgo mission
told me, which happened about five or six years before I was there. It was about 1958.
A young Aboriginal boy was hit in die eye with a stone and flown into Derby by the
Royal Flying Doctor Service. Dr Holman drove to Derby airport to look at this lad's eye.
He inspected the eye and told the pilot to refuel the plane and fly him straight to Perth. In
1958 there were native hospitals and different ones for the rest of us. When Father
Maguire met Dr Holman the next day he expressed his appreciation for sending this boy
to Perth. particularly because he was Aboriginal. Dr Holman said to Father Maguire, "I
do not see them as black or white - just sick people." Philip Bell was the first person in
Western Australia to have a corneal graft. That was the compassion of the man. His
passing has robbed this state of a great surgeon, and at 64 he was just a little too young to
die. He left a great legacy in the Kimberley. If anyone wants to find out more about him
I suggest they have only to talk to the sisters of St John of God in the Derby area with
whom he worked for many years.
Another matter I want to discuss tonight is Wittenoom. I congratulate the Standing
Committee on Constitutional Affairs and Statutes Revision and its petition to this House
in respect of Wintenoom. That committee got bagged a bit in the Press. One of the main
reasons was the report was 16 pages long. I think that is irrelevant I have seen many
reports of 15 or 16 pages that make a lot more sense than tomes of 10 times that size.
The committee did not have any vested interest that I could see in bringing down a
verdict one way or the other. It listened to the evidence. That committee had the
privilege of calling before it Health Department officials, which is a privilege that the
committee I chaired did not have. It did not have public examination of witnesses. It
was quite clear from the transcript of the hearing that the committee really could not
reach any other finding.
Its recommendations were that the town of Wittenoom remain open; that the existing
services of water and electricity be retained; that no further buildings be demolished by
the State Government; that investigations be undertaken as to how the State Government
can be relieved of its obligations in respect of such buildings, and that the Shire of
Ashburton's offer to assume the ownership and management of the Fortescue Howel be
accepted; that the Fortescue Hotel be relicensed - I think that is the most important
recommendation - that the Government accept responsibility for removing and/or
stabilising asbestos tailings in the town and minesire; and that any further development of
the town be viewed cautiously and the impact of any increased activity on levels of air
borne fibres be closed monitored. They are all very sensible recommendations. During
the taking of evidence die Health department officer said -

I find no fault with Mr Nevill's argument, throughout his report, and even with
what he presented today, except when it comes to a question of interpretation.
His interpretation is that a low risk is involved. and I have no problem with that at
all. This risk today, with the diminished activity and some clean up undertaken,
probably is very low indeed. However, a revitalisation of the town would be a
wonr as the increased activity would increase the exposure and the risk.

One of the strengths of our report is that whether one keeps Wittenoom open or closed
really revolves around the question of air monitoring and the assessment of the level of
risk. In Alan Rogers, the co-author of the report, we had the foremost expert in that field
in Australia. No-one in the Health Department could hold a candle to that person. I
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know he is respected by both the Health Department and the Department of Occupational
Health, Safety and Welfare here. His professionalism in that area and his credibility are
not called into question. Even in the submission that Dr Musk made to our committee he
said that the level of risk was very low indeed There does not seem to be any
substantive criticism of our report by die people involved in asbestos research either here
or in the eastern states. In fact, we have had many letters of support, and certainly it
created a lot Of interest. No-one to my knowledge has challenged the empirical findings
of our repot.m There have been some criticisms of it, but they are not really based on any
scientific evidence or any sampling. It is mainly a straight out instinctive judgment: The
fact that one can see fibres there means it is unsafe.
Another point I wanted to comment on was some of the recent press that has appeared on
the Wittenoomn issue. It is very disappointing to me to read some of the articles that have
been written. If we want to make a sensible decision about asbestos and a lot of other
issues where people have preconceived ideas, it is very hard to get a sane or objective
view of what is the real situation.
That is all we can ever hope to do; that is, look at the facts as dispassionately as we can,
and try to make some objective assessment of those facts. When Alan Rogers and I
undertook the inquiry into asbestos issues at Wittenoomn it did not matter to me whether I
recommended the town be closed or remain open; that recommendation was dependent
on the level of airborne fibres, If the level had been higher, certainly the risks would
have been higher, and that was the recommendation I would have made. I do not think it
would have taken any courage or that one would have to be fearless to do so. It would
just have involved looking objectively at the facts and making a recommendation.
The public is given an emotive and subjective view of what is going on in this issue. The

press reporting in many cases causes tremendous unnecessary alarm. One of the press
clippings is entitled "Experts at odds on deadly dust town" by Brendan Nicholson. He
refers to the "future of the 'blue death' town of Wittenoom". If he is referring to the
mining days, that is probably a fair assessment. However, the ordinary person reading
that sort of comment would think that that situation still applies. The report does not
state much that is new. The next article by Brendan Nicholson that appeared in the
newspaper on 18 April 1994 is headed "Wittenoorn visits linked to disease" and states -

Twelve of the 90 new mesothelioma victims recorded in WA in the past year
visited or lived in Wittenoom. but never worked with blue asbestos there.

I query the reference to 90 new mesothelioma cases. There are about 33 deaths a year
from mesothelioma, so how could there have been 90 in the past year? I asked some
questions on notice of the Minister for Health and learnt that the Health Department
could not establish those 90 mesothelioma cases, despite Mr Nicholson's quote that -

Health officials said last night these figures were more evidence that even
relatively low level exposure to asbestos dust could cause the cancer.

Hon Peter Foss: That does not sound like Health Department officials either.
Hon MARK NEVILL: It probably was not Health Department officials. The figure
could not be substantiated. I was not sure whether the reference in the article to the past
year referred to cases reported until that date, in the previous financial year, or in the
previous calendar year. Whatever period one uses for the calculations, one gets nowhere
near that number of mesothelioma cases. I cannot imagine the Health Department giving
Mr Nicholson figures that were not correct.
The article makes quite a bit out of the fact that the submissions from the Department of
Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare and the WA Advisory Committee on
Hazardous Substances were procured by the journalists through the freedom of
information proceedings. Quite a few people have asked me for copies of submissions to
the inquiry in which I was involved. I gave them all to the Legislative Assembly
committee for use in its inquiry. However, anyone who asked me for a copy of a
submission got one. There is no secret about them. I considered them public information
anyway. The newspaper report makes it sound as though this is secret information that
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has suddenly become available. Those two submissions warn about reopening the town.
There was no empirical evidence in those reports, they just said that the towns had blue
asbestos and char blue asbestos caused inesothelioma. There was no hard data on current
or previous risks. In coming to our conclusion neither of those reports were of any great
direct assistance.
Strangely enough, Brendan Nicholson has never telephoned me on any issue relating to
Wittenoom. Although he has written many articles he seems to selectively consult one
particular group. He did not comment on the report when I tabled it in the House, yet he
has written a number of other reports since. Presumably the series of articles we have
seen lately were a forerunner to the release of the report on Wittenoomn by the select
committee in the other place. I wonder whether he will report that committee's findings.
The Legislative Assembly committee never called me before it to give evidence.
Hon Peter Foss: It cannot.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I thought the restrictdon applied only to a Minister.
Hon Peter Foss: No, the Assembly must get a message to us for any member to appear.
We must give permission and then you must give consent.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I stand corrected.
Hon Doug Wenn: Couldn't you do it as a private citizen?
Hon Bob Thomas: He's not a private citizen.
Hon MARK NIEVILL: If that was an obstacle it was one the committee was not prepared
to overcome by sending a message to this House. The committee did interview Alan
Rogers, which I appreciated.
The next article I read in the newspaper by Brendan Nicholson is entitled '"WA warned
of asbestos case". This article relates to evidence a Melbourne QC, John Rush, gave to
the Assembly select committee. It states -

The WA Government could be liable for big damages if any Wittenoom residents,
particularly children, or tourists developed the asbestos cancer mesothelioma,
even if they were warned about the danger in the town, a barrister has warned.

This banrister does not really understand that before 1961 then was no knowledge of the
link between asbestos and mesothelioma, although there was a link between asbestos and
asbestosis, which is not a cancer. The mine closed in 1965, which means that the mining
and milling phases were finished. Dust levels would have been dramatically reduced and
the vast majority of the population would have left the town. Between 1961 and 1965 all
of the population of woman and children would have been exposed. That is a case where
there was knowledge, and presumably there could be a claim of negligence for those
people. After 1965 the exposure levels and the number of people exposed dropped off
dramatically, so one would expect a dramatic drop off in mesothelioma cases being
generated after the mine closed. There would be a further drop off after the town was
cleaned up. The population reduced to a very small percentage of what it was when the
mine was closed. The people who have a direct claimn against t state are the women
and children who lived in the town between 1961 and 1965. They can probably mount a
case against CSR, the SOIC and the Government.
We predict in our report that, post-1992, there will be four extra cases of children and
five extra cases of females; that is, nine extra cases. There are visitor cases also but they
will be very difficult to prove at common law. Some of the nine may have lived there
before 1961. In that case, there would be no knowledge and therefore there will be no
negligence. Not many cases will fall into the category of having lived there after 1965.
Some of the nine or so people, plus the visitors - those living there between 1961 and
1965 - have a case. There will probably be half a dozen cases at most. That is why two
or three years I spoke to the then Attorney General, Joe Berinson, and told him that the
state should settle the case of a person - I cannot remember his name but 1 think he was
an Alcoa safety officer - because at that stage I had seen a memorandum firom the
Building Management Authority which suggested that the state employ two Queen's
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Counsels to defend that vase. It seemed that it would cost $4m or $5m to defend it and it
would cost CSR substantial legal fees. The reward the person would get would be
$500 000 and, if only a few fitted into that category. I told him that we might as well
accept liability. However, that did no' mean that we were accepting liability for people
before that date. It was reported in the Press that it was a major breakthrough for victims,
but it really was not; it was acknowledging liability in a limited set of circumstances.
Mr Rush said that these people will have a claim against the state whether or not there are
signs there. I suspect that is right. However, they will have a claim against the state
whether the town is open or closed because people will still visit there in large numbers
as it is a very attractive place. Certainly, these old mining areas attract people. Mr Rush
also said that Western Australia had had what could well be the world's highest incidence
of mesothelioma. Western Austrlia also had the only blue asbestos mine in Australia so
chat is not surprising. However, if the mine deaths are removed fr-om. that figure. the
occupational deaths are very similar to the deaths in other states. Therefore, I do not
think there is anything greatly enlightening about that statement. It seems that the state
will be liable, whether Wittenoomn is closed or left open and, if one reads the report, the
risk is so low that the additional deaths will also be low - certainly lower than one in a
million for long term residents.
The other article written by Brendan Nicholson was headed "Wittenoomn 'no risk' as
asbestosis cases jump". No-one has ever said there was no risk at Wittenoomn and no-one
has ever said there is no risk in crossing the road! There is a risk. We said the risk was
acceptable; it was less than one in a million. The second part of the heading is
"asbestosis cases jumpt". For the record, I asked the Minister for Health whether anyone
in Wittenoom was at risk of contracting asbestosis. Of course, the answer was no. A
person has as much chance of getting asbestos in Wittenoom as does a person living in
the town of Kalgoorlie have of getting silicosis. Asbestosis is a fibrous condition of the
lung which develops with massive exposures to asbestos. Silicosis is a very similar
disease.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon MARK NEVILL: However, one must have prolonged exposure to massive amounts
of asbestos such as someone working in a mine.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: No, that is not right.
Hon Peter Foss: I do not think that is correct, but the risk there is not significantly
greater than elsewhere because there are asbestos particles in the air in other places too.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I think the Mtinister is missing the point. The chances of getting
asbestosis are virtually nil. The only risk at Wittenoom is the contracting of
mesothelioma, the cancer.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: You are right. I beg your pardon.
Hon MARK NEVILL: That is the point I was trying to make. The beading of the article,
"asbestosis cases jump" is wrong. The only people who have asbestosis ame former
miners and millers. Not even women and children in the town or people who rode on the
backs of trucks would have had the amount or duration of exposure that one needs to
contract asbestosis. The article goes on to say -

In the past 10 days. 14 people have registered with the Asbestos Diseases Society
in Perth.

The next day an article in the paper said that four deaths from mesothelioma had
occurred the previous day. I looked up the death notices and, as with the usual
exaggerations, there had been four deaths but they had occurred in the last week. It was
rather good reading to say that four had occurred on the previous day, the Sunday.
Hon Peter Foss: You are not suggesting that it had been manufactured?
Hon MARK NEVILL: It reinforces this idea that somehow there will be an avalanche of
claims coming in.
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Hon Peter Foss: I think: the numbers have gone up recently. I was given a briefing note
which said that there were four recently.
Hon MARK NEVILL: There was an increase last year, but in the previous year the
figure was four.
Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan: These were the people who were there before the clean-up in
1979. All of those people had a pre- 1979 exposure.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Yes, they had occupational exposures and they are the people
who are suffering, unfortunately. The article goes on to say -

The local airport is covered with tailings which erupt in a blue cloud when aircraft
land.

That is nonsense. There are 60 000 tonnes of tailings under the airport but they are
covered with soil and bitumen and a blue cloud of asbestos does not erupt when the
aircraft land. The report "Wittenoom. 'no risk' as asbestosis cases jump" would have
frightened the life out of anyone who wanted to go to Wintenoom. What basis is there in
the report for people to be frightened? The most recent series of reports relate to the
Aboriginals at Roebourne. I do not like responding to some of those claims such as
somebody saying in the paper there are 90 cases of mesothelioma. I do not like to say
that is rubbish.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I know there were about 33 the year before; maybe there were 90.
1 do Dot want to say that there was not because for some reason theme may have been.
Recent reports by Karen Brown were written about the Aborigines round Roebourne.
She has written very good articles on Wirtenoom, particularly when she was based at
Karratha. Her journalism has been of a very high standard. and these articles are also
quite good - they are balanced. I rind if very difficult to believe the claims of the group
that hundreds of Pilbara Aborigines could have died from asbestosis without the cause of
death being officially recognised. Most of the mesothelioma deaths would have occurred
post 1970, and we are not concerned about asbestosis in this instance because they would
not have contracted that unless they worked in the mine or the mill. I find it difficult to
believe these reports, and I have a question on notice to the Minister in this regard.
Hon Peter Foss: There was a question without notice of which notice was given ready to
be answered today. It was not asked.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Unfortunately, we send questions in to be typed, and maybe the
"some notice" reference was added.
Hon Peter Foss: Nobody asked the question. I had quite a lot of information on the
subject. It was from Hon Tom Stephens.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: Mesothelioma would manifest only now in the children who lived in
the town whose parents worked in the mine or town at the time.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Some so-called residents of the town had other occupational
exposure, so it was not only environmental exposure. The numbers are clearly
documented.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: I know adults who were children in the 1950s and 1960s and some
have died, including some who left the area.
Hon Peter Foss: A Health Department review indicated that it is almost impossible for
someone to die of mesothelioma and not be recognised. If a person is hospitalised, the
characteristics of the disease are so certain that it would not be ovedlooked in the
diagnosis.
Hon MARK NEVILL: That was the thrust of the question I asked. I would have thought
that mesothelionia was a readily diagnosed disease. The 1950s were a long time ago, but
the medical standards in the 1970s were very good.
Hon Peter Foss: Hospitalisation is almost inevitable with that disease and the
characteristics are obvious.
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Hon MARK NEVILL: It might be mixed up only with lung cancer.
Hon Peter Foss: I understand that £he characteristics are so strong that it could only be
mesothelioma.
Hon MARK NEVILL: When considering Aboriginal involvement in the asbestos
industry, the one or two cases of which I am aware - a person has the disease presently -
are the numbers one would expect given the number of Aboriginal people who lived at
Wittenoom, visited the gorge and worked in t trucking company - as many did -
between Wittenoom and Point Samson. Presumably some of them also worked on the
wharves, so a few - certainly not hundreds - cases of mesothelioma would be expected.
Hon Peter Foss: People have died of lung cancer and maybe people thought it was
niesotheliorna. There was a strong possibility of lung cancer due to the high rate of
smokers in -

Hon MARK NEVILL: And respiratory diseases. The only case I can see is that a higher
incidence of lung cancer may have occurred with those who worked with asbestos. That
is the crux of the argument of that group. I find it difficult to wrap my mind round the
idea that hundreds of Aborigines may be dying of mesothelioma. Dr Andrew Penman
said that the working party's estimates were a gross exaggeration. This group may be
well intentioned, but it is causing unnecessary worry among many people in the area.
Returning to the point raised by Hon Ross Lightfoot, our report of May 1992 contained
accurate figures: It indicated that 10 children had died of mesothelioma, and nine
females had died of environmental mesothelioma as they did not work at the mine. The
children lived in Wittenoom. The report of the researchers at Sir Charles Ciairdner
Hospital published in 1989, using the figures of 1986, predicted that mesothelioma would
peak in the year 2010. I have the report with me. The paper in the Medical Journal of
Australia did not make sense in this regard because the Wittenoomn mine closed in 1965
or early 1966, and the peak work force was present in 1961. TFhe work force tailed off a
little after that because the mine was not economic. Therefore, if the peak work force
was present in 1961, one would expect the peak mesothelioma to correlate with that
figure. The expectancy of the year 2010 is 49, nearly 50, years after that peak work
force. If the avenage age of those miners was 30 in 1961 - this is back of an envelope
stuff - in 2010 they will be aged 80. I worked with miners of that era, and they were hard
living, hard drinking, and heavy smoking individuals and most were battling to see '70
years. According to this report, that figure is reaching the top of a normal expectancy
graph curve. It takes 49 years for those people to get half way to the mark of the
expectancy regarding mesothelioma. Also, this model has a built in latency factor for
death; that is, those people who may have died of mesothelioma but had such things as a
heart attack first. This claim never made a lot of sense to me. People in that area were
getting a much higher exposure than people working with insulation, lagging and that
sort of thing; therefore, one would expect the latency period to be shorter as a result of
the massive exposure, particularly in the bagging of the fluffed up asbestos. To me it is
an overestimate.
In my criticism of this article, I do not reflect at all on the people who did the work. It is
a landmark article, and a great deal of detailed research went into it. They developed
some models, and other people have subsequently used this data to bring that latency
period forward. It predicted a very high number of mesothelioma cases from Wirtenoom.
The figures we have seen subsequent to 1986 suggest the figure will not be that high.
They have subsequently published a more recent article in the "Journal of European
Respiratory Medicine". These articles have caused a lot of alarm and stress, and people
are worrying unnecessarily. A quite talented article by Karen Brown under the heading
'TFucker only for bag toil" states that -

.. Jill Churuside ... said it was only in recent years that cases of asbestos-
related diseases had been confirmed in growing numbers. A lot of men who
canted asbestos would have died of mesothelioma but it was not diagnosed. .. "
"There were Aboriginal kids who played in asbestos and those cases are only just
starting to emerge," she said.
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Those sorts of comments would cause mothers a lot of unnecessary worry.
Hon Peter Foss: On the face of it it is an unreliable statement. It says, "We do not know.
We cannot prove it. We have no grounds for saying it." You us the words "would
have" and that obviously means "did have".
Hon MARK NEVILL: I do not want to reflect on whether these people believe their
statements. It is incumbent upon the Press to try to present an objective view so that
people are not scared out of their wits.
Hon E.J. Charlton: You do not really believe that will happen, do you?
Hon MARK NEVILL: I passed an article on to the Minister for Health tonight about
some of the problems with routine screening.
Hon Peter Foss: We are very await of those problems in Western Australia, I am pleased
to say.
Hon MARK NEVILL: The parallel there is that many people who have this screening
are caused more worry than if they did not have the screening. There is a slight analogy
there with the hysteria that is whipped up by the sort of reporting we have seen on
Wittenoom.
Hon Peter Foss: Excess consumption of vitamin A pills is toxic.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Sure, and so is carrot juice. This gets back to the linear dose
response theory. A little bit of arsenic or digitoxin is therapeutic, but if a person has too
much it is nasty. Much of our research is based on the effects of large doses and then it is
extrapolated down. I once read an article which showed the shortcomings of the linear
response model. Often small doses are not toxic proportionally. The article gave an
example of an army of 5 000 people crossing a river: When it is 10 m deep, 500 drown;
when it is 5 m deep, 250 drown; when it is 1 cm. deep, four drown.
Hon Peter Foss: If one cat can kill five mice in 10 minutes, how many mice could 5 000
cats kill? The answer is probably none because they could not get to the mice.
Hon MARK NEVILL: It is the best model we have, but it has its limitations. The body
has great capacity to tolerate asbestos. All of us in this Chamber have at least half a
million fibres per gram of dried lung tissue. That is, for every 10 grams of lung tissue
there are half a million asbestos fibres.
Hon Denick Tomlinson: Mine is not dry.
Hon MARK NEV ILL: Hon Derrick Tomlinson is wetting his down.
At the end of the day, this Wittenoona scenario is quite frustrating. The Government will
either keep Wittenoom open or close it. The evidence suggests that its closure is not
warranted, If it is closed the problem of cleaning up the tailings will remain. The
Government must do that whether it keeps it open or closes it because people will still
visit the area.
Hon Peter Foss: If we close it we must stop people from going there.
Hon MARK NEVILL We cannot fence off those areas. There has been talk of fencing
off the gorge. We cannot do that. People will still go there. The vast majority of
mesothelioma cases from Wittenoom will be related to occupational exposure during the
operation of the mine.
The other matter the Government will have to tackle is the adequate compensation of the
people who live there. The Health Department will not say that Wittenoom is safe,
because it is far too conservative. It must be a political decision. It is a decision I would
mrake on the best advice possible. There will be a high number of mesotheliomia cases in
visitors to Wittenoorn. They will claim compensation, although I do not think they will
be successful. In a population of one million people, four or five will die of
mesotheliomna whether they have had any occupational or significant environmental
exposure.
Hon Max Evans: So they make a quick trip there before they die.
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Hon MARX NEVILL: Almost one million people have passed through the national park
since 1969; so four or five of those people would have died of mesotheliomna anyway, but
their disease will be attributed to Wittenooni because they visited the area. The samne will
apply to one million people who have visited Broome, because that has the same
background level of asbestos fibres. We will still get those 10 cases, and that is
something we will have to live with whether Wintenoom remains open or it closes. We
made some recommendations about compensating those people. The claims of insurance
payouts are greatly exaggerated in some quarters, as are the predicted number of
mesothelioma cases. I will be quite uncharitable and say that some of the predictions are
probably aimed at generating medical research funds. It will be interesting to see the
findings of the Legislative Assembly committee's report. I will certainly read the report
with great interest.
I have been patronising the public transport system of late because my vehicle has been
in the Kimberley.
Hon Graham Edwards: You have lost your licence; tell us the truth!
Hon MARK NEVILL: No, I have not, but I have lost my gold pass so I am actually
paying, even though members opposite accused me during the debate of not paying. I
was on the train and going over the Fremantle traffic bridge when I saw wall to wall four
wheel drives that had just come off a vehicle carrier. Australian Bureau of Statistics'
figures show that about 70 000 four wheel drives are imported into Australia each year.
Austraia does not make any I tonne four wheel drives; it imports the whole lot. That
amazes me. The Oka, a very good 2 tonne four wheel drive, is built at Jandakot. T1hey
sell every Oka they can produce, but if they want to increase production the costs of
tooling up are horrific.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Are you aware of the Federal Government involvement in that
production?
Hon MARK NEVILL: No, but I amn aware of the Malaysian government's investment.
Hon E.i. Charlton: Do you know what happened? The Federal Government made them
pay import duty for every one they brought in. That is ludicrous!
Hon MARX NEVILL: The import duty on trucks into Malaysia is about 47 per cent.
Hon E.J. Charlton: They are the same ones.
Hon Peter Foss: What about the Australian Army?
Hon E.J. Charlton: You tell us.
Hon MARK NEVILL: People talk about not picking winners, but I am sure that
Australia could have the capacity to produce its own four-wheel drive. Other people gain
the benefit of road tests undertaken in Australia to develop four-wheel drives. We do
their research and development. If we cannot develop a four-wheel drive along those
lines - for the Aboriginal communities - there is something wrong with us.
Hon E.J. Charlton: That is why Graerne Campbell's description of the Prime Minister is
accurate.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Graemne Campbell at least has an Oka which he drives, and he
successfully promotes the vehicle all around Australia.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: He has successfully rolled it on the Nullarbor.
Hon MARK NEVILL: He successfully rolls a vehicle about every two years.
An article in a recent The Australian Financial Review shows a dramatic increase in
manufactured exports from Western Australia. The figure has grown an avenage of
23 per cent per year from 1983-84 to 1992-93, according to the article. These are both
elaborately transformed manufactures and others, ranging from shipbuilding to railway
parts, cranes, derricks and other things that we have produced. We are still fairly small
nationally, and we are coming from a small base. There has been a large change in our
economy, but it is the manufacturing industry which wI supply jobs, not the mining
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industry. Growth in Kalgoorlie has been in the service industries. Kalgoorlie is
exporting goods all over the world, such as different types of mining technology. That is
the area where we must create jobs, and the situation did change during the last decade.
Only about 8 per cent of our exports are manufactured in Western Australia, and we are
still way behind the other states. Perhaps the manufacture of, four-wheel drives is an area
in which. with the help of the Oka Company, we may be able to do a bit of replacement
work. Our labour costs are not too high for that sort of work, nor are our fuel costs - and
those sorts of jobs need skilled workers.
Hon E.J. Charlton: And we need incentives from the Federal Government.
Hon MARK NEVILL: More incentives can always be given, but some companies want
the Government to pay every bill, and that is not possible. I know of some cases where
that has occurred. The Australian economy really turned the corner in 1991, and it has
been growing ever since. The myth that somehow the Western Australian economy is
bankrupt or is not growing, is not true. The state economy is healthy; it is growing, and it
disturbs me when we have arguments in this place regarding who was responsible for one
mining project or another. The truth is that most projects happen anyway.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Except for petrochemical projects.
Hon MARK NEVII.L: That is another story. That government should never have pulled
out of the project.
Hon E.J. Charlton: It should never have gone into it-
Hon MARK NEVILL: The cash did not go to the petrochemical project.
Hon E.J. Charlton: It went to the bail-out.
Hon MARX NEVILL: It was a book transaction. An amount of $400m had been lost,
and it was a debt for equity transfer which was meaningless.
Hon Peter Foss: It had the effect of making the project uneconomical.
Hon MARK NEVILL: With 25 seconds remaining to me, we must leave that debate for
another time. I support the Supply Bill.
HON GRAHAM EDWARDS (North Metropolitan) [8.25 pmn]: I wish to raise two or
three issues with the Minister for Health. I am very concerned about the Minister's
cavalier and arrogant approach to question time in this Chamber. I am very concerned
that his attitude relates to people with disabilities in our community. I draw the attention
of the House to an article in The West Australian yesterday morning.
Hon Peter Foss: That article is total nonsense.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I asked Mr Foss to make a statement to the House on the
matter. I did not ask him to confirm the contents of the article; I merely asked him to
make a statement to aflay the fears of a number of people, including myself, but the
Minister chose not to do that.
Hon Peter Foss: How can I make a statement about something that I have not read?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: If the Minister has concerns about my remarks he can take
the opportunity to put his position. I want to read the article because undoubtedly a
number of people with disabilities in this community have read the article and are
seeking some direction on the matter. A number of people have contacted my office. On
28 June The West Australian ran an article headed "Contract health fear for the
handicapped". I hate to hear people with disabilities being described as "handicapped.'
In this day and age we should be more educated -

Hon Peter Foss: That gives an indication of what the rest of the article is like.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: - about any description of people with disabilities.
Perhaps we should have another year of focus on people with disabilities. The article
reads -
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Handicapped patients fear a new Health Department push to improve competition
will force them to travel all over Perth to shop for the cheapest and best
prosthesis.
Health Consumer Council director Michele Kosky said she had been contacted by
many people who used prosthesis, or artificial body pans, and who were confused
and worried about the department's controversial contract system due to be
introduced gradually from next week.
Many had problems walking and did not have access to transport.
Under the contract system. Perth will be divided into health regions which will be
able to buy health services from whichever metropolitan hospital or health centre
offers the best price.
Ms Kosky said many prosthesis patients would find it difficult to travel outside
their neighbourhood to wherever this best rate was offered.
The Australian Medical Association has called the system an auction and claimed
standards will fall, but Health Minister Peter Foss claimed services would
improve because WA would get better value for its health dollars.
The managing director of the Government Health Bureau, Paul Solomon, who is
overseeing the contract system, said last night it would be some time before
contracts were drawn up but stressed the department was not creating a Kmart
health system.
H-e said a big overhaul was not planned for prostheses but any change would suit
people better rather than making things harder for them.
The State Government also announced yesterday it would introduce new fees for
private patients fitted with surgically implanted prostheses and would increase
prices charged to private patients staying in public hospitals.
Hospital Benefit Fund spokesman Pat Ryan said these moves would cost his
health insurance fund alone more than $1.4 million a year.
He said it was part of Health Minister Peter Foss's plan to make private patients
staying in public hospitals pay private hospital rates.
But it did not take into consideration that these patients paid the Medicare levy as
well, he said.
From next week, the daily rate for a single room will increase 1.3 per cent, from
$317 to $321.
But Mr Foss said the changes were only bringing WA into line with other States.
"We have not made a great change in charges for private patients in government
hospitals in this year's review," Mr Foss said.

Yesterday I directed question without notice 272 to the Minister for Health, as follows -

I refer to the article in The West Australian newspaper today about fears that
people with disabilities have about the future process of buying prostheses or
body parts. In order to allay those fern, will the Minister -

(1) Make a statement in this House tomorrow outlining his proposals for the
future purchasing of prostheses or body parts?

(2) If not, why not?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1)-(2)

I amn not aware of the article in the newspaper this morning, and I have not
had an opportunity to study it. I take it that the article refers to the fact
that the Government will be charging for in-body prostheses. The Health
Department has now brought itself in line with the rest of Australia with
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regard to in-body parts prostheses, such as joints and so forth. The cost of
these is generally recoverable under die Commonwealth benefit schedule
and should be recovered by people who incur those costs. Western
Australia has been the only stare not to charge for these until now and, as a
result, it has been subsidising the Commonwealth Government in that
area.

There is no reference about whether the Minister would make a statement. I followed
that up with question 273, which stated -

I am disappointed that the Minister is not aware of the fears of a substantial
number of members of our community and I ask him -
(1) Will he makce himself aware of those fern?
(2) Will he make a statement to the House tomorrow in order that the fearn of

those people with disabilities who must purchase prostheses or in-body
parts can be allayed?

I feel that I approached this matter in a fairly reasonable way. I asked the Minister
whether he was aware of it. I am absolutely amazed that he is not. I would have thought
that the Minister would have in his office some process that draws his attention to these
matters -

Hon Peter Foss: I was on a train at five o'clock in the morning.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: - particularly those that are reported which would cause
concern to people in our community who can often be in a vulnerable position.
Hon Peter Foss. But nor at five o'clock in the morning.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Not only did the Minister treat this question in a very
cavalier manner but he also cried to score some political points. I would have been quite
happy if the Minister had said, "I amn not aware of it; I will make myself aware of it and
will come back to you with information or I will make some sort of a statement." He did
neither of those things. It is to the Minister's shame -

Hon Peter Foss: How could I say that I would make a statement if I did nor know what I
was replying to?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I have been a Minister in this place. I know that quite
often a Minister might not be the full bottle on issues that are brought to his attention and
on which he might like to check the facts before he makes a statement, but this Minister
could have had the decency to say, "I will go away and check this matter and then make a
statement or respond in another way.' The fact that the Minister did not say that shows
that he holds this place in contempt.
Hon Peter Foss: Read the answer.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I can only assume that he also holds in contempt the
people who were referred to in this article. It is not only this question that I raise about
this matter. The Minister's whole attitude to question time in this place is appalling. He
wanders in here late. He often has no appreciation of the questions that he is being asked
and his answers leave an immense amount to be desired. For a number of years this
Minister sat on this side of the House berating three forner Ministers who sat opposite
him about the standard of their answers and how they should conduct themselves. Since
he has been on the ocher side of the House he has forgotten those things. [ might also say
that he is under very little pressure. He is a member of a coalition Government that has
the numbers. He is in this Chamber as one of five Ministers - for the first time in the
history of this place; yet he still is found wanting in the way he addresses this place.
Hon Peter Foss: Read the answer.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: If the Minister wants to get up and defend himself, he will
have plenty of opportunity to do so in this debate. People can choose to play politics
with some matters; however, in other matters Ministers in his position should understand
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that questions are not being asked in a political way but are simply seeking information
so that the members who are asking the questions can make judgments or can have
additional information to pass on to their constituents who ma~y be approaching their
office for information. That this Minister has failed to recognise that, not only in this
situation but also in others, indicates that either he is not properly across his job or he
does not care about or have any compassion for the sort of people who are embraced by
his portfolio.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: He does care; you are wrung on all counts.
Hon Peter Foss: Read the answer.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I have read the answer. If I were satisfied with it, I would
not have raised this matter.
Hon Peter Foss: You have not read the answer yet.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The Minister completely ignored my request.
Hon Peter Foss: Read it.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I will not read it again. I have read it to the Minister and if
he is too thick to understand it or to care about the people about whom I am talking -

Hon Peter Foss: You have not read the answer to the second question.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: - it indicates that he has treated those people with
contempt.
Hon Peter Foss: You have not read the answer. Read the answer. You have not read it
yet.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon Peter Foss: Selective quoting.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I have quoted the whole lot.
Hon Peter Foss: You have not. You have not quoted the second answer.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I will go through it again. I know the Minister is very
fragile and sensitive about this matter. I asked this question -

I refer to the article in The West Australian newspaper today about fearn that
people with disabilities have about the future process of buying prostheses or
body pans. In order to allay those fears, will the Minister -

(1) Make a statement in this House tomorrow outlining his proposals for the
future purchasing of prostheses or body parts?

(2) If not, why not?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:

I am not aware of the article in the newspaper this morning, and I have not
had an opportunity to study it. I take it that the article refers to the fact
that the Government will be charging for in-body prostheses. The Health
Department has now brought itself in line with die rest of Australia with
regard to in-body parts prostheses, such as joints and so forth. The cost of
these is generally recoverable under the Commonwealth benefit schedule
and should be recovered by people who incur those costs. Western
Australia has been the only state not to charge for these until now and, as a
result, it has been subsidising the Commonwealth Government in that
area.

I followed that up with question 273, which stated -
I am disappointed that the Minister is not aware of the fears of a substantial
number of members of our community and I ask him -
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(1) Will he make himself await of those fears?
(2) Will he make a statement to the House tomorrow in order that the fears of

those people with disabilities who must purchase prostheses or in-body
parts can be allayed?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:

1 will certainly read the article and investigate it. What I do after that will
depend on the results of my inquiry. I will read the article and make
appropriate inquiries to find out the background of the matter.

Hon Peter Foss: A very good answer.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The Minister did not come back to the Chamber and make
a statement as requested, he merely treated this place with contempt, as he has the people
referred to in this newspaper article.
Hon Peter Foss: That was a very good answer.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I think the Minister should be sincere enough in his
approach to his duties -

Hon Peter Foss: There is nothing wrong with that answer. No wonder you would not
read it out the first time.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: If the Minister wants to make a speech, he can do so when
I have finished. I ask him to show a few good manners and to shut up and listen for a
change.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: That sounds like good manners on your part!
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Hon Peter Foss does not like being taken to task.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! All members know the standing orders in this
Chamber. Let us proceed without any more inteijections. I ask the member to address
his comments to the Chair.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: This Minister does not like being taken to task and he does
not like being shown to be lacking in his job. His answer to those questions, which were
genuinely put, shows that his make-up as a Minister is lacking. If he had any genuine
concern for the people who were referred to in this article, he would have come back to
the House and made a statement. I guess when a government has the numbers, it can be
smug and smart and can forget about caring in any genuine or proper way for people who
may read this sort of article and not know whether it is true or how much truth is in it.
The Minister might know that some things in this article may not be correct; but many
people in this community would not. The way in which the Minister has addressed this
matter has been quite shameful. I hope that when we come back the Minister might show
some greater interest in attending to question time in a proper way.
The other matter I warnted to address fairly briefly was that raised by Hon lain MacLean
in my absence last week. As a mailer of interest it was my twenty-fifth wedding
anniversary and, as had been arranged for some time, I took my wife away on holiday. I
am thankful I was able to get away. The convention in this place has been that if one is
to have a go at a member opposite one waits until that person is in the Chamber. I notice
Hon lain MacLean did not have the decency to do that. I was rather amused at his
comments. I quote from page 2 130 of Hansard of Tuesday, 21 June in the
Address-in-Reply before it was shamefully gagged -

In February 1989, a week before the state election, on behalf of the local
recreation association I organised a free community breakfast. Some of the
people -

There were several interjections. I assume the member was talking about the Australia
Day breakfast which is held at Girrawheen annually. The member went on to say -
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At the breakfast I organised were the member for Marangawoo, Hon Graham
Edwards and Hon Joe Berinson.

He says further on -

Also in attendance was a person whose name escapes me for the moment and
Dr Bradshaw, as the then Mayor of Wanneroc, because it was advertised that the
breakfast would be with the mayor. It was advertised as a breakfast for the
community. I saw - I am sure I have a photograph somewhere of this -
Dr Bradshaw and Hon Graham Edwards deep in conversation.

He further said -
Using the Labor Party's guilt by association philosophy, Hon Graham Edwards
must be corrupt.

I am amazed he was able to say that, given our standing orders. Nonetheless, he said it -
it is in the Mansard. It is interesting that he forgot to mention that Hon George Cash and
Hon Harry MacKinnon were there, as were a number of other people -

Hon I.D. MacLean: Hon George Cash was not there.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: They attended what I thought was a fairly non-political
Australia Day breakfast. It is interesting to find out in retrospect that it was not so
non-political.
Hon George Cash: I was not there on that occasion.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I thought Hon George Cash attended them all. It is just
that on one occasion he served me with a sausage that was underdone and I had to take it
back and get someone else to cook it properly. That is neither here nor there.
Several members inteijected.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I am not really upset about this, but I do not think it is the
way to go about something. If Hon lain MacLean wants to have a go at someone, he
should wait until they are in the Chamber and do that face-to-face. Then one does not
run the risk of being accused of being a coward.
I had a number of occasions on which to talk to Dr Hradshaw. I always appreciated the
fact that when he was mayor he respected my position as Minister. He always extended
to me the facilities and the hospitality of the City of Wanneroo and I have always
appreciated that and I thank him for it. I do not know whether Dr Bradshaw is guilty of
any crime. I said here a while ago that the man should be granted the Australian
convention of being considered innocent until proved guilty. However, if I wert a mate
of Dr Bradshaw I would not be rushing away from him in the way that so many members
opposite have done. The way they have turned their backs on him, particularly in his
absence, makes it much more difficult for him to establish his innocence when he does
come back. I sincerely hope that Dr Bradshaw will return because if he does not come
back now, I feel he will have greater difficulty returning at some stage in future if he
decides to do that.
I am a great mate of Brian Burke and always will be. One of the things I would never do
is turn my back on a person I believed in. As I said, there is a great convention in this
country; that is, one is innocent until proved guilty.
Hon Bruce Donaldson: Many of your colleagues have walked away ftom Brian Burke
have they not?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: If other people want to say things they can. I am putting
forward my point of view and saying that I am a great believer in the Australian tradition
of sticking with one's mates, and that one is innocent until proved guilty.
In relation to Mr MacLean's comment that he is sure he has a photograph somewhere of
Dr Bradshaw and Hon Graham Edwards deep in conversation, I have a book of
photographs of me and Dr Bradshaw. I would be only too happy to provide an
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autographed photograph for the member if he wants one. If he is to have a go at me in
the future he should at least wait until I am in the Chamber before he does so.
Hon L.D. MacLean: I was not having a go at you.
Hon John Halden: Someone will shut you up soon in a big way.
Hon L.D. MacLean inteijected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
HON N.D. GRIFFITHS (East Metropolitan) [8.46 pm]: In addressing this question of
Supply I propose to deal with the Department of Land Administration with particular
respect to the privatisation program by the Liberal-National Party Government. I am
concerned that the program may affect the efficient functioning of the Deparment of
Land Administration. This evening I may not be able to speak on all the topics I wish to
deal with because of extraneous matters, which I will not go into. However. I will do so
while I am able; otherwise I will take the opportunity on another occasion.
I will refer to the recent move of the offices of the Department of Land Administration to
Midland, the role of the department and its significance to the functioning of Western
Australia by reference to, among other things, what the Minister for Lands has said, what
is said in the department's 1992-93 annual report tabled in the Parliament; what the
Minister for Lands said in the context of the Land (Titics and Traditional Usage) Act as it
is now with respect to the importance of the issue of land management; what has been
disclosed in answer to questions I have asked in the House on these privatisation
programs; and the functions that ame to be privatised. If I have the opportunity this
evening I will relate those matters to some of the comments in a document recently
tabled in the House; namely, the Auditor General's first General Report No 3. of June
1994.
Last year the Department of Land Administration moved its offices to Midland, an
important regional centre which is located in my seat of East Metropolitan Region. It is
the function of incoming governments to open works primarily the creation of outgoing
governments, and so it was that on 22 October 1993 the Premier opened the new DOLA
offices at Midland. The movement of the offices of DOLA was a major initiative of the
last Labor government. It was a measure which showed that government's faith in the
processes of decentralisation. It was a major investment and I believe a major
employment generator in the Midland region but, more significantly for the state as
whole, it was a major investment in the efficient functioning of the Department of Land
Administration, which I am now concerned may be at risk because of the policies of the
current Government. At or following the opening the Minister for Lands caused a media
statement to be released. In that statement a number of comments are made, and I wish
to place on record that I agree with those comments; that they are of significance; that the
policies of the Opposition are in accord with what the Minister said in the media
statement; and that what he said in the media statement outlines the significant role of the
Department of Land Administration and why that role should not be placed at risk.
The statement is dated 22 October 1993. It says that land administration was often the
forgotten vital link in the economic wealth of Western Australia. It refers to comments
made by the Minister at the opening of the headquarters. I attended the opening and I
listened to the Minister's comments, and the statement seems to be accurate. It states -

Mr Cash said land administration had been a function of government since the
earliest days of the Swan River colony.

Those are significant words. It continues -

Land administration predates Western Australia's public health and education
systems and is integral to the well-being of the State.

According to the media statement those are the words of Hon George Cash. I accept the
accuracy of the words and endorse the policy considerations that are inherent in them.
The statement continues -
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The services provided by DOLA, which administers 93 per cent of the State
which is Crown land, underpin the activities in many sectors, including mining
and property development.
DOLA's work in mapping, land information, land developments in country areas,
administering reserves and maintaining land title records has become so much a
part of our lives chat we rarely consider life without these services.

I ask die House to note that DOLA's work provides these services. The Minister
correctly pointed out that the quality of the system of land administration employed by
DOLA had international interest and recognition; and that DOLA had provided
assistance in working with the Vietnamese government in developing a system suited to
that country's needs. He referred to die Midland complex, which is said to have cost
some $54m or, in any event, may be worth $54m, as accommodating 850 staff previously
scattered between nine metropolitan locations. This evening I am not in a position
because of certain constraints to spell out why it is efficient, but I trust the House will
take on board that in this case that degree of centralisation is a promotion of efficient
functioning. The statement concluded with the words in respect of this move to
Midland -

The result is an attractive, functional building which will serve the department
well into the next century.

Mr Deputy President, I propose very briefly to refer to the 1992-93 annual report of
DOLA and then, notwithstanding what I said earlier, move on to those areas which are
being privatised. Page 1 of the annual report under the subheading "Mission' states -

The Department of Land Administration provides the legal, geographic and
administrative base for the orderly use of land by the Western Australian
community.
The Department of Land Administration is a service organisation with a wide-
ranging clientele covering individuals, governments and the private sector.

The key services of the department referred to are developing, selling, allocating and
administering Crown land. providing a secure system of land ownership - nothing could
be more basic to proper functioning society than the provision of a secure system of land
ownership; and importantly, providing land information, including survey, geographic
and mapping information. The report goes on to list major client groups which the
department services. These matters should be noted so that the House can even better
appreciate the significance of this important department. The major client groups are
local governments and statutory authorities; land developers and the real estate industry;
the surveying, legal and financial industries; tourism, mining and exploration; state and
commonwealth government agencies and international governments; and individual
members of the public.
In that context and in die context of part of the justification for what the Government did
when it caused the Land (Titles and Traditional Usage) Act to go through the Parliament,
IHon George Cash as Minister for Lands, on 23 November 1993 at page 7661 of Hansard,
is reported as saying -

Since the foundation of Australia, management of the land within a State has been
a responsibility of that State.

That is one of the prime responsibilities of any state government in the Commonwealth
of Australia. Anything chat threatens that responsibility is to be resisted by all who are
concerned about the longevity of the wellbeing of the citizens of Western Australia. At
page 7662 of Hansard the Minister for Lands in the same debate states -

The Government's four basic objectives for a fair and workable response to the
Hiigh Court's Mabo judgment have been mentioned in public before, but they are
worth repeating. They are -

to ensure that the policy and administration of Western Australian land
and natural resources management remain in the control of the State ...
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We are dealing with responsibility for and control of land management, taking into
account the mission of and the key services provided by the Department of Land
Administration.
I now turn to those area of privatisation exposed as a result of questions I asked in this
place. They were flog the subject of a ministerial statemen. Given the importance of this
area of policy it is appropriate for the Minister to at least consider making a statement to
the House prior to these processes being undertaken, because if I am wrong in my
concerns it should be demonstrated to me. I suppose that at the end of the day that is a
matter for the Minister. It is reasonable that there is a case for some of the areas that are
proposed to be privatised to be the function of the private sector in part or in whole.
However, that is not the case for the major areas. Taken collectively they threaten the
efficient functioning and the role of DOLA. I refer to Hansard, 16 December 1993 at
page 10141, when I asked question on notice 1535 in seven pants. I quote merely the
question and answer of the seventh pan because it is that which goes to the kernel of this
question of privatisation. I asked -

If it is proposed that the number of people employed by DOLA at Midland be
decreased, what areas of activity will have a decreased number of FTEs?

The answer on page 10142 states -

It has been decided that the following activities will be transferred to the private
sector resulting in a decrease in staffing levels -

Air photography
Geodetic field services
Land planning
Search ordering process
LAN/PABX management.

On 12 May 1994, reported on page 323 of Hansard, I asked question without notice 28 of
the Minister for Lands, of which some notice was given. The question was in four parts.
The pertinent part with regard to privatisation is that part numbered (3) in which I asked -

Has the Government decided to transfer any other activities of the Department of
Land Administration to the private sector and if so, when was such a decision
made and what activities are the subject of such decisions?

The answer was as follows.-
Yes. February 1994. The activities involved are: Courier service; LAN support
and computer operations; typing of document endorsements; stereoplotting -
subject to competitive tendering; PABX switchboard operation; and vehicle fleet
management - proposal currently being developed.

I conclude by referring the House to the Auditor General's report to which I referred in
my opening remarks. In doing so, I invite members to read carefully pages 6 and 7 to see
whether and to what extent the queries raised by the Auditor General are relevant to this
privatisation process that the Minister for Lands is carrying out in his departmenit. Many
of the areas being privatised are of great significance to the department. I am concerned
that its role is being put at risk. It is incumbent on the Minister to allay my concerns at
the very Ieast.
HON AJ.G. MacTIERNAN (East Metropolitan) [9.13 pm]: I take this opportunity in
the Supply debate to report briefly on a matter of relevance to the Western Australian
economy; that is, the very successful "Australia Comes to Surabays" trade promotion
which finished in Surabaya, Indonesia, last week. I was fortunate to attend that as the
representative of the Leader of the Opposition. Most members will be aware that, in
1989, the Labor government was very keen to develop the depth and breadt of our
relationship with our nearest neighbour, Indonesia. In pursuit of that aim, it developed a
sister state-province relationship between Western Australia and East Java. A great deal
of work was done by Labor Ministers, with the name of Gordon H-ill, the member for
Helena, often being singled out for mention. A lot of good work was also done by public
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servants in the then Department of Stare Development This relationship between
Western Australia and East Java has always enjoyed bipartisan support. I am pleased to
note that the coalition Government, upon assuming office, has continued this tradition
established by Labor of involving the Opposition in the initiatives in East Java, and I was
the beneficiary of this in the latest venture, the "Australia Comes to Surabaya"
promotion.
For those no: familiar with Surabaya, it is the capital of East Java. It is a city of
approximately 4 million people. It predates European settlement in Java by many
hundreds of years and just last year it celebrated 700 years as a city. It is interesting that
it was an important focus for the proselytisation to Islam during the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries. Before World War UI, Surabaya rivalled Batavia, as it was then
called - it later became Jakarta, reverting to its pie-Dutch name - as the premier city of
Dutch Indonesia and was seriously considered in 1949 as the capital of the newly
independent Indonesia.
Today Surabaya is very much a manufacturing city. It is certainly not a political centre
other than for the stare administration, which does not have the seine importance as a
state administration has in Australia. There is very little high rise and lots of Dutch
colonial structures. However, it also has some huge industrial operations on its fringes.
We visited petrochemical plants, cement plants, aluminium plants, paper mills, flour
mills and shipbuilding yards - industries of incredible size. Most of those industries
focused on the domestic market with only a small percentage focusing on export.
However, we should remember that hndonesia has a huge local market. It has a
population of approximately 185 million people of whom 25 million can be characterised
as middle-class and who have access to quite high levels of disposable income. One of
the most interesting statistics is that, only two years ago, the middle-class of Indonesia
was assessed at approximately 18 million. That figure has leapt by one-third in the space
of two or tinee years and has now reached 25 million and. is still growing. Therefore,
there are huge markets in that country.
We also observed some very different structures engaged in business there. Many of the
huge operatons that we saw are government owned and some had operated in a virtual
monopoly and had almost feudal-like responsibilities both in their districts and in other
areas for which they had been allocated responsibility. I ami not sure that these are
necessarily the best or most efficient models, but it was very interesting to see the way
that social responsibility has been factored into those companies and also into private
companies. We often saw very highly mnechanised and highly advanced technology used
at a plant only in the very last stages. Huge amounts of labour are consumed in
undertking tasks that could be very simply mnechanised. That was done because it was
recognised that, with a population the size of Indonesia's, there is a need to create
employment. Therefore, each company, whether private or public, had imposed upon it
these community obligations to employ labour.
Hon John Halden: Isn't that strange; we do not have that here.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: No, but we have a few things to learn. Part of the value of
these trips is to see countries like Indonesia which certainly do have problems.
Nevertheless, the Government takes a far more active role in ensuring the wellbeing of its
people in certain areas. Certainly, it does not see business as being separate from
community responsibility. Another interesting motif that comes through is in the
discussion of business with many ethnic Indonesian business people who have a very
strong sense of their need to contribute and the need for their companies to make a real
and direct contribution not only to the economy in general, but also to enhancing the lives
of the individuals with whom they deal. Within that very prosperous environment of
25 million middle class Indonesians the Western Australia promotion was conducted.
Various cultural elements were involved, with the WA Ballet and the Chrissie Parrott
Dance Company performing a variety of dances which seemed to be very well
appreciated by the locals. Dance seems to be a very important part of Javanese culture,
and this was a well chosen mode of cultural exchange.
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Nevertheless, the purpose of the "Australia to Surabaya" promotion was trade, with the
aim of moving Western Australian goods and services to East lava to create employment
and profit for Western Australia. Apart from the ceremonial aspect of the numerous
meetings between delegates and business and government leaders, the main public focus
was the three day wrade exhibition. This provided an opportunity for Western Australian
business to showcase its waits, and the standard of the exhibitions was very high.
I acknowledge the professionalism of the officers of the Department of Commerce and
Trade. I refer to the officers in Perth, including those who travelled with the exhibition,
and those in the Surabaya office. It was a well turned out show which ran like
clockwork, with a high standard of finish on all exhibitions. We must congratulate those
exhibitors who went to enormous effort, time and money to create the displays, which
exuded professionalism, technique, vibrancy and competence. The exhibitions would
give confidence to the people with whom they were dealing as they presented a positive
image of Western Australia and its business.
I was impressed by the range of products on display. The exhibit which attracted most
attention was the barbecue display, as hour in and hour out meat was prepared and
provided to the punters free of charge. The dairy product display was also very popular,
with ice-cream and dairy product samples on offer.
Considering that this is an Islamic country, an enormous number of people came for the
tasting of food and fine wine. The wine exhibit involved an enormous selection of whites
and reds, which were liberally dispensed to anyone who wished to try a sample. The
degree of education required in this area was interesting: A large number of the younger
Indonesians were not aware that wine comes from grapes. That seems extraordinary to
us, but an education program needs to be conducted in that regard. Interestingly, a new
interpretation of the Koran appears to have been adopted, and this is favourably for
Western Australia wine producers. The modem interpretation is that one should not
drink to excess, rather than not at all.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: We should all learn from that.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: We all agree with that view, as I can see many heads
nodding on bath sides. As I always say, Mr Tomlinson, all things in moderation,
including moderation. We should have moderation in moderation - with the odd
opportunity for excess!
The food and wine displays were enhanced by the excellent Department of Agriculture
display, which focused on a "Clean green" promotion. Members who represent the
Agricultural Region will be aware of the increasing importance of projecting Western
Australia - indeed, all Australian states - to our Asian neighbours as being capable of
delivering goods produced in a clean environment. In that way, the consumers can be
confident that the produce when it lands on the table is not contaminated, in the way,
arguably, of their local produce and that of our rivals. This is increasingly becoming an
issue in Indonesia. Our target market is the 25 million well educated middle class people
who have resources, education and leisure time to take into account the importance of
environmental issues. We must recognise that agricultural and value added products,
including wine, cheese and other dairy products, will continue to be a major source of
export We have a major competitive advantage in this area which will not change
following increasing education within Asia. By virtue of our size and small population,
we have a natural advantage; therefore, we must give priority to protecting that natural
advantage by ensuring that our agricultural land and the surrounding environment
continue to be of a high standard.
Few metal products were handed out at the engineering goods displays, so they were not
attracting the huge audiences of the food exhibits. Nevertheless, a more highly focused
group spent a great deal of time at those exhibitions. Interestingly, in Surabaya and
throughout Indonesia a city does not provide the same infrastructure we expect in a
western city. Many estate developers and householders are expected to provide such
things as their own energy. Therefore, a great deal of interest was generated in the
micro-energy units on display. For example, Sola Edwards attracted a great deal of
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business. This firm is located in the East Metropolitan Region, as seemed to be the case
with most displaying firmis. I was impressed by die diversity of display. Sola Edwards is
attracting much business in Java. and will gain mart business as a result of the exposure

thrug te islay. Soa ae t saWlholcman which provides
integate eneryste. It ha unt hc obin solr wid and mico-hermalenegis ndstorthma a single uit wihcnspplmne byadeeeeaor i
necessary. This was also a very popular concept, and I understad that quite a nubrof
orders resulted The list continues with Food Equipment Australia Pty Ltd. a stainless
steel precision equipment company which is also doing well in the region. It already has
some large jobs in east Java. At the other end of the spectnrnm were some very small,
East Metropolitan Region firmns specialising in natural products. They were beating
customers off with sticks.
Hon Derrick Tomnlinson interjected.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIIERNAN: It was happening not only in Jakarta. A Western Australian
finn, Heritage Wildflowers, sold out of all the product it had brought over by the end of
the second day. The demand seemed to be inelastic. Even when the firm increased the
prices to try to ensure the display lasted a little longer the public kept buying. This is a

tical small business that now diretly employs 10 Western Australians, but indirectly
provides opportunities for scores of farmers and pickers who supply that business. These
sorts of fns have a grat deal of capacity to expand and to provide more employment.
Certainly if the popularity of their product during the exhibition is any indicator of the
general interest in Surabaya, we can confidently look forward to that firm doubling its
work force. Theme were many other finns of that order, but I will not go through them all
because we want to get home this evening, and we have a number of speakers.
The other sorts of firms which are very important are the service companies. We must
recognise that services are every bit as important as goods in today's markets. Of course,
this is an area where Western Australia. with its well educated population, has an
opportunity to compete well. For example, Environmental Solutions International
Limited. cleans up industrial pollution in the Brantas River in Surabaya, and planning
companies are designing environmentally sound industrial developments. Both the
public and private universities and the colleges were selling education. Other than the
food stalls, perhaps the most popular stalls were the education stalls where, because it
was the long vacation for Indonesian students, many students could be seen at every hour
of the day seated before these displays talking about educational possibilities within
Australia. Congratulations should be given to our universities and colleges for the
entrepreneurial spuni they have been showing in this regard.
The group moved on to Jakarta to join in the Federal Government's "Australia Today -
Indonesia" business and trade exhibition. Like the exhibition in Surabaya, it is enjoying
enormous Press coverage in Indonesia. In discussions with senior Indonesian and
expatriate Australian business leaders it was suggested to us that the bigger than Ben

I-ur, scale that is characterising this Australia Today exhibition is havig a major impact.
It is causing many Indonesians to sit up and take notice, not simply of Australian
business, but to do what we have been trying to do with the Australian population; that is,
to focus the minds of Indonesians on just how close Indonesia is to Australia and the
business opportunities that exist, and the very logic of our establishing major trade
relationships with Jndonesia. The Surabaya exhibition is a great credit to the dynamic
combination of government and business. We can see government and business working
very well together in both the Surabaya and Jakarta exhibitions.
I would also like to make some broader observations that touch upon our relationship
with Indonesia. We must start having some confidence that our trade is mutually
beneficial, that the Indonesians trade with us because it benefits them as much as we
benefit from our trade with them. We must in that context recognise that not all dissent
or concern that we may express over particular lIndonesian government policies will
necessarily see our trade suffer. Of course, we cannot go in and start throwing our
weight around or be the moral policeman of the region. We also have a very large
obligation to acknowledge dhe great complexities, the material and social imperatives,
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that appear to compromise certain freedoms that we might like to enjoy in our country. It
is not a situation where we should feel free to condemn the Indonesians for taking an
approach that is different from ours because they come from very different circumstances
and are seeking very different objectives at this stage of their development. However,
accepting that and accepting that we must always exercise a great deal of caution, there
should be a certain robustness about the relationship because it is borne out of essentially
mutual developmenL. At times Australia must, as any country must, exercise some moral
judgement and use its good offices and good relationship with Indonesia to express our
point of view and perhaps be in some small way an agent for change.
Obviously die issue of East Timnor is one area of concern. It has been the scene of a bitter
war of occupation for almost 20 years, and it may be that up to one-third of the
population has been lost This is the sort of issue that Australia has some moral
responsibility to follow through. We understand that the United Nations is looking at
taking much stronger issue on East Timor. It has never recognised the annexation of East
Timor. The time is right for us to critically assess our position in relation to East Timor.
We must be very mindful of the sensitivity of the Indonesian government which believes
that one of the geniuses of the nation is that it has been able to cross a whole range of
ethnic groups. Reference to the ethnic differences in East Tinmor is perhaps not sufficient
to make a case for self-determination, but we can look at the very particular facts of the
history of that area over the past 20 years. We must look seriously at what role we will
play in encouraging the Indonesian government to seriously consider an act of
self-determination by the East Timorese people. Our relationship with Indonesia
obviously is already strong enough to enable the Government to express some concerns
about the restrictions on Press freedoms and, as our Prime Minister did so ably and
sensibly yesterday, we should also be able to take the same approach to the freedom of
die trade union movement. Freedom of the trade union movement is just as important as
the freedom of the Press. I hope that we will see the leader of the Federal Opposition,
Alexander Downer, being as vociferous in defending the right of Indonesians to join
tade unions as he is in defending the right of the Indonesian middle class to enjoy Press
freedom.
My next comment relates to teaching Indonesian in schools. If our future is to be in Asia,
and particularly if we are to be involved in the provision of seirvices, we must be prepared
to meet our biggest market at least halfway. Although we have gone some way down the
track to teaching Indonesian in schools, we have not gone anywhere near as far as the
Northern Territory has gone. It has made the study of the Indonesian language
compulsory in primary and high schools. Perhaps we should reassess what we are doing
in regard to the teaching of the Indonesian language. There is a case for the
establishment in all high schools of the option for all students to study Indonesian. It is
an ideal language for Australians to len. Without doubt, Bali is the most common
overseas destination for Western Australians. Indonesian is an easy language to Learn,
unlike northern Asian languages. It simply uses the Aramaic alphabet. It is a very
phonetic language, and one can get by without any complex sentence structures.
Therefore, the chance of attaining a reasonable level of competence through high school
studies is good.
My finial comment arises out of our relationship with Indonesia. When considering the
population of Asia is 185 million, with extraordinarily cheap labour rates, no matter how
good our management practices and how high our comparative productivity, we will
never be able to rely on labour intensive industries in this country. Even jobs in the
computing industry, such as data processing, are going offshore. if we are to retain our
standard of living within this new region we must do two things: Firstly, it is in our
interests to work to ensure that Asian workers receive a better distribution of income. As
a result, they will have a greater capacity to purchase our highly value-added goods and
services. Without those returns on the industrialisation of Asia being created we will not
have a market for our goods or services. It is not a situation where we can believe that
die market will simply provide that outcome. Many instances throughout Asia have been
cited where market forces ame not left to play, and governments take a strong line in
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keeping wages at an extremely low level. An example during debate today was the
semiconductor industry in Malaysia where companies have an agreement with the
Malaysian government that there will be no unionisation of workers in that industry,
although in every other industry in Malaysia workers are entitled to join trade unions and
receive the normal benefits that accrue therefrom. Therefore, it is in our interests to
promote a better distribution of income throughout Asia because, aside from any moral
considerations, that will increase the market for our goods.
Secondly, we must ensure that our population does not expand significantly. If it does,
there is no way we will be able to provide the sorts of jobs that take large quantities of
labour. It will not happen if we are integrated into this region. Two of our major
industries, given our role within the region, are agriculture and tourism. They can be
threatened by a massive expansion in industrialisation. They are the industries where we
have a natural advantage, and we should work to preserve that natural advantage. We
should give strong consideration to population policy and consider what is our real aim
with our immigration policies. The idea that the most essential unit within any country
which is so populated is not something about which we should have intelligent, sensible
debate and some policy objective, is ludicrous, and must be addressed rapidly.
I will now take a couple of minutes to change tack completely. I want to refer to some
interesting research that was released yesterday, in my absence. Members may have read
the data. A survey was carried out on community attitudes to illicit drug use in Western
Australia. The survey dealt, inter alia, with attitudes to cannabis legalisation and
decriminalisation. For the benefit of those who do not have a copy of dhe report, I will
provide some of the results of the survey. The document was prepared by Curtin
University's National Centre for Research into the Prevention of Drug Abuse, funded by
the National Commission Against Drug Abuse - a well respected piece of academic
research. The centre surveyed Western Australian residents, providing a random sample
of country and metropolitan residents. The survey came up with the following results: In
respect of the question of whether cannabis should be as legal as alcohol, 36.7 per cent of
people believed it should, and 53.2 per cent of people believed it should not. That is a
sizeable figure in support of legalisation.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: One in three.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: It is slightly more. It would be interesting to look across the
age groups. Even more interesting is that when asked if small scale cannabis possession
and use should be decriminalised, 71 per cent agreed; 63 per cent of respondents agreed
with the statement that many people in our community use. cannabis without any serious
problem; and 63.3 per cent agreed that our court system is overburdened with minor
cannabis offences. It is interesting also that in relation to the attitudes to cannabis
decriminalisation, 71 per cent of residents who support decriminalisation of cannabis
were not affected by any political inclination. The majority support for decriminalisation
existed across the political spectrum.
I am aware that the Attorney General has made statements that drug law reform is not an
issue that she is prepared to consider. As I have told the House before, this attitude is out
of step with the opinion of many members of her party. Frequently I have been asked to
provide information and to address groups of Young Liberals on the issue of drug law
reform. I am aware of many others in the field, such as Dr Bill Saunders, who frequently
speaks at Liberal Party branches on this topic. The research results which were released
yesterday confirm that the Attorney General is out of step with the general community
attitudes in this regard.
The ministerial council on drug strategy will meet in a few months to consider some
special reports on cannabis that have been commissioned for the council. As I
understand it, the Minister for Health will be part of those deliberations - that is, if he is
not promoted in the interim. Either way, I hope whatever role he has at the time, he and
the Government will be prepared to look rationally at the argument; that they will be
emboldened by this report and by the widespread community support for
decriminalisation. They should allow themselves to look most rationally a: the
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arguments for drug law reform, and recognise and acknowledge that prohibition simply
has not worked, and that it is time far us to have a new and far more effective regime of
laws controlling the use of drugs within the community.
HON J.A. COWDELL (South West) (9.50 pm]: I am pleased to follow my colleague
Hon Alannab Macflernan who spoke about her recent overseas trip, as I was pleased the
other day to follow Hon Murray Criddle who spoke about his recent overseas trip. It
seems that Hon George Cash and I are the only members who have not been on a trip.
Even Hon Eric Chariton has been on a trip to the Dawesville Cut. We saw him floating
in a dinghy on one day and on a barge the next.
Hon Tom Helm: A later development.
Hon E.J. Charlton: I opened up the channel on another occasion so that all of the people
in your area could benefit from the new water.
Hon J.A. COY/DELL: Indeed, he had the benefits normally reserved for a national
Minister.
Hon ElJ. Charlton: I was driving that machine without a ticket, upsetting the union.
Hon I.A. COY/DELL: That is right. I noticed that the union had words to say about that.
I support the Supply Bill. Supply and budgetary appropriations should not be denied to
the Government in this House. The last temptation of the Tories has always been to deny
Supply in this House. This temptation was suffered most markedly in the 1970s when
Labor was in government and more recently in the 1990s. I remind the House of the very
sound advice of the Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of Government and
Other Matters in this regard. The commissioners noted that if the Council is to be
constituted as a House of Review, elected on the basis of proportional representation, it
would be quite inappropriate if it retained the power to black Supply and in such
circumstances that power should be denied in the Constitution.
Proceeding on that theme I call on the Government to announce its program for the
reform of the Legislative Council of Western Australia.
Hon Tom Helm: Starting tomorrow. The light bulb has just been turned on.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiemnan: Why single me out.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: It is just a matter of priorities.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon J.A. COWDELL: I am pleased that Hon Derrick Tomlinson is in a position to
announce a reform program on behalf of the Government.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: It has been on my mind for 18 months now.
Hon J.A. COY/DELL: The Ministry should be considerably nervous as a result of the
independent thought from one of its members on the back bench.
Hon John Halden: It will be squashed.
Hon J.A. COY/DELL: We are now 16 months into the tenm of this Government and we
have been greeted with a deafening silence in the face of the royal commission's
recommendations. We have a failure to even refer chose matters of royal commission
concern to the Commission on Government for further study. We are faced with a
deafening silence as other upper Houses reform themselves;, but worse than this, we amt
faced with a governmental assault upon those few customs and conventions of this
Chamber that mark it as a House of Review. What are we left with? In the end we are
left with a Chamber that started off with a low repute that has been taken even lower by
the action of the Government and its supporters in this Chamber.
Hon N.E. Moore: Rubbish!
Hon J.A. COY/DELL: I will refer only briefly to the royal commission's report to
remind members of how soon important documents of this nature are forgotten and how
this report is now gathering dust. The royal commission's report part 2 has almost thre
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chapters devoted to the need for parliamentary. reform. In response to chapter 2 on open
government. which expresses concern about the need to enhance Parliament's role as the
gatherer of information about government and as the public's informant - deafening
silence.
Hon NEF. Moore: I think you should have spent a bit more time reading the fast report.
Hon i.A. COWDELL: The first report has been implemented in the main.
Hon N.E. Moore: Rubbish!
Hon J.A. COWDELL: The second report has been ignored in the main. It is appropriate
to remind the Government from time to time as it reminded the previous Labor
government on many occasions -

Hon E. Charlton: They did not listen.
Hon L.A. COWDELL: - of the need for reform. Chapter 2 of the royal commission's
report, in part, states -

First, Parliuanent should have optimal access to information of and about
government Thbis requirement has a number of implications. It requires that both
the obligations of the agencies of government and the machinery of Parliament
itself be so tailored that infornation can be obtained in a comprehensive and
systematic fashion and that information not be withheld without full justification.

With respect to ministerial responses, particularly in the light of recent practices, the
royal commission comments -

The minister has a responsibility not knowingly to mislead Parliament in any
response made, a responsibility often nullified in practice by the "artful" reply.

Chapter 3 deals with accountability. Once again there are many references to Parliament
and its committees. I refer to only one, paragraph 3.9.2, which states -

The review of the processes, practice and conduct of government is only one of
the purposes for which committees can be used. But in a parliamentary
democracy that purpose should be the cardinal one..- In the exercise of its law-
making power, the Parliament has greatly enlarged the power and authority of the
executive and the administrative arms of government. These now have a
pervasive effect on the daily life and well-being of the Western Australian
community. The Commission urges the Parliament to bend its efforts to the
fulfilment of its review obligation as a matter of urgency. The rational and
systematic use of standing committees for this purpose should be a priority.

We are still awaiting that review. There are many other recommendations which I Will
not go into in detail. Chapter 5 is devoted entirely to the Parliament and its
accountability. Once again all of the recommendations are dead letters, gathering dust on
ministerial shelves. Paragraph 5.1.6 states -

To be constituted a House of Review both the role of the Legislative Council and
the basis of its representative character require some alteration, The Commission
makes a number of recommendations which will arn the Council with the
practical capacity to review in an effective and systematic fashion the conduct and
operations of the governmental system. However, its representative character
must also be addressed. If it is to act as scrutineer for the public it must be truly
representative of the varying interests of the public insofar as this can be achieved
in a practicable way. To this end, we recommend a review of the electoral system
for representation in the Legislative Council.

The recommendations go on. The response to two or three dozen recommendations
ranging across three chapters of the royal commission's report is deafening silence. This
Government has failed even to refer those matters of royal commission concern to the
Commission on Government for further study; they are not even given that status.
Members wiU recall the Commission on Government Bill debates, particularly the advice
of the Law Society that -
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With these concerns in mind, the Society considers that, of the items listed in
Schedule 1, the Commission is likely to be unable to make inquiry into the
following:

The "following" are the most pertinent to this Chamber; that is, items 14, 15, 18 and 19.
They are the most effective means of securing the financial independence of Parliament
so that Parliament can undertake its business. On that there is a deafening silence. One
could fill a book with speeches by Hon George Cash when he was Leader of the
Opposition on the need for the financial independence of Parliament. However, now that
he is in government there is again a deafening silence. On the electoral system
concerning representation in the Legislative Council there is no proposal. On the role of
parliamentary committees on legislation, including the right of the public to make
representations on legislative measures referred to any such committee, again there is
deafening silence; not even further study. The operation of the Parliamentary Privileges
Act 1891 was another issue. Those were the principal matters of concern, but -not the
only ones of the royal commission. They all fall within the terms of reference of the
royal commission which pertain to good government. As we are all aware, under section
5 of the Commission on Government Act 1994 only matters pertaining to corrupt and
improper conduct by public officials will be considered; none of the terms of reference
pertaining to good government will be considered. There is a deafening silence in this
regard.
We also have a deafening silence while other upper Houses are reforming themselves.
The Senate started with an excellent committee system and many other worthwhile
procedures. Only last week the first report of 1994 was delivered in the Senate by its
Procedure Committee. One can judge by the personnel of the committee the importance
the Senate attaches to the conduct of its operations and reform. It is headed by the
President of the Senate, Hon Michael Beahan; his deputy is the Deputy President and
Chairman of Committees, Senator Crichton-Browne. If one is in any doubt about the
importance attached to reform in that House, one need only look to the other personnel:
The Leader of the Government in the Senate, Gareth Evans; the Leader of the
Opposition, Senator Hill; and Senators Ray and Faulkcner - the numbers people.
Hon Cheryl Davenport: The big guns!
Hon J.A. COWDELL: That report on the committee system in the Senate considered a
range of matters including the number of committees which operated. I will refer to
some comments on membership. The report read -

The related pairs of committees would have overlapping but not necessarily
identical memberships, and a regular system of permanent and participating
members, to allow senators to participate in particular inquiries in which they are
interested. Participating members would have all the rights of members and the
ability to participate in hearings and deliberations, but would not vote except
when substituting for permanent members for particular matters.
Membership of the committees would be as follows:
the references committees would have 8 members, 3 government, 4 Opposition
and 1 Democrat, Green or Independent, and the non-government chair would
have a casting vote
the legislation committees would have 6 members, 3 government, 2 Opposition
and 1 Democratic, Green or Independent, and the government chair would have a
casting vote ...
(c) Chairs

... where the Chair is a government senator a non-government senator
would be the deputy chair, and vice vra...

(e) Subcommittees
The committees would be encouraged to use the current power to appoint
subcommittees and hold hearings of evidence with subcommittees.
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(4) Legislative scrutiny committees
The two legislative scrutiny committees ... would remain as they are, but
to balance the allocation of chairs ... the chair of the Scrutiny of Bills
Committee would be an Opposition senator ...
(6) Domestic committees: chain
The Privileges and Senators' Interests Committees would be chaired by
Opposition senators.
The Appropriations and Staffing and Procedure Committees would be
chaired by the President and the Deputy President, respectively.

in this report there is an allocation of numbers on committees and chairs of committees in
proportion to numbers in the House. The Labor Party has 39.5 per cent of Senate seats,
as does the Liberal Party; the National Party has 7.9 per cent; the Democrats have 9.2 per
cent; and the Greens have 2.6 per cent. Representation on committees is provided in
proportion to numbers in the House. The report further states a very worthwhile
proposal -

(8) Meetings during sittings
All committees would be empowered to hold deliberative meetings during
sittings of the senate. The current requirement for all members of a
committee to be present to make decisions would be supplemented by a
provision that if not all members are present decisions may be made by
unanimous consent of the members present provided that one government
and one Opposition member are present ...
(11) Remuneration of chairs
The Procedure Committee suggests that, until the Remuneration Tribunal
makes a determination taking into account the new structure, the tota
amount of remuneration available to chairs be divided between the chairs
in the new structure.

Remuneration is provided for. A real status and importance is attached to committees in
the Senate and a balance is provided in proportion to membership of the House. Once
again, other upper Houses are reforming themselves while we are greeted with a
deafening silence from the Government. This Government has failed so far even to come
back to this Chamber with a considered response to proposals for committee reform. As
I recall, the last advice we had on this matter was in about April. Someone was to come
back to us and talk about possible reforms of our committee system.
Hon N.F. Moore: You should spend some time reading the history of committees in this
House and find out how enthusiastic your party was when in government to set them up.
They were starved of resources for years. Your auck record is appalling. You are telling
us to do something you did not do yourselves. We set them up, not you.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: I am saying that for the past 10 years the coalition made a very
solid and trenchant case. However, over the past 16 months, as soon as the coalition was
on the Treasury benches, everything its members said over the 10 years of Labor has
gone straight out the window, by the appearance of things.
Hon N.'. Moore: That is absolute rubbish. There would be no committee system
without us; you opposed it all the way through.
Hon LA. COWDELL: When the Government eventually considers the committee
system, albeit in a cursory manner no doubt, I would be surprised if the Government
considered substantial resources or status. As we all know, at the moment in terms of
programming the committees are accorded negligible consideration or importance in the
prcedngs of this House. Finally, worse than the deafening silence and inattention, we

ar fced ih a government assault on the few customs and conventions of this Chamber
that mark it as a House of Review. I refer among other things to question time, which
many Ministers nowadays treat as a joke. I will not dwell on the magnificent answer
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accorded to mue twice in recent times to legitimate concerns of small business
proprietors -

Hon Peter Foss: It was a very accurate and precise answer.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Indeed, that was in the space of two months when on two
occasions I was told something would happen shortly in response to a detailed request for
a range of information.
Hon Peter Foss: Are you saying it was an incorrect answer?
Hon John Halden: That is very smart. You must have a law degree.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon J.A. COWDELL: There was the wonderful example of the question of late sittings
and how this impinged on the dignity and the ability of the House to perform its duty.
The Minister was quite correct when he earnestly said on 1 December 1992 -

Further, I do not know how many people in Western Australia would really like
us to legislate for thenm at times past 11.00 pm. We have been sitting to 11.00 pm
and we have been sitting to 12.00 pm. Thai is about as late as one can sit and deal
effectively with legislation. Beyond that time, all we are doing is going through
the motions and passing legislation without its actually being of any real use to
anyone.
The quality of legislation that flows through this place at the end of the session,
and particularly after a certain hour, is totally useless. I will not sit here and have
it suggested we should sit past 11 .00 pm ...

On that basis we must have passed a lot of useless legislation. When one looks at the
statistics of the first session of the thirty-fourth Parliament, one sees we sat past that
magic 11.00 pmn deadline on 35 of our 60 sitting days.
Hon Peter Foss: Luckily we did not amend anything.
Hon I.A. COWDELL: But the Government did accept amendments. I thought the
Minister was going to claim credit for accepting amendments, and now he is claiming
credit for not accepting any amendments.
Hon Peter Foss: Those amendments were probably a mistake.
Hon T.G. Butler We will get out of here before 11.00 pm if you let him finish his
speech.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! Hon Tom Butler makes a very good point.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: I note it and thank you for your concurrence, Mr Deputy
President. I make the point that the now Minister for Health quite rightly remarked on
the ability of this House to perform with those sorts of sitting hours and that it is
preposterous to expect an adequate performance with those sitting hours. Then we have
the irregular sitting and waiting program, where we come together because the other
place is called, and we sit down here waffling away until the other place manages to get
some Bills to us. Then we sit a fortnight after the other place rises because it has
eventually got the Bills to us. That is a wonderful comment on the treatment of this
Chamber and its role - its irregular sitting and waiting program.
We have other examples of the ways in which the Government has assaulted those few
customs and conventions that mark this House as a House of Review. Members will be
aware of all the publicity, so I will not go through it, that surrounded the use of the
guillotine for the first time in the history of the House and the use of the gag. It is
worthwhile to quote just a couple of points from The West Australian editorial with
respect to the gag. That of most recent note is 23 June, which reads.-

Premier Richard Court and his heavy-handed colleagues will have only
themselves to blame if all Western Australians start to question why the State
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should go to the trouble of maintaining an Upper House that is only a rubber
-stamp for the executive.

The Court Government is building up a dubious reputation for trampling on the
traditions of the WA Parliament. Its contempt for the longstanding conventions
of the Legislative Council in particular exposes an arrogance which must alarmn
all who believe in responsible and accountable government.

Hon MRF Moore: Who is this?
Hon L.A. COWDELL: The West Australian - that sink of socialist inequity, as the
Minister referred to it-
Hon N..Moore: I warn it put on record chat it is the editor of The West Aussralian.
Hon Peter Foss: Where was he for the last 10 years?

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order?
Hon J.A. COWDELL: It continues -

Without a significant change of attitude, the Government is in danger of doing
major, long-term damage to the parliamentary institution and of undermining
further public confidence in politicians.

Hon Peter Foss: He has shown his knowledge of these things through the 10 years of
your government.
Hon N.E. Moor: Which was doing major damage to the Western Australian economy.
Hon J.A.. COWDELL: We are left with a House that started off with a dubious
reputation, a Chamber that was improved with some recent acquisitions, and not that far
back-
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! Members, let us cut the interiections.
Hon J.A. COWVDELL: We am left with a House that started off with dubious repute,
given its contribution over the last 100 years to the legislative output of Western
Australia; denying women the vote, denying Aborigines the vote, preventing women
serving on juries, supporting plural voting, denying returned servicemen the vote, and so
on. We cannot rely on our brilliant record. The House has been further degraded by die
recent erosion of its customs and conventions. Of course, we have the hollow clanging of
rhetoric of Ministers from their opposition days. I have already referred to Minister Foss
on late sittings - clang! Then of course there was the proper use of the legislation
committee, and Minister Foss was there once again. He said, "Members opposite paid lip
service to the principle."
Hon Peter Foss: We were unfortunately ignored by the Legislation Committee.
Hon I.A. COWDMELL: It is unfortunately ignored by the Minister himself now.
Hon Peter Foss: It did not even know we were there.
Hon tOG. Butler With the impact you made there is no wonder they did not know you
were there.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon L.A. COWDELL: Hon Peter Foss said -

The Legislation Committee is working very hard, it is doing a good job, yet all
members opposite can do is be cynical about it. It is time members opposite took
their jobs seriously. I do not believe the Government has any wish to get the
legislation right. It wants to rain things through; it goes through the motions, and
does not give a damn. That is what is wrung with the Governmient.

Hon 1.0. Butler: What are you reading from - the Liberal Party manifesto?

Hon J.A. COWDELL: Indeed. Hon Peter Foss continues -
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Why do not members opposite start to take their jobs seriously?
Hon Peter Foss: Good stuff.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: That is a plea for the Legislation Committee. In another debate
Hon Peter Foss states -

I hope the message is getting through to the Government that the process of
review in this House will frequently involve reference to committee. It will also
involve a close examination of Bills.

We seem to be doing a great deal of that lately.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: They are all Acts, not Bills, with the odd Green Paper thrown in
which has nothing to do with a future proposal for legislation.
Hon Peter Foss: You had better get in early.
Hon l.A. COWDELL: Hon Peter Foss continues -

The other problem I have found as a practising lawyer is that there is too little
time to consider and comment on new laws. Generally speaking, one finds out
about the existence of a Bill just before it hits the second House of the Parliament
and that people in the community will be affected by it. By the time one takes
instructions as to what are the problems and starts to put forward submissions, it
will probably be past the second reading in the other House.

We have the clanging rhetoric that comes from an age past when the Ministers were in
opposition.
Hon Peter Foss: You support all of that, don't you?
Hon l.A. COWDELL: It is sound advice. I am reminding the Minister of that advice.
However, on this occasion we are looking for action -
Several members interJected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): Order! Let us cut the inteijections
from all members and let Hon John Cowdell speak, uninterrupted.
Hon L.A. COWDELL: Another quote from Hon Peter Foss states -

I hope that this House exercises its powers fully. I hope also that it sets up the
appropriate committees and amends other procedures of the House to make sure
that members do their job properly.

flat is precisely why I am asking for an amendment to the procedures of the House, to
this august Chamber of bights and burgesses. This is what we are left with. It was a
poor reputation to begin with, sullied by further attacks on the customs and conventions
of the House, and culminating most succinctly in the cartoon in The West Australian last
week of the House being held up as a laughing stock to the whole community. What an
apt depiction of this Chamber - an official saying, "... and you can make all the noise
you want and no one'll take the slightest bit of notice!" A sign "Hall for Hire" is
displayed, listing fancy dress, weddings, twenty-firsts, and bar mitzvahs. Precisely.
Where is the Government program that would restore to this House same useful role in
the Government of Western Australia? We are looking for it. I do not care if it is a
President's program, an upper House coalition party room program, or a government
program, but there is obviously none. The nearest we come might be a few back room
plots to ensure that the electoral system is changed to continue a conservative majority in
this Chamber for another century. Hon Eric Chariton's slogan is - and it goes down so
well in the bush - two votes for every sheep, except Liberal sheep.
HON TOM HELM (Mining and Pastoral) [10.24 pm]: I welcome the opportunity to
make an Address-in-Reply speech as well as a Supply speech. You would be aware,
Mr Deputy President, that the activities of the newest member of the House precluded me
and a few others from addressing the Governor's speech. That was done because of what
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can best be described as the attitude and arrogance of the people on the other side of the
Chamber, which was reflected by the newest member in this place. Is it not strange that
he should continue a pattern that was begun by his forebears and peers? I will devote
most of my speech to detailing the reasons he took the action he did, and to
demonstrating that it was within the pattern that has been set by members opposite, this
Executive, and some of the hypocrites who are represented in this Chamber and in the
other place.
I should commence my speech where Hon John Cowdell left off. He was demonstrating
some of the hypocritical statements that were made by the Minister for Health recently
and also in the past - probably from the time he came into this Chamber. An example of
the way he treats this Chamber was evident when he answered a question from Hon Tom
Stephens about who would be appointed to the Health Promotion Foundation. The
Minister told the House that he was not aware of the fwst two parts of the question, that
he did not think it was appropriate to discuss the third part, and that part four was not
applicable. In other words, members can ask all the questions they like of him, but he
will not make any effort to find out the answers. He will certainly not get information
about his portfolio which might interest this House.
I remind the House that yesterday the Minister was asked by Hon Tom Stephens whether
the Health Department would take any action over the problems resulting from asbestos
deposits in Roebourne. The Minister had the audacity to tell us nothing about that either.
Hon Peter Foss: It is being dealt with by the Environmental Protection Authority.
Hon TOM HELM: That is not the answer the Minister gave us.
Hon Peter Foss: That is why I don't know.
Hon TOM HELM: The answer was that the Minister did not know about it.
Hon Peter Foss: I didn't know. I had all the answers here today and you didn't ask.
Hon TOM HELM: It is all very well having answers without notice, but the Minister's
job -

Hon Peter Foss: Is to know everything that happens in Western Australia, even your
rumours?
Hon TOM HELM: - is to answer the questions that are put to him. The cartoon alluded
to by Hon John Cowdell was wrong because the Minister, and the likes of him, will not
allow people to even make a noise. We cannot vote or make a noise in this place because
the Minister and some of his colleagues on that side, including the newest member, want
to keep us quiet. We cannot even voice an opinion or ask a question because the likes of
some of the hypocrites on the other side of the Chamber will not allow us. They do not
think it is our rgteven to raise our voices. They want to interject and use the guillotine
and the gag. All we can do is speak, and if the Government stops us from doing so we
will use other means to get our message across. Until the Government learns that, it will
learn nothing. That attitude is being addressed by the Opposition.
I thought it would be wise if the Minister stayed here during this debate because I can
remember sitting on the other side of this Chamber listening to two of the most
prominent speakers from the then opposition - Hon Derrick Tomlinson and Hon Peter
Foss - ad nauseam. Some of the things they said were quite interesting, because I believe
in democracy. I believe in water as well, and in a few other things. The things they were
saying were things which I, as a trade unionist, have been fighting for all of my life;
namely, a voice against the Executive, a voice of the small person - the person without
power - and an ability to have our voice heard. I joined the union movement to defend
those sorts of rights. Hon Peter Foss and Hon Derrick Tomlinson were speaking my
language. They did it until two or thre o'clock in the morning on the odd occasion that
Hon George Cash allowed the House to sit after 11.00 pm in those days. When it had
been agreed to behind the Chair, we would get a recitation on parliamentary democracy,
the rights of man and any other subject one cares to mention. Therefore, I thought to
myself that I would go through the Hansard and see exactly what Hon Peter Foss did say.
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He said a few things that I did not understand], but they seemed to have that thread of
democracy, of human rights and of people being able to voice an opinion running
through them. Ile first quote I found was in a speech made by Mr Foss on 5 December
1989 at page 5892 of Hansard. Hon Peter Foss was commenting on a recommendation
of the Fitzgerald inquiry on the Governiment's abuse of die media. One of Fitzgerald's
recommendations was as follows -

Consideration should be given to establishing an all-party committee to monitor
the cost and workings of Ministerial and departmental media activities, including
press secretaries, media units and paid advertising. This committee could analyze
whether the money is being spent on informing the public, or distibuting
propaganda for political gain.

Hon Phil Pendal agreed by saying it was well overdue. Hon Peter Foss then said -
I believe that is an excellent recommendation and one that might overcome some
of the problems that arose in this instance from the way the Government used the
Government Media Office. The most interesting recommendation is that which
refers to "Criticism and Dissent" paragraph 3.10.1 "The Right to Dissent".

Before I go onto that, I want to remind the House of what Hon Peter Foss said about
committees. There was a complaint about the use of the media in government. One of
the things that his mob said in its election campaign was that it would curtail die use of
die Government Media Office. He does not have to ask his mate when because he would
have conveniently forgotten. The fact is that, as part of the Government's election
propaganda, it said it would not do what die previous Administration had done and it
would be more fair and curtail the use of the OMO. The fact is that this Government has
increased the number of Fits in die Government Media Office by nine. The Minister
may not know about it. I understand that Hon Peter Foss is kept in the dark in many
ways because his behaviour in this Chamber must be embarrassing to his colleagues,
particularly since members opposite have been in government. It must be difficult for
him to be the defender of parliamentary democracy when he spends so little time in the
Chamber. I know he has important parliamentary business to attend to. However, that
Minister, of the five of them in this Chamnber, spends a very limited amount of time here
at the best of times and members know that he spends a lot less time in question time.
The only time he answers a question is when he answers it on behalf of another Minister.
When we ask questions about his portfolio, we are told that he is not aware and basically
that he does not came.
Hon Peter Foss: You never ask me questions.
Hon TOM HELMK He then quoted further from the Fitzgerald report as follows -

Apart from the established institutions of a parliamentary democracy, informal
methods of dissent are useful mechanisms for checking the abuse of power by
governments. Dissent may also foster and promote public policies and legislation
not previously considered by a government or bureaucracy.
In the past, when church and other community leaders, including academics, -

He interpolated there by asking who had had a go at Paddy O'Brien a moment ago and at
Bevan Lawrence, to which I replied they were idiots. He then continued with the quote
from the Fitzgerald report as follows -

- have expressed independent concerns with respect to public issues in
Queensland, their comments frequently have been rebuffed by a barrage of
propaganda and personal abuse.

In December 1989, Hon Peter Foss agreed with the Fitzgerald report because he quoted
from it. He is the same Minister who spoke for 20 minutes and, at the end of his
contribution, put the gag. He is the same fellow who told us that dissent is a good idea.
He told us that the Fitzgerald report recommended a right of dissent However, when the
Opposition in this House wanted to dissent, what did he do? He had his twopenn'orth
and then moved that die question be put and the President was obliged to put the
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question. I am trying to demonstate the hypocrisy that we have to deal with in this
place. I am not defending what went on before and I reiterate that I found some of the
things he had to say very acceptable. I thought that, when he became a member of the
Executive and was in a position to put into practice that which he spoke about in his
years in opposition - he has the numbers not only in this place, but also in another place
and I will bet that he might even have the numbers in Cabinet - he would do something
about it. However, what has he done since he got onto the Treasury benches? Nothing.
in fact, he has done worse than nothing-, he does not even come into the Chamber to
answer questions that members of the Executive are obliged to answer. He does not
allow us to ask questions and make comments.
On 30 May 1990 at page 1430 of Mansard he was asked by Hon Mark Nevili whether the
quotes he was giving to the House were by him or by somebody else to which he
replied -

Quite a lot is mine and I am quoting somebody else.

He did not tell us who he was quoting but at page 1431 said -
in fact morality (i.e. traditional concepts of good and evil, of right and wrong)
ethics and justice are viewed by positivists as the evils that must he eliminated if
all is to be well in the human stare. Paradoxically, it is all based on a supreme act
of faith - the belief that once these things have been overcome evil deeds based on
irrational ideas will cease forever. For such reasons applied utopias, particularly
those constructed on positivistic and constructivistic assumptions, invariably
dissolve into tyrannies, whether they operate at 'macro' or 'micro' levels.

Hon Peter Foss: I was quoting Paddy O'Brien.
Hon TOM HELM: The Minister did not tell us who he was quoting when the question
was asked of him. I expect the Minister agrees with the quotations.
Hon Peter Foss: I would not have quoted him if!I did not agree.

Hon TOM HIELM: The quote continued -

With self-motivation eliminated force becomes dhe only means by which society
can be held together. It is obvious from such statements why positivists and their
progeny, social consiructivists, see themselves as engineers of both society and
human souls. It is also obvious why they are antipathetic towards parliamentary
democracy and the very principle of popular, representative govrment ...

It goes on. I could not understand that at first because it seemed to be referring to
dictatorships, the power of the bosses, reducing the power of the workers and the reasons
for unions being in place. I then went back to the 1989 comments about committees and
thought, "How can anyone talk that tripe when members on the same benches who have a
majority on a committee cannot even accept the recommendations of that committee."-
How does that fit in? Bevan Lawrence and Paddy O'Brien were vocal at that time, but
we do not hear much noise from those characters now. The quote reads -

Upper houses of review and check aze invariably described in classically
positivist concepts as 'anachronisms' by those who advocate such measures.
Because the positivist schools believe that the only rational means of establishing
what is permissible is through legislation the logical consequence is that all that is
not illegal is pernissible.

Reading through the gobbledegook, I understand that to mean that a House of Review -

Hon Doug Weon: A what? Until last week it was a House of Review. Remember that
little bloke on the Government backbench?

Hon TOM HELM: Thte democratic system is in danger if it does not have a House of
Review in which the voice of dissent can be head.

Hon John Halden: it is the protection of the minority.
Hon TOM HELM: The Minister for Health should at least say what he thinks. If that
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check and balance is not available in this Chamber, committees can consider some advice
or dissent, but it appears that Hon Peter Foss' comments which I quoted were not
believed at all by him.
Hon Peter Foss: I stand entirely by all of those statements.
Hon TOM HELM: Stand by this one then: The Mansard of Wednesday, 30 May 1990
indicates chat the Minister for Health said -

When Aboriginal youth are told by politicians, anthropologists and social workers
that the canons of morality, ethics and justice they were taught are merely a part
of the white capitalist strctures of imperial oppression, is it little wonder that
their Elders want to opt out of being subject to such prescriptions offered to them
by those trained in applying constructivist solutions to their problems..

Hon Peter Foss: You cannot even read it.
Hon TOM HELM: If the Minister did not understand the comments or did not believe
them, he should not say them - he should keep quiet. He should not give us years of
hypocrisy.
Hon Peter Foss: I believe in that statement.
Hon TOM HELM: Why use the gag, comrade? Why does the Minister not answer
questions, and why does be not care about his portfolio?
Hon Peter Foss: I will tell you the rumours in Kanratha if you want me to.
Hon TOM HELM: I am sure that the Minister would.
Hon Doug Wean: The newest member of this place is into rumour and innuendo.
Hon TOM HELM: I now quote Hansard of Tuesday, 5 June 1990, when Hon Peter Foss
said -

I must disagree with the Government on this point because it is fundamental to
this Parliament and to the whole Westminster system. of democracy that we make
the Government account for what it has done with the vast quantity of money
which has been lost.

This related to the Rothwells issue. Hon Tom Butler then indicated that the then
opposition's position was for a royal commission and he then asked whether that meant
there would be no blocking of supply. Hon Peter Foss answered -

..the Opposition has made it quite clear that it wants a Royal Commission to
find out what happened to the money that has been lost. Mr Butler, as a
backbencher, does not know what happened to it.

We then found out how the checks and balances of the review system operated.
Hon Peter Foss then thought it was a good idea. Does he remember the debate about how
the Westminster system would be supported by Hon Peter Foss because he had the
money and was in opposition?
Hon Peter Foss: I still support it.
Hon TOM HELM: Page 6566 of the 1992 Hansard reads -

Hon PETER FOSS: One of the things that has clearly emerged out of the report
of the Royal Commission, and it was known anyway and has been complained
about all over the world, is the domination of the parliamentary system by the
Executive. It is not a simple problem to deal with because ex post facto the lower
House is controlled by the Executive - or the lower House has a majority which is
the same as the Executive, because that is how the Executive is fanned.

The Minister's rhetoric on that occasion continued -

Therm is really no alternative but to fall in with the power group to obtain
preference. That has been in large part the problem with members of Parliament,
particularly those within the Government, standing up to the Executive, because
their preferment is dependent upon a certain amount of compliance. Sometimes
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people stand up to the Executive. Sir John Forrest is renowned for the fact that as
soon as anybody got to be too much of a thorn in his side in Parliament he would
invite him into his Cabinet. I do not know if that happens very much these days,

Did that happen to the Minister? I know that that happens very much these days, and
perhaps the Minister could tell us about it. The Minister does not believe in that rhetoric
these days. He was invited to join Cabinet and Hon Derrick Tomnlinson was not. Does
the Minister still believe in ministerial responsibility?
Hon Peter Foss: You do not even understand it, Mr Helm. I believe it.
Hon TOM HELM: It is about checks and balances and a review of Executive
responsibility. Does the Minister not see that?
Hon Peter Foss: I understand, and I agree with it.
HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Finance> [10.47 pm]: I thank
the Opposition for its support, and commend the legislation to the House.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee
Bill passed through Committee without debate, reported without amendment, and the
report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Max Evans (Minister for Finance), and passed.

BILLS (2)- ASSENT
Messages from the Governor received and read notifying assent to the following Bills -

1. Acts Amendment (Petroleum) Bill
2. Acts Amendment (Public Sector Management) Bill

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE -SPECIAL
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [10.49 pm]l: I
move without notice -

That the House at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday, 9 August 1994.
The proposed date of return is one week later than previously notified. That change is
due to the fact char this House has been required to sit for an additional two weeks on the
earlier schedule because important legislation was not introduced into this House until a
date later than was earlier believed to be possible. On a number of occasions tonight Hon
John Cowdell mentioned the need for us to consider the management of this House and
raised the question of whether we should be sitting beyond 11.00 pm. I heard those
messages and, apart from me, members on this side of the House understand that while
we were in opposition we were not keen to sit beyond 11.00 pm. Members will
understand that die late arrival in this House of the Public Sector Management Bill and
the Supply Bill, which were signalled as being critical to the Government's legislative
program, has caused us to Mit the additional days. The Government has decided that this
House should come back a week later, and I miust that will be some compensation for the
additional two weeks we have had to sit.
Question put and passed.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE - ORDINARY
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) (10.50 pm]: I
move -

That the House do now adjourn.
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Adjournent Debate - Principal Private Secretary, Attorney General
HON JOHN HALDEN (South Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [10.51 pm]: I
appreciate the recent gesture of die Leader of the Government of the additional week's
recess, but I thought before the House rose it should be cognisant of facts brought to my
attention today. I thought these were particularly interesting developments bearing in
mind that we have recently been advised of some of the problems faced by the Attorney
General, Cheryl Edwardes, in the management of her portfolio and, seemingly, the lack
of funds in her portfolio. T'hat lack does not boil over to a particular individual in her
ministerial office. That individual, the principal private secretary, Mr Brian Easton, is
classified as a permanent public servant at level 9. That means Mr Easton's salary is
between $68 663 and $73 888 a year. However, Mr Easton does not get his level 9 salary
as the PPS to die Attorney General as he is presently acting as a class 2 public servant,
and in that capacity receives $82 308. That would seem to be a generous reward,
particularly as members might remember that equivalent people in the Labor government
were paid at either a level 7 or 8. Today it has been brought to my attention from,
seemingly, the Public Service Commission that a particular file in that office is requiring
of the Public Service Commission that it increase Mr Easton's salary from special 2 to
special 5, which is a saary of $107 021.
Hon Doug Wenn: I want his job.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Many of the us would. This is in a time when there seems to be a
budgetary crisis, or, at least, tight budgetary considerations in the Ministry of Justice.
One must put this into context. If this reclassification is approved by the Public Service
Commission. Mr Easton. the principal private secretary to the Attorney General, will
receive as much money as the chief executive officer of the Ministry of Justice, Mr David
Grant; that is, a special 5 salary. There have been rumours abounding about the
Attorney's efforts to parachute Mr Easton into the Ministry of Justice. Those efforts have
been exposed from time to time, and seemingly have failed from time to time. Having
had that experience, the Attorney General, cash strapped as she may be. has decided that
this individual will not be parachuted in; all that can be done to reward his particular
brilliance and efforts for this Government is that his remuneration, currently well above
that paid for equivalent positions when we were in government, shall be increased from
$82 308 per annum to $10Y7 021 per annum. Impeccable sources have advised me of
these matters, so I feel reasonable in reporting this to the House. If this is the case, the
Attorney General shows absolute disregard for the integrity of our Public Service system.
Earlier this evening I referred to some matters in the Public Service, but this outrageous
increase of pay means that a person who is in charge of probably 20 staff members, and
seemingly has no spectacular qualification to be in charge of the Minister's office
anyway, will now receive an astronomical salary. If this is the case, all of die problems
that the Attorney General has faced have been, in my view, brought upon her by herself;,
if this is true, this is another example to exemplify how incompetent, insensitive and
absolutely stupid is this Minister of the Crown.
Hon Tom Helm: More jobs, better management!
Hon Doug Wenn: You are being polite.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am not making any outrageous comments like those made in the
Legislative Assembly. This is an outrage of how the Government pays pole on an
equity basis. The equity argument for paying somebody at the S5 level who isin charge
of 20 staff in the Attorney's office, and comparing that with Mr Grant, the CEO of the
Ministry of Justice, who is paid at the S5 level, and who is in charge of probably over
1 000 staff when one includes not just public servants but public sector employees, is
abominable. More importantly, die Attorney General's desire, for whatever reason it
may be, to have this person either in some senior position within the ministry and paid at
an astronomical rate, or, as in this case, in her office and paid an equally astronomical
rate, is beyond reason and is absurd to the absolute nth degree.
I challenge the Attorney General and the Government to deny these claims. I would be
surprised if they did; I would be delighted if they did, but as I am acquainted with the fact
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that the file for reclassification is at this moment in the Public Service Commission, I
must ask, really and truly, where are we going? It is interesting to consider that under the
Public Sector Management Bill, that this little promotion would not have come to the
attention of the commission. Presumably the chief executive officer, with the odd bit of
arm twisting from the Minister, could have approved this increase in pay.
Hon Tom Helm: We could not ask questions about it.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: We would not get answers anyway. These are the facts I was
acquainted with this afternoon. If my information is true, t Attorney General has
brought upon herself yet another series of problems.

Adjournment Debate - Minister for Health, Response to Remarks Made by Opposition
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan - Minister for Health) 110.58 pm]: I an
grateful for the way in which the Opposition quoted my words today. During my four
years in opposition I sometimes wondered whether I had ever been heard.
Hon John Walden: Oh, yes.
Hon PETER FOSS: It is nice to know not only was I beard, but also I had some impact
on people.
Hon John Walden: You didn't have any on yourself.
Hon PETER FOSS: Unfortunately, not enough impact to change in any way the
behaviour of the members of the former government. Nevertheless, it is pleasing to
know they acknowledge that my words set out properly the duties of government, and I
stick by them.
I would lie to commence the education of the Opposition as to what is its role. We
knew our role in opposition. One of the interesting things is that when we were in
opposition, we happened to have the numbers. What was most interesting about that fact
is that legislation was not delayed; we did not get the sort of delaying tactics the present
Opposition engages in. One of the fascinating things I found during the passage of the
three Bills on work place agreements was that the only time we had a positive
contribution from the Opposition was when it was under the guillotine, because at that
stage it felt it had to make a positive contribution. For the rest of the months we sat here,
members opposite felt themselves compelled to delay, waffle on and filibuster and to
totally deny their obligation to the people of Western Australia to make positive
contributions to the legislation.
That was the important thing about it. Even though we had the numbers and the capacity
to force anything on the previous government we did not do so. We made positive
contributions all the time. Thbis Opposition has been totally and utterly negative; it has
taken up time. I notice that all opposition members have left the Chamber because they
do not like to be put in their places by me. However, I stand by my precepts and I stand
by every word that I have said. It is unfortunate that we go beyond 11.00 pm, and that we
sit extra weeks, but the reason is the delaying tactics by the Opposition - those members
who are not prepared to make positive comments but who are prepared to sit there and
delay.
As to the remarks about my not answering questions, I always answer questions. Very
seldom am I asked direct questions by the Opposition because those members are a bit
afraid that perhaps I will answer them. They do not seem to like my answers so I
generally receive questions on notice where it is a matter of detail that I can answer in the
way prepared by the Public Service. Of course, every now and then Hon Tom Helm
expects me to know about the asbestos problem at Roebourne. I am meant to know about
every square inch of Western Australia. I am meant to know everything not only being
done by my department but also by the Environmental Protection Authority. The
problcen with the asbestos in Roebourne was firt raised around 1989, and it was taken up
by the EPA and put to the former Premier in 1991, but nothing happened. If I had an
opportunity I would be able to tell Hon Tom Helm that I had to research the matter with
another Minister, and that something is being done now despite the fact that for
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something like four years nothing happened under the previous government. Therefore, I
stand by my words, and even though Hon Tom Helm does not seem to be able to read or
understand them, I will be happy to give him a lecture on what they mean.
Today I received a criticism from Hon Gr-aham. Edwards, He read his first question and
my first answer. He read his second question but not my second answer. He should have
realised that half way through he said that what I should have done was to say that I
would investigate the matter and do something. That is exactly what my answer was?
He had to be challenged several times before he read my second answer because my
second answer was a very reasonable one. I have now looked at the document.
Unfortunately for the writer, the newspaper report contains the most amazing confusion
of concepts. In part, it arose from a press release I put out dealing with charges in
hospitals relating to in-body prostheses, on which we were going to make a charge.
Somehow, that was put together with the statement made by people with disabilities
regarding the purchaser-provider system. It is a total mishmash and a complete
misunderstanding. First, it says that Mr Paul Solomon is in charge of contracts being
arranged under the Health Department. Mr Paul Solomon is not in charge of contracts;
Mr Martin Forrest is in charge of contracts. We have purposely separated those two
matters.
I note that the entire. Opposition has left the Chamber because its members never like
being told the truth. The important point is chat the whole purchaser-provider system is
about our providing purchasing and services to the public, not the public going out and
purchasing these things. It is a total misunderstanding to think that people must go
around trying to find the best price. We have applied commercial principles to see that
we provide a service, that we put them in the right place, and that they am available to
people. Unfortunately, either a number of people do not understand the purchaser-
provider system or people have deliberately spread false information. I hoped that the
matter would be better reported, but I can assure people with disabilities that nothing will
change as far as they are concerned. We hope to have these things provided cheaper in
Western Australia so chat we can provide more services; but as far as those people are
concerned, on their behalf we will purchase the services throughout Western Australia in
order to provide the best quality in the most convenient place and at the best price.
I hope that we do not continue to see the sort of article provided in the newspaper which
totally confuses matters. I have taken action to get in touch with The West Australian to
publish an article to clarify matters so that the people who are more likely to read The
West Australian than Mansard will understand that the report was extremely
uninformative.
Question put and passed.

House adjourned at 11.05 pm
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

SELKIRK NOMINEES PY LTD - RED ROOSTER, SUBDIVISION APPEAL
Lot 103. Progress Drive-Forrest Road, Bibra Lake

179. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Health representing the Minister for
Planning:
(1) Is dhe Minister aware that in partially upholding an appeal by Selkirk

Nominees regarding the subdivision of lot 103 on the corner of Progress
Drive and Forrest Road in Bibra Lake the Minister was taken by Cockburn
Council to require it to approve development of a Red Rooster takeaway
food outlet an the site and also in so doing the Minister reduced the
natural vegetation buffers which the council had recommended on the
subdivision?

(2) Is the Minister awaie of the disparity that exists in the conditions imposed
on the Perth Waldorf School on lots 104 and 105 adjacent to maintain a
natural vegetation buffer of 30 metres on Progress Drive and those
conditions the Minister imposed on Selkirk Nominees, in which the
Minister required them to maintain only a 5 metre buffer?

(3) Can the Minister explain why, through his subdivision decision and his
approval of a rezoning to permit fast foods, he brought about the approval
for Selkirk Nominees to develop this site for the purpose of a Red Rooster
takceaway food store and up to four further fast-food outlets without
maintaining the requirement for a 30 metre vegetation buffer which had
been in place since October 1986. prior to the acquisition of the land by
Selkirk Nominees?

(4) Is the Minister aware that the Perth Waldorf School is a community-based
venture which has proceeded with its $2m investment, provision of
services for over 250 children and creation of over 25 jobs on the
understanding that its operating requirements would be respected and that
the established natural vegetation buffers would be maintained?

(5) Is the Minister aware that the Coolbellup Community Association has
consistently opposed the commercial development of lot 103 and that 130
public submissions were received by Cockburn Council against the
commercial development of lot 103 and only two in favour?

(6) Can the Minister advise of any other cases in Western Australia where an
existing school has had a fast-food outlet approved on adjacent land?

(7) Can the Minister advise whether use of his discretion to approve fast-food
developments adjacent to an existing primary school is sound town
planning practice and in accordance with the intent of the Department of
Town PlanninglMinisury of Education policy No DC 2.4 on school sites?

(8) Is the Minister aware that because of the particular educational philosophy
and religious orientation of Waldorf schools, the development of a fast-
food complex on adjacent land will inhibit the school from effectively
carrying out its normal operations?

(9) Is the Minister aware that by determining the subdivision appeal in favour
of Selkirk Nominees and Red Rooster he ensured that Selkirk Nominees
would not consider an alternative proposal for this site by the Perth
Waldorf School for a performing arts centre which could be used by the
local community in the south west metropolitan area, including the
residents of his own constituency of Melville?

(10) Is the Minister aware that Selkirk Nominees Pty Ltd is a private company
whose shareholders are seven directors of Peet and Company?
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(11) Is the Minister aware that the current owners entered a contract to
purchase the land on 4 December 1986 for $70 000 from the previous
owners, the University of Western Australia, after the land was passed in
the previous day at a Peet and Company auction, in the knowledge that the
Perth Waldorf School had purchased adjacent land?

(12) Is the Minister aware that Neet andi Company and Red Rooster are donors
to the Western Australian Liberal Party?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(I) The City of Cockburn approved the development of a Red Rooster

restaurant and takeaway food outlet on 1 December 1992, therefore it was
not possible for the present Minister for Planning to have any influence on
council's decision in this matter. The appeal against the condition of
subdivision approval was received on 17 February 1993. The decision on
the appeal left unaltered on the eastern boundary the 10 metre wide
vegetation buffer recommended by the State Planning Commission and
the City of Cockburn. The buffer on the western boundary was set at 5 mt
as recommended by the State Planning Commission. The buffer on the
northern boundary was reduced from 10 m to 5 m.

(2) The honourable member is referred to the answer to question on notice
20 (2) of 10 May 1994.

(3) The City of Cockburnx recommended a 10 m wide vegetation buffer on the
eastern boundary of the land and on the Progress Drive frontage. The
subdivision approved by the Szat2 Planning Commission and supported by
the council created a 2 000 m lot on the corner where council had
approved the fast food/restaurant use. A 30 mt buffer from these two
boundaries would leave an area too small to be put to any useful purpose.

(4) The Minister for Planning appreciates the school's aspirations and
expectations, but is unaware of any formal understanding or commitment
as mentioned. On the contrary, it is understood firstly that the school was
advised by the State Planning Commission that its existence would not
constrain the consideration of adjoining commercial development and,
secondly, that the school agreed with Selkirk to support such
development.

(5) The Minister for Planning is aware of the Coolbellup Community
Association's opposition to the commercial development of this property;
however, the Minister is not aware of objections made directly to the
council.

(6) No.
(7) The Minister for Planning considers that the approvals by himself and the

other authorities are appropriate for the area having regard for the relevant
planning controls.

(8) See answer to (4).
(9) No, the determination of the subdivision appeal has no bearing on

agreements between Perth Waldorf School and Selkirk Nominees Pty Ltd
for a performing arts centre to be constructed on this site. it rests with
those parties to pursue this proposition.

(10) The Minister for Planning is not personally aware of the composition of
Selkirk Nominees Pty Ltd.

(11) The Perth Waldorf School did make such a statement in one of its
submissions on the subdivision condition appeal.

(12) The Minister for Planning is aware that Peet and Company is a donor to
the WA Liberal Party; however the Minister is not aware of Red Rooster
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being a donor, nor is the Minister aware of any specific details concerning
donations.

PUNOJJLMURRA COLLEGE - BUDGET CUT
329. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Has the budget to Pundulmurra College, Pant Hedland been cut in this
year's budget, and if so, by how much?

(2) What provisions are currently in place for redundancies and severance
payments for workers displaced as a result of the school rationaisation
program?

(3) If not, when will they be announced?
Hon N.E. MOORE replied:
(1) The budget has not been cut.
(2) Employees who were displaced as a result of Punduirnurra's transition to

an independent college returned to the Education Department of WA.
(3) Not applicable.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - TENDERING
PROCESSES STIPULATED BY STATE SUPPLY COMMISSION, ADHERENCE

343. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) In the past 12 months has the Education Department adhered to the

tendering processes as stipulated by the State Supply Commission?
(2) If' not, why not?
(3) What tenders, if any, did not adhere to the guidelines?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1)-(2) The Education Department has endeavoured to adhere to the tendering

process stipulated by the Stare Supply Commission.
(3) The department is aware of only one breach in the tendering process over

the past 12 months. A country school was not aware of the correct tender
process when purchasing a hay baler and the breach was identified by the
Education Department's central office. The breach was immediately
referred to the State Supply Commission who ratified the purchase.

CARR. DAVID - GOVERNMENT ENGAGEMENTS
414. Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Is Dr David Carr, the Government's consultant on the City of Perth break-
up, currently engaged in any capacity by any State Government
department, instrumentality or agency?

(2) If yes, what work is Dr Canr involved in?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.

CARR, DAVID - GOVERNMENT ENGAGEMENTS
427. Hon AJJ.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister for Health representing the Minister

for Labour Relations:
(1) Is Dr David Canr, the Government's consultant on the City of Perth break-

up, currently engaged in any capacity by any State Government
department, instrumentality or agency?

(2) If yes, what work is Dr Caur involved in?
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Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Department of Productivity and Labour Relations No

Commissioner for Workplace Agreements No
Department of Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare No
WorkCover No
WA Industrial Relations Commission No
Building Management Authority No
Department of State Services No
Office of Multicultural Interests No

(2) Not applicable.
GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - BODIES

ADMINISTERED; ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTULRE; POSITIONS
470. Hon N.D. GR*IFT-S to the Minister for Health representing the Minister for

Labour Relations:
With respect to the Minister's department and to each of the bodies
administered within that department -

(1) What are the bodies administered within the department?
(2) What is the current organisational structure of his department and

those bodies?
(3) What are the senior executive service positions within his

department and those bodies?
(4) What are the other senior positions within his department and those

bodies?
(5) What are the policy adviser positions within his department and

those bodies?
(6) What are the public relations positions within his department and

those bodies?
(7) With respect to each of the abovemnentioned positions -

(a) who holds those positions;
(b) what is their period of service within the Public Service or

in employment by the Government or contracted to the
Government;

(c) what were their previous positions held within the Public
Service or in employment by the Government or contracted
to the Government and the dates for which they were held,

(d) what was their experience immediately prior to entering the
Public Service or contracting with Government; and

(e) are they presently on contract and what is the date of expiry
of that contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
The answer sought would require considerable research, and I am not
-prepared to allocate resources for this purpose. If, however, the member
has a specific question. I would be pleased to respond.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - BODIES
ADMINISTERED; ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE; POSITIONS

471. Hon N.D. GRIFTHMS to the Minister for Health representing the inister for
Works; Services:

With respect to the Minister's department and to each of the bodies
administered within that department -
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(1) What are the bodies administered within the department?
(2) What is the current organisational structure of his department and

those bodies?
(3) What are the senior executive service positions within his

department and those bodies?
(4) What are the other senior positions within his department and those

bodies?
(5) What are the policy adviser positions within his department and

those bodies?
(6) What am the public relations positions within his department and

those bodies?
(7) With respect to each of the abovementioned positions -

(a) who holds those positions;
(b) what is their period of service within the Public Service or

in employment by the Government or contracted to the
Government;

(c) what were their previous positions held within the Public
Service or in employment by the Government or contracted
to the Government and the dates for which they were held;

(d) what was their experience immediately prior to entering the
Public Service or contracting with Government; and

(e) are they presently on contract and what is the date of expiry
of that contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
The answer sought would require considerable research, and I am not
prepared to allocate resources for this purpose. If, however, the member
has a specific question, I would be pleased to respond.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - BODIES
ADMINISTERED; ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE; POSITONS

472. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Health representing the Minister for
Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs:

With respect to the Minister's department and to each of the bodies
administered within that department -

(1) What are the bodies administered within the department?
(2) What is the current organisational structure of his department and

those bodies?
(3) What are the senior executive service positions within his

department and those bodies?
(4) What are the other senior positions within his department and those

bodies?
(5) What are the policy adviser positions within his department and

those bodies?
(6) What are the public relations positions within his department and

those bodies?
(7) With respect to each of the abovementioned positions -

(a) who holds those positions;
(b) what is their period of service within the Public Service or
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in employment by the Government or contracted to the
Government;

(c) what were their previous positions held within the Public
Service or in employment by the Government or contraced
to the Government and the dates for which they were held;

(d) what was their experience immediately prior to entering the
Public Service or contracting with Govemment; and

(e) are they presently on contract and what is the date of expiry
of that contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
The answer sought would require considerable research, and I am not
prepared to allocate resources for this purpose. If, however, the member
has a specific question, I would be pleased to respond.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - BODIES
ADMINISTERED; ORGANISATIONAL STRUCT URE; POSITIONS

473. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Health representing the Minister for
Planning:

With respect to the Minister's department and to each of the bodies
administered within that department -

(1) What are the bodies administered within the department?
(2) What is the current organisational structure of his department and

those bodies?
(3) What are the senior executive service positions within his

department and those bodies?
(4) What are the other senior positions within his department and those

bodies?
(5) What are the policy adviser positions within his department and

chose bodies?
(6) What are the public relations positions within his department and

those bodies?
(7) With respect to each of the abovementioned positions -

(a) who holds those positions;
(b) what is their period of service within the Public Service or

in employment by the Government or contracted to the
Government;

(c) what were their previous positions held within the Public
Service orin employment by the Government or contracted
to the Government and the dates for which they were held;

(d) what was their experience immediately prior to entering the
Public Service or contracting with Government; and

(e) are they presently on contract and what is the date of expiry
of that contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
The information sought would require considerable research and the
Minister for Planning has indicated that he is not prepared to allocate
resources for this purpose. If the member has a specific question
concerning this matter the Minister will be pleased to respond.
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GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - BODIES
ADMINISTERED; ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE; POSITIONS

474. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Health representing die Minister for
Heritage:

With respect to the Minister's department and to each of the bodies
administered within that department -

(1) What are the bodies administered within die department?
(2) What is the current organisational structure of his department and

those bodies?
(3) What are the senior executive service positions within his

department and those bodies?
(4) What are the other senior positions within his department and those

bodies?
(5) What are the policy adviser positions within his department and

those bodies?
(6) What are the public relations positions within his department and

those bodies?
(7) With respect to each of the abovementioned positions -

(a) who holds those positions;
(b) what is their period of service within the Public Service or

in employment by the Government or contracted to the
Government;

(c) what were their previous positions held within the Public
Service or in employment by the Government or contracted
to the Government and the dates for which they were held;

(d) what was their experience immediately prior to entering the
Public Service or contracting with Government; and

(e) are they presently on contract and what is the date of expiry
of that contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
The information sought would require considerable research and the

inister for Heritage has indicated that he is not prepared to allocate
resources for this purpose. If the member has a specific question
concerning this matter the Minister will be pleased to respond.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - BODIES
ADMINISTERED; ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE; POSITIONS

475. Hon N.D. GRIFFTHS to the Minister for Finance:
With respect to the Minister's department and to each of the bodies
administered within uthat department -

(1) What are the bodies administered within the department?
(2) What is the current organisational structure of his department and

those bodies?
(3) What are the senior executive service positions within his

department and those bodies?
(4) What are the other senior positions within his department and those

bodies?
(5) What are the policy adviser positions within his department and

those bodies?
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(6) What are the public relations positions within his department and
chose bodies?

(7) With respect to each of the abovementioned positions -

(a) who holds chose positions;
(b) what is their period of service within the Public Service or

in employment by the Government or contracted to the
Government;

(c) what were their previous positions held within the Public
Service or in employment by the Government or contracted
to the Government and the dates for which they were held-,

(d) what was their experience immediately prior to entering the
Public Service or contracting with Government; and

(e) are they presently on contract and what is the date of expiry
of that contract?

Hon MAX EVANS replied:
The information sought would require considerable research and I anm not
prepared to allocate resources for this purpose. If the member has a
specific question on this matter I shall be pleased to respond.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - BODIES
ADMINISTERED; ORGANISATIONAL, STRUCTURE; POSITONS

476. Hon N.D. GRUIF~THS to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:
With respect to the Minister's department and to each of the bodies
administered within that department -

(1) What are the bodies administered within the department?
(2) What is the current organisational structure of his department and

those bodies?
(3) What are the senior executive service positions within his

department and those bodies?
(4) What are the other senior positions within his department and those

bodies?
(5) What are the policy adviser positions within his department arid

those bodies?
(6) What are the public relations positions within his department and

those bodies?
(7) With respect to each of the abovementioned positions -

(a) who holds those positions:,
(b) what is their period of service within the Public Service or

in employment by the Government or contracted to the
Government;

(c) what were their previous positions held within the Public
Service or in employment by the Government or contracted
to the Government and the dates for which they were held;

(d) what was their experience immediately prior to entering die
Public Service or contracting with Government; and

(e) are they presently on contract and what is the date of expiry
of that contract?
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Hon MAX EVANS replied:
The information sought would require considerable research and I ant not
prepared to allocate resources far this purpose. If the member has a
specific question on this matter I shall be pleased to respond.

ABORIGINAL HEALTH - ABORIGINAL COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKERS
Wages, Training, Equipment Funds, Departmental Responsibility

494. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for Health:
(1) Which Government departments/instrumentalities have responsibility for

Aboriginal community health workers' wages, training and equipment
funding?

(2) What is the avenage wage of Aboriginal community health workers?
(3) What is the avenage time Aboriginal community health workers work for

in their professions after being rained and what is the drop out rate in the
profession?

(4) What is the total amount of funding given for Aboriginal community
health workers in capital and recurrent funding for the different
components of wages, training and equipment costs?

(5) What is the current number of Aboriginal community health workers
working in Western Australia?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) The Health Department of WA provides salaries for the equivalent of

85.2 FTEs for Aboriginal health workers. Previously HDWA has covered
the cost of training for its Aboriginal health worker employees through in-
house staff development. Over the past two and a half years the
department has funded the training costs through an accredited training
system delivered by Aboriginal community controlled colleges. The
department has also provided double the government (award) paid leave
provisions for these workers from five weeks to an actual 10 weeks paid
study leave per annum.
Four Aboriginal controlled health promotion units - funded by UDWA -
employ Aboriginal health workers and provide for their training through
accredited courses. T'he HDWA provides all the necessary equipment to
enable their Aboriginal health workers to fulfil their full range of duties.
Aboriginal health workers employed by Aboriginal community controlled
health services are paid by those organisations through Commonwealth
ATSIC funding. For specific accredited courses Aboriginal community
controlled healt services fund, through ATS1C, their Aboriginal health
worker employees' salaries to attend accredited study courses.
Aboriginal community controlled health services purchase equipment
through ATSIC grants. HIDWA also provides equipment to these health
services through program contracting arrangements. Communities
employing Aboriginal health workers under the Community Development
Employment Program have some equipment provided through ATSIC
funding with HDWA providing equipment - particularly clinical and
medications - on a support/needs basis.

(2) At present the wages are -

Health Department of Western Australia
Aboriginal health worker $20 777 - $23 464 pa
Regional Aboriginal health liaison officer $25 222 - $28 310 pa
(Supervisor)
The career structure proposals allow for the following salary rates for
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HDWA Aboriginal health workers. An application for a hearing with the
Industrial Relations Commission has been made and it is expected a
preliminary hearing will take place very shortly. The Australian Liquor,
Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union is in agreement with the
proposals.

Level 2trained AHW $22 800 -$24 416
Level, 3 supervisor/coordinator $25 222 - $29 500
Level 4 contract management $31 500 - $36 500
Level 5 policy development $37 000 - $42 000
Aboriginal Medical Services Award
Training health worker $20 000 - $21 000 pa
1 st level qualified $20 700 - $22 500 pa
Senior AHW $24 400 -$29 600 pa
Highest ranking - speciality $33 400 - $36 300 pa
usually paid according to years of service and some speciality.
Community Development Employment Program
Depending on hours worked, approximately $60 per week.

(3) A survey of HDWA Aboriginal health worker employees in 1992
identified that a large part - 48.3 per cent - of the work force had been in
the service for mere than five years. For details regarding Aboriginal
health workers employed by Aboriginal community controlled health
services, these services would need to be contacted regarding their actual
numbers.

(4) Health Department of Western Australia
Aboriginal health workers $1 902 363 (wages)
Regional Aboriginal health liaison officers $160 596 (wages)
The HDWA provided funding to the total of $197 600 to Marr-Moodizj
Foundation Aboriginal Health Worker College - 1992 to date - to assist it
to deliver the accredited courses of Advanced Certificate of Aboriginal
Health Work and the Associate Diploma of Aboriginal Health. The
Centre for Aboriginal Studies, Curtin University delivers the course
Associate Diploma of Aboriginal Health to train Aboriginal health
workers and is funded through the university system. Paid study leave for
85 AHW $360 434 from 1992 to 1994 and staff development costs of
$20 630.
Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Services
Details regarding wages, training and equipment will need to be obtained
from each individual service.

(5) Health Department of Western Australia
The department currently has an overall state ETE of 85.2 with, at this
time, 91 actual full time/part time work force. The actual numbers of
Aboriginal health workers on full time/part time basis fluctuates between
90 and 100.
Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Services
This information will need to be obtained from the individual services.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - FINANCIAL RECORDS,
COMPUTERISED

516. Hon N.D. ORIFFlTHS to the Minister for Racing and Gamning:
With respect to question on notice 64 of 1994 -
(1) Are the financial records of the Racecourse Development Trust

comiputerised?
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(2) If not, why not?
(3) If so, why does it require considerable research to answer question

64?
Han MAX EVANS replied:
(l)-(3) Details are unable to be supplied on payments to individual media

organisations. This information is managed by Media Decisions WA
which won the Government's media contract through public tender.

AWP HOLDINGS LTD - WOOL SCOURING PLANT, SPEARWOOD
Hexane and Isopropyl Alcohol Use; Fire

518. Hon J.A. SCOTT' to the Minister for Health representing the Minister for
Labour Relations:
(1) Is it correct that AWP Holdings operates a woolscouring plant in

Spearwood which uses hexane and isopropyl alcohol as solvents to clean
the fleeces?

(2) Was there a serious fire at this plant in March 1991?
(3) If so, was this fire investigated by the Department of Occupational Health,

Safety and Welfare?
(4) Did DOHSWA's report indicate that the plant or work practices were

unsatisfactory at the time of the fire?
(5) Can the Minister give an assurance that a tire of the type occurring in

Brazil in 1990 in a similar plant cannot occur at the Spearwood plant?
(6) Was any investigation made into the dismissal in 1991 of a shift

supervisor at the plant allegedly for criticising unsafe work practices?
(7) If so, what action, if any, was taken in relation to that employee?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Yes. Although plant was damaged no injuries occurred.
(3) Yes.
(4) DOHS WA's report of April 1991 indicated some procedures and practices

within the plant were unsatisfactory.
(5) Yes. As a result of DOHS WA's investigations the risk of rim has been

significantly reduced by AWl' Holdings implementing improved purging
and maintenance procedures. The plant in Brazil to which the honourable
member is no doubt referring was an oil seed extraction plant with
different processes to that of AWP Holdings.

(6) Yes.
(7) On investigation by DOHSWA the allegations could not be substantiated-

therefore no action was taken by DOHS WA.
AUDITOR GENERAL'S REPORTS - PUBLIC SECTOR CHANGE

State Exposed to Greater Risks
523. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Finance:

(1) Is the Minister aware the Auditor General has expressed concern that "dhe
magnitude of the change occurring in the public sector is exposing the
State to greater risks of losses and reduced capability to deliver
community services"?

(2) If so, what measures is the Government putting in place to identify and
control these risks?
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Hon MAX EVANS replied:
(1)-(2) The Auditor General's report No 3 of June 1994 stated that the

"magnitude of change occurring in the WA public sector may be exposing
the State to greater risks". The Auditor General's recommendations to
address this potential problem included the urgent implementation of
further McCantey reforms relating to public sector management. These
reforms are currently being considered.
MEDIA DECISIONS WA - GOVERNMENT CONTRACT

525. Hon NJ). GRIFFT7HS to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:
With respect to question on notice 406 of 1994 -
(1) From what date did payments to individual media organisations

commence to be managed by Media Decisions WA?
(2) When did Media Decisions WA win the Government's media

contract?
(3) Why was the answer provided to question 406 not provided to

question on notice 58?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Media Decisions WA became responsible for payments to individual

media organisations from 1 October 1993.
(2) Media Decisions WA was appointed by the State Supply Commission

during September 1993 for a contract to take effect from 1 October 1993.
(3) Both answers are correct.

MEDIA DECISIONS WA - GOVERNMENT CONTRACT
526. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:

With respect to question on notice 405 of 1994 -

(1) From what date did payments to individual media organisations
commence to be managed by Media Decisions WA?

(2) When did Media Decisions WA win the Government's media
contract?

(3) Why was the answer provided to question 405 not provided to
question on notice 56?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Media Decisions WA became responsible for payments to individual

media organisations from 1 October 1993.
(2) Media Decisions WA was appointed by the State Supply Commission

during September 1993 for a contract to take effect from I October 1993.
(3) Both answers are correct.

MEDIA DECISIONS WA - GOVERNMENT CONTRACT
527. Hon N.D. GRUIFFTHS to the Minister for Employment and Training:

With respect to question on notice 404 of 1994 -

(1) From what date did payments to individual media organisations
commence to be managed by Media Decisions WA?

(2) When did Media Decisions WA win the Government's media
contract?

(3) Why was the answer provided to question 404 not provided to
question on notice 55?
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Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Media Decisions WA became responsible for payments to individual

media organisations from 1 October 1993.
(2) Media Decisions WA was appointed by the State Supply Commission

during September 1993 for a contract to take effect from 1 October 1993.
(3) Both answers are correct.

MEDIA DECISIONS WA - GOVERNMENT CONTRACT
528. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Employment and Training:

With respect to question on notice 403 of 1994 -
(1) From what date did payments to individual media organisations

commence to be managed by Media Decisions WA?
(2) When did Media Decisions WA win the Government's media

contract?
(3) Why was the answer provided to question 403 not provided to

question on noice 54?
Hon NYF. MOORE replied:
(1) Media Decisions WA became responsible for payments to individual

media organisations from 1 October 1993.
(2) Media Decisions WA was appointed by the State Supply Commission

during September 1993 for a contract to take effect from 1 October 1993.
(3) Both answers are correct.

MEDIA DECISIONS WA - GOVERNMENT CONTRACT
529. Hon N.D. GRUIF~THS to the Minister for Employment and Training:

With respect to question on notice 402 of 1994 -
(1) From what date did payments to individual media organisations

commence to be managed by Media Decisions WA?
(2) When did Media Decisions WA win the Government's media

contract?
(3) Why was the answer provided to question 402 not provided to

question on notice 53?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Media Decisions WA became responsible for payments to individual

media organisations from 1 October 1993.
(2) Media Decisions WA was appointed by the State Supply Commission

during September 1993 for a contract to take effect from 1 October 1993.
(3) Both answers axe contct.

FRETTING MORTAR - INQUIRY
561. Hon l.A. SCOTT to the Minister for Fair Trading:

With respect to the problems associated with cream mortar used in die
building industry in Western Australia and the Minister's intention to
investigate the problems as outlined in his press release -

(1) How large a sample will be considered by the inquiry?
(2) Over what period of time will the investigation take place
(3) Who will be conducting the investigation?
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(4) Will industrial chemists and restorers be consulted as well as
structural engineers?

(5) Will (Jervace Purich (Structerre) be used as a consultant for the
inquiry?

(6) Does die Minister propose to stop the sale of 'slag based' mortars
until die fretting mortar problem has been fully investigated?

(7) Will the inquiry make recommendations in relation to repairs of
existing fretting mortar?

(8) Will the inquiry make recommendations as to who is qualified to
carry out those repairs?

(9) Will the inquiry make recommendations in relation to methods to
be adopted in carrying out fretting mortar repairs?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1)-(2) Yet to be determined.
(3) The Ministry of Fair Trading in conjunction with the Builders Registration

Board and in consultation with die Chemistry Centre, the Building
Management Authority and Homeswest.

(4) Yes.
(5) The individuals and organisadions to be consulted in the course of the

inquiry are yet to be determined.
(6) No.
(7) Yes.
(8) No.
(9) Yes, where possible.

SCHOOLS - CAVERSHAM PRIMARY
Distributor Road, Marshall-Coast Roads Proposal

563. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Health representing the Minister for
Planning:
(1) Is the Minister for Planning aware of proposals under die North East

Corridor Structure Plan for a future district distributor road which will
deviate fromn Marshall Road to link with Coast Road in the vicinity of
West Swan?

(2) Is the Minister for Planning also aware that a portion of Coast Road fronts
the Caversham Primary School site and the changes may be detrimental to
the school's operation?

(3) Will the Minister for Planning give an assurance that any further
amendments to the proposal will be open to public submission so that the
school and the Department of Education can assess and comment upon the
impact?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Yet.
(2) Yes. Coast Road will continue to serve as access to the primary school as

now but also provide access to the school from new residential area
planned to the west. In time Cavershamn school - and site - may need to be
expanded to serve part of the new population that will expand
immediately west of the school although proposal for changes to the
school would be subject to community and Education Department wishes.
Theme is no reason why Coast Road, which will become a residential
shreet - as opposed to its current status as a rural road - should be
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detrimental to the operations of the Cavershamn school. Planning
principles frequently locate primary schools on - residential - distributor
roads.

(3) Yes. Before any land is developed for urban purposes or new roads it
must be zoned into metropolitan and local town planning schemes. By
law any such amendments must be advertised for public submissions.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

EDUCATION. DEPARTMENT OF - CAPITAL WORKS PROGRAM
Prirnary Schools - New Starts

286. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
When the Minister, through the Treasurer, presented his capital works
program on 9 June 1994 he listed early scants for new primary schools
valued at $18.6m. At that time the Minister failed to give derails where
those new primary schools would be built.
(1) Was that information available to the Minister on 9 June?
(2) Can he now advise where those new schools will be built?

Hon NY MOORE replied:
(1)-(2)

I have endeavoured to explain the situation to the House on a number of
occasions. This is necessary because some people take longer than others
to understand the point.

Hon John Halden: I am a slow learner.
Hon NYF. MOORE: I am following the process followed by my predecessors for

as long as these decisions have been made; that is, decisions on new starts
are made as late as possible before building commences as this ensures
that schools are built where the maximum demand exists. Last year the
new starts were announced in September or October.- it may have been
even later. Population demand can change dramatically and some
subdivisions may take off unexpectedly. For example, provision was
made on the previous list for a new school at Kalgoorlie near a subdivision
at the airport; however, the subdivision was put off and the planned school
was not built. It would have been crazy to build the school when the
subdivision did not proceed. This procedure has been adopted for many
years, I am told, and it certainly happened last year when I was Minister.
The last moment decision enables the building and planning process to be
prepared. At the last available opportunity I will announce which schools
will be built as part of' the $18.6m program. The information regarding
which schools may be built was not available to me on 9 June.

EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF - CAPITAL WORKS PROGRAM
Primary Schools - Building Management Authority Circular

287. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
Following his answer to my previous question, can the Minister explain
why the Building Management Authority building program for 1994-95,
outlined in circular No 61/1994, was distributed to the Master Builders
Association on 10 June 1994 at the latest, which lists five new primary
schools for construction at a total cost of $1 8.6m at Kalgoorlie-Boulder,
East Marangaroo, Pant Kennedy, Glen Iris/B unbury, and Singleton?

Hon NYF. MOORE replied:
I cannot provide an explanation for that- However, no decisions have
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been made regarding those five schools. 1, as Minister, will be making the
decisions based on the advice provided to me at the time. How that advice
could be provided to the Master Builders Association is beyond my
comprehension. Assuming what Mr Halden says is correct, I will find out
what has happened and will seek an explanation.

ELECTORAL AMENDMENT (POLITICAL FINANCE) BILL -

PROCLAMATION
288. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Leader of the House representing the Premier

Some notice of this question has been given.
(1) Does the Government intend to proclaim the Electoral Amendment

(Political Finance) Bill 1992?
(2) When will it be proclaimed?
(3) If not, why not?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1)-(3)

I have no notice of that question. I suggest that the member place it on
notice.

BUDGET 1994-95 - CAPITAL WORKS PROGRAM
289. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Health representing the Minister for

Works:
Some notice of the question has been given.
(1) Have tenders been called for any programs likely to arise from the

1994-95 Budget - capital works program - in the departmental
areas covered by police; education; vocation and training; and
justice?

(2) If so, for which projects and when were tenders called?
(3) Were any organisations advised of the Government's major new

public works commitments for 1994-95?
(4) If yes to (3), which and when?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) In relation to the non-residential new works component of the 1994-95

capital works program, no tenders for construction have been called.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) 1 am pleased that the member gave some notice of the question as we

assume that where he referred to "pubic" works he meant public works!
Hon Tom Stephens: Do not waste the time of the House, Mr Foss!
Hon PETER FOSS: Even making that change, we are not sure what the member

meant by his question.
(4) Not applicable.
Hon Tom Stephens: What a joke of an answer - you should be ashamed of

yourselft
Hon AJY.G. Macriernan: He's a schoolboy.
Hon Peter Foss: It still does not make sense.
Hon John Halden: I do not type the questions.
Ihe PRESIDENT: Order!
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ELECTORAL AMENDMENT (POLITICAL FINANCE) BILL -
PROCLAMATION

290. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for Health representing the Minister for
Parliamnentary and Electoral Affairs:

(1) Does the Government intend to proclaim the Electoral Amendment
(Political Finance) Bill 1992?

(2) When will it be proclaimed?
(3) If not, why not?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:

There is no intention to proclaim the legislation at this stage. On 7 May
1994 the Commonwealth Parliament's Join: Standing Committee on
Electoral Matters called for submissions relating to the operaton of the
election funding and financial disclosure provisions of the Commonwealth
Electoral Act at the 1993 federal election. Consideration of the
proclamation of the state Act is being deferred until an opportunity has
arisen to study the report of the Commonwealth parliamentary committee
when it is published, and any consequential changes to the
Commonwealth legislation which stem from that report. Therefore, it may
be necessary to proceed with further amendments to the state Act before it
is proclaimed.

HOME AND COMMUNITY CARE PROJECTS - STATE BUDGET 1994-95
ALLOCATION

291. Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT to the Minister for Health:
(1) Could he advise whether an increase, other than consumer price index

related, will occur in the home and community care allocation in the state
Budget?

(2) When will local HACC projects be advised of the 1994-95 Budget
allocation?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of the question.
(1)-(2) 1 should outline the problem we face. I had hoped to provide

figures on this matter. Last year we had an increase programmed
into our budget for home and community care programs, but
unfortunately a large amount of money we had programmed for
that area was not matched by the Federal Government. This is
mean: to be matched funding, and as a result of the Federal
Government's failure to match our funding the allocation to this
area was not increased as much as we had hoped. To some extent
what happens this year depends upon what the Commonwealth
does. We are not sure of the basis on which the Commonwealth
did not match the funding last year - it had always done so in the
past. We suspect that it is woring on a formula for the HACC
allocation to the states. We wrote to the Commonwealth asking
whether it was working to such a formula and, if so, what it was
and whether we could participate in the formulation of the
formula. We we=e concerned about the situation as the
Commonwealth's actions were a break from past practice. We
certainly intend to increase HACC funding, but this depends upon
the actions of the Commonwealth. As a result of last year's
actions, $7m was left out of the allocation to this area. It was a
significant failure to match funding.
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Hon Cheryl Davenport: My knowledge is that per capita the HACC allocation to
Western Australia was more than that to many other states.

Hon PETER FOSS: One of the problems with HACC funding in the past is chat it
has been provided on an ad hoc basis, and projects were funded if
somebody asked. As a result, HACC funding has been very uneven
throughout the state. One of the advantages of the multipurpose service
program is that on a per capita basis the HACC funding is cashed out and
paid into the MPS. That means communities which did not previously
receive HACC funding because they did not have a particular project in
mind, will now receive it as part of the total moneys available to them to
be used for health purposes in the area.
I suspect that as a result of the support by the federal and all state
Ministers at the March Health Ministers' conference, not only for Mnother
17 pilot projects, but for all subsequent applications to be approved on a
case by case basis, the Commonwealth realises that most of the HACC
funding will work towards a per capita basis far aged people. That would
be a strong motivation for the Commonwealth Government to do thaL.
Our particular concern in Western Australia is the extra cost of delivery of
service throughout our large State and the high degree of Aboriginality in
our community. People over the age of 50 years who ame of Aboriginal
descent would be appropriate recipients of the allocation of HACC
funding. A distinction should be made between the Aboriginal
populations in Western Australia and those in other parts of Australia,
because most of our Aboriginal population is discernibly different in its
health statms, whereas large parts of the Aboriginal population in the
eastern states have a health status closer to that of the non-Aboriginal
population.

JUJSTICE - JUVENILE DETENTION CENTRE
292. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Health representing the Attorney

General:
Some notice has been given of this question. The capital works program
for 1994-95 lists the construction of a new juvenile detention centre.
Where will that new juvenile detention centre be built?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
A number of sites axe currently being considered.

POLICE - CUSTOM CREDIT INQUIRY
293. Hon B.K. DONALDSON to the Leader of the House:

Has the Leader of the House discussed with the Minister for Police the
allegations raised yesterday by Hon John Cowdell, in which he claimed
that the police did not conduct their investigations in respect of the
Custom Credit inquiry in a thorough and proper manner? Hon John
Cowdell further suggested that the police were not diligent in their
inquiries because Custom Fleet provided Finance for comm unity policing
motor vehicles.

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
Yes. I spoke to the Minister for Police this morning and he advised me in
the following terms: Following discussions with the Acting
Commissioner of Police, the commissioner has advised with respect to the
Custom Credit inquiry that he is satisfied that where evidence existed of
offences, those persons allegedly responsible were charged. It is offensive
that there should be any suggestion or allegation that the police did not
conduct their investigation in a thorough and proper manner.
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With regard to the matters raised, the Actig Commissioner of Police has
also advised that the Custom Credit inquiry has been ongoing for
approximately four years. since 17 October 1990. The inquiry
comnmenced with an approach by Custom Credit executives to the fraud
squad with a general, non-specific complaint. Following discussions, they
returned on fraud squad directions with specific issues that could be
investigated, and thar investigation has continued unabated ever since. At
no stage was the inquiry refused, altered or dropped. The inquiry relates
to an alleged improper relationship between some Custom Credit officers
and property dealers -

Point of Order
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I have been reading through Standing Order No 140(b)

which indicates that this question is in breach of our standing orders.
Presumably, therefore, the answer is also.

The PRESIDENT: It is quite a coincidence that Hon Tom Stephens should raise
this matter because I have just asked the attendant to pick up my copy of
standing orders from my office. I was coming to the samte conclusion, but
was waiting to receive my copy to make sure my memory had not failed
me. When members ask Dorothy Dix questions, they should make sure
that they conform to the standing orders. The question is out of order.

Questions withow Notice Resumed
HEALTH PROMOTION FOUNDATION - CHAIRMAN

294. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the inister for Health:
(1) Will the Minister advise whether there is a delay in appointing the new

chairman of the Health Promotion Foundation?
(2) Is it true that the current chairman, Mr Harry Sorensen, has resigned?
(3) Was Mr Sorensen offered the opportunity to continue as chairman?
(4) If not, why not?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1)-(2)

Not that I am aware of.
(3) I do not believe it appropriate to discuss this.
(4) Not applicable.
Hon Tom Helmn: You just don't care.
Several members inteijected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I mentioned a couple of weeks ago that if members

muck around at question time, we might as well nor have it. It astounds
me that members of the Opposition in particular start interjeccing and
carrying on when their own leader wants to ask a question. That does not
begin to make sense to me.

Hon John Halden: It probably has something to do with the quality of answers we
are receiving.

The PRESIDENT: Order! The Leader of the Opposition will know that he is
allowed to ask a question but he cannot dictate the quality of the answer.

Hon John Halden: I well know that.
The PRESIDENT: I have been in this Chamber a long time and I am not sure it

has changed over the years.
Hon John Halden: I think you are wrong.
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COLLEGES OF TAPE - DIRECTORSIPS
295. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

Some notice has been given of this question. In relation to the recently
announced appointment of a number of TAFE directorships -

(1) Of the executive positions advertised, how many were filled?
(2) Of those positions filled, how many were tilled by current TAFE

directors?
(3) At which TAFE colleges were appointments not made?
(4) When will those appointments be announced?
(5) What process is now available for TAPE directors who were not

successful in their application for vacant positions?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Twelve positions were advertised and eight were filled.
(2) Three positions were filled by current TAFE directors.
(3) South Metropolitan College of TAFE, Geraldion Regional College of

TAPE, South West Regional College of TAPE, and C.Y. O'Connor
College of TAPE.

(4) The appointment of these directors will be announced when the
recruitment procedures have been completed.

(5) They are considered for all vacant positions at their substantive level
within the department. Two directors have been placed in substantive
positions at level; one director has been placed in a temporary position at
level with all entitlements maintained, and will continue to be considered
for all at level substantive vacancies.

QUESTION WITHOUT NOTICE I - ABORIGINAL COMMUNITIES
296. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Leader of the House:

I draw attention to postponed question 1 in today's Supplementary Notice
Paper, which has been on notice since the opening day of Parliament eight
weeks ago. The answer has stifl not been supplied.
(1) Will the Leader of the House take the necessary steps to have this

question answered so that I can ascertain what funds have been
allocated in the current financial year and for which programs, to
respond to the urgent needs identified by the Government's
Aboriginal social justice task force for emergency finance to
improve living and health standards in remote Aboriginal
communities?

(2) Further, will the Leader of the House ascertain from the Treasurer
what funds will be allocated during the coming financial year to
meet these needs? In view of the fact that the question relates to
the current financial year, which is about to conclude, I would
appreciate a prompt answer to the question.

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
I will raise the matter with the Minister responsible.

MINISTER FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT - DR DAVID CARR, PLANNING
ADVICE

297. Hon JOHN HALD)EN to the Minister for Transport representing the Minister for
Local Government:

In the Minister's answer to question 226 he claimed that he had received
no "formal" planning advice from Dr David Carr
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(1) Does this mean the Minister has received informal advice from
Dr Carr?

(2) If so. on what matters did he receive informal advice and when
was this advice given?

Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
The Minister for Local Government has provided the following reply -

(1)-(2) The Minister for Local Government, like many members from
both sides of this House and the other place, has been the recipient
of informal and unsolicited advice from Dr Carr on a variety of
matters. The investigation was neither officially nor formally
sought arid the Minister has no intention of elaborating.

jUVENILE JUSTICE ADVISORY COUNCIL - CHAIRMAN, MR BILL
DOHERTY

298. Hon NJ). GRIFFITS to the Minister for Health representing the Attorney
General:
(1) Is Mr Bill Doherty, the current Chairman of the Juvenile Justice Advisory

Council, a former policeman?
(2) if yes, to what branch of the Police Force was Mr Doherty attached before

his retirement?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:

I thank the member for some notice of this question. The Attorney
Gleneral has provided the following reply -

(1) Yes.
(2) Officer in charge of Aboriginal affairs.

POLICE RECORDS CHECK - QUESTION 114
299. Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN so the Leader of the House representing the Minister

for Police:
Three weeks has now elapsed since I asked question 114 which the
Minister asked me so put on notice on 8 June 1994. Despite this matter
being raised again with the Minister on 15 June I have not received an
answer -

(1) Has the checking of police records referred to in the Minister's
reply of 8 June commenced?

(*2) If not, why not?
(3) If yes, has such checking been completed?
(4) If the checking has not been completed, how much longer does the

Minister anticipate will. be required to answer question 114?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:

I thank the member for same notice of this question to which the Minister
for Police has provided the following reply -
(1)-(4) Advice was received from the Acting Commissioner of Police late

this morning. The response of the Minister for Police so question
on notice 374 will be sent for tabling tomorrow.

PVIO REFIT AND REPLACEMENT - COUNTRY PREFERENCE POLICY
300. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Which companies were requested to supply written quotes for the refit and
replacement of engines on P11107
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(2) What were their quotes?
(3) Why were no quotes sought from country dealerships and does the 10 per

cent local preference clause still exist?
(4) If the value of the work was expected to be of such a minor nature, why

then did not the department give preference to the country dealer?
(5) (a) Was the hull of PVA!O manufactured by Penguin Marine or a

subcontractor?
(b) Who was that subcontractor?
(c) What aspects of the inspection and refit of the PVIO were required

to be undertaken by the manufacturer - Penguin Marine - rather
than any competent marine engineer?

(6) If Penguin Marine has not obtained formal quality assurance accreditation,
what informal QA procedures does this company have which the
Government considers superior to the formal qualification?

(7) In reference to part 6 of question 255, when were the department's marine
surveyors in Albany during the period 1 January 1994 to 21 June 1994,
and why was it not possible to manage those visits to include the
inspection of PYJO?

(8) Was one of those visits to inspect another vessel being constructed for
another state department?

(9) How does the Minister justify his answer to part 1 of question 255 in
which he claimed that PVJO was towed to Perth at no cost?

Hon ElJ. CHARLTON replied:
(l)-(9) Quotations for replacement of outboard engines were sought from Cruiser

Marine. Marmion Marine, Frem antle Yamaha, Hampton Marine, Penguin
Marine, and Leighton Marine. Quotes from these companies varied from
$8 000 to $9 100.
As previously stated in question 255, the vessel needed to be surveyed in
order to decide whether to dispose of the vessel or refit it. To facilitate
this the most convenient and efficient procedure was to tow the vessel to
Perth. The alternative, to fly a marine surveyor to Albany and return,
would have cost approximately $292, and this may have necessitated more
than one trip.
The hull was manufactured by Penguin Marine, and the department does
not consider it to have superior quality assurance procedures compared
with those associated with the formal quality assurance accreditation. The
department's marine surveyors visit regional areas as required to inspect
vessels presented to them by builders and owners. During these visits
marine surveyors do go to Albany to inspect various vessels. It is the
department's policy to have such work carried out locally whenever
circumstances indicate this to be the best option. Albany boat builders
should not view this as a precedent and the department will certainly
consider them for future work.
Right across my portfolio I not only remind but encourage the various
departments operating in country areas to carry out work locally or, where
possible, to ensure that local operators are given every opportunity to
tender or quote on jobs. In this case, because of the problems with the
vessel's hull, the department wanted to ensure that the company which
built the boat had an opportunity to decide whether to repair or refit it, or
whether to sell it and buy another vessel. That was the reason it was
brought to Perth.
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POLICE RECORDS CHECK - QUESTIONS 114 AND 374
301. Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN to die Leader of the House representing die Minister

for Police:
My question is supplementary to questions 114 and 299, and question on
notice 374. Will the Leader of dhe House undertake to provide the answer
forthwith if this House does not sit tomorrow?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
I ant not prepared to give that undertaking until such time as I see die
answer.

SCHOOLS - MANNING PRIMARY
Portion of Grounds Valuation

302. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
As die Minister indicated he was unaware of any plan to sell a portion of
the grounds of Manning Primary School, could he confirm whether die
Valuer General's Office has been contacted by die Education Department
or Manning Primary School seeking a valuation?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
Neither die Education Department nor Manning Primary School has
contacted the Valuer General's Office seeking a valuation in recent years.

EDUCATION DEPARTM-ENT HOUSING - REMOTE AREAS
303. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) What is die level of demand for Education Department housing in the
remote and distant areas of Western Australia in 1994-95?

(2) How many houses is the Government Employees Housing Authority
likely to provide to teaching staff this year?

Hon NEF MOORE replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1) In its submission to the Government Employees Housing

Authority for the 1994-95 accommodation provision program, the
department requested an additional 177 units of accommodation.
The first 56 of these are located in towns and communities in the
Kimberley, Pilbara and Central Desert regions,

(2) It is likely that GEHA will provide seven new houses for 1994-95.
LUDLOW BYPASS - BUDGET ALLOCATION

304. Hon DOUG WENN to the Minister for Transport:
(1) Has planning proceeded on the Ludlow bypass?
(2) If so, what stage has it reached?
(3) Will the public have any input?
(4) If not, why not?
Hon EJ. CHARLTON replied:
(1)-(4)

The last time I looked at the progress of the Ludlow bypass, planning was
proceeding. I ant not sure if there has been any public participation in the
planning process, but I will make die relevant details available to die
member.
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SCHOOLS - BILINGUAL TEACHING PROGRAM
305. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Which schools have implemented a bilingual teaching program?
(2) (Are there any plans to extend the program, at either primary or secondary

revel?
(3) Which languages are being taught at which schools?
(4) Have any plans been made to expand the number of languages taught?
(5) If so, when?
Hon NYF. MOORE replied:

I thank the member for some notice of the question. Notice was ipven on
21 June, and I anticipated answering it on that date. At that time, the
answer was -

(1)-(5) This question will require considerable research, and I
therefore ask that the member place the question on notice.

Had the member done that in the first place he would have received an
answer by now.

Hon John Halden: Perhaps you should have chatted to me informally.
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I am trying to listen to what the member is saying.

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAM
306. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Mvinister for Education:

(1) What amount has the Federal Government allocated to Western Australia
for general support in the English as a Second Language program for
children?

(2) What amount of the Federal Government funds has been allocated by the
State Government to -
(a) recently arrived children from non-English speakting backgrounds;
(b) Aboriginal students; and
(c) children born in Australia whose first language is not English?

(3) What amount does the State Government plan to allocate to each of the
programs mentioned in (2) above in the 1994-95 financial year?

Hon NYF. MOORE replied:
This question falls in a similar category to the previous one. It was asked
on 21 June and it was anticipated that an answer would be given on the
same day. The answer provided was -

(1)-(3)
This question will require considerable research, and I therefore
ask that the member place the question on notice.

I now request that. However, I will provide the information as quickly as
possible.

MINES SAFETY AND INSPECTION BILL
307. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Mines:

The Minister has introduced the Mines Safety and Inspection Bill to this
House. I understand from a number of unions that they received a copy of
the Bill only today. I understand also that the Minister has given
assurances that the unions involved will be able to comment on the Bill.
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Will the Minister ensure that the legislation proceeds no further through
this House until such time as die unions have been able to comment on it?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Bill was introduced last Wednesday, 22 June. 1 indicated either
informally, or perhaps in the House to Hon Mark Nevill, that it was not
my intention to proceed with the Bill during this session. However, I also
indicated that briefings would be made available to Hon Mark Nevili and
Hon Tom Helm, if they desired, or any other member of the Opposition, if
members cared to let me know.
For the benefit of the unions, which seem to have come to the conclusion -
and I do not know how they reached that conclusion - that the Bill would
be dealt with today, it wil not be dealt with today. We will proceed with
it in August. One of the reasons for the introduction of the Bill was to
allow it to be circulated throughout the industry. As stated in the second
reading speech, a considerable amount of consultation took place in the
preparation of this legislation. That consultation involved members of the
industry and union groups. I understand that the State Mining Engineer,
Jim Torlach, and a member of the Chamber of Mines and Energy toured
some country areas and advised interested persons about the content and
substance of the Bill. Consultation has been the main aim of the Bill, to
date.

Hon Tom Helm: Did they advertise that tour?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I do not know how they advertised the meetings in

country places, but if any of the unions want to make representations in
respect of the Bill, they should do so within the next four weeks. I hope
that the unions will have regard for the other members of the union
movement who were part of the consultation process; that is, those who
mtended the meetings that considered the content of the Bill on a number
of occasions. I refer to Mr Gary Wood from the Coal Miners Industrial
Union, to whom I referred in the second reading speech. He was one of
the union representatives who showed great interest in the changes being
suggested by the Government.

Hon Doug Wenn: Interest or concern?
Hon GEORGE CASH: He was showing great interest. Many of the matters

raised by Mr Wood were taken into account in the Bill. The paint of my
raising his name is that he deserves to be complimented for the amount of
time he put in on behalf of the members of that union in the Collie area.
Mr Wood has not indicated any concerns to me at this stage. If he has
concerns, no doubt he will tell me.

Hon John Halden: I understand he received the Bill only today.
Hon GEORGE CASH: He is a member of the committee that has met on

numerous occasions to discuss the Bill. A printed copy of the Bill was
made available on 22 June after its introduction in this House. Mr Wood
and other members of the committee that made recommendations in
respect of the Bill, have had draft copies of it for some time. I do not
think Mr Wood would suggest that he has not been kept informed, he has
been one of the principal player-s giving advice to the Government about
this matter.
The Trades and Labor Council, in the early stages of the preparation of the
Bill, wrote to me, suggesting that the council would be prepared to send
someone to attend meetings if the Government could find about $20 000
to fund the expenses of that person. It was a rather outrageous sum of
money to pay for the fees and sitting time, and so on, for such a person,
and that request was declined. Although representations were made from
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time to time by the TLC, those representatives were not in attendance at
every meeting. The argument was that the council did not have the staff -

Hon Mark Nevill: I was under the impression that you offered assistance, but not
that amount.

Hon GEORGE CASH: A reasonable amount was suggested to cover the person's
costs, including the cost of a car and other incidentals.

Hon Peter Foss: The out of pocket expenses.
Hon GEORGE CASH: It was more than that. It would have covered the time of

the person but, for reasons best known to the union, the offer was
declined.

Hon Mark Nevill: It was an intensive and time-consuming process.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Yes, more time than most people expected was spent in

the preparation of the Bill, which is founded on the question of
consultation.


